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I N T R O D U C T I O'N 
Small-scale industries form the backbone of 
industrial development of almost every developed 
and under-developed country of the world, with 
their enormous potential for increasing the 
consumable output and extensive capacity for genera-
ting employment opportunities as well as self-
employment avenues, small industries are the 
kingpin in the process of economic development. 
They are instrumental in optimising the rate of 
economic growth. Being labour-intensive, small 
units* capacity to absorb material and human 
resources as also to harness the individual entre-
preneurial talent at comparatively small Investment 
of capital is immense. Because of the mobility 
in its character small form of business can be 
adapted far and v/ide across the country by every 
industrious person. Advance economies of the 
United States and West European countries and 
Japan are glaring exainples to show that small 
enterprises can greatly help in achieving sustained 
economic growth, Japan has emerged as a powerful 
competitor in world market mainly due to its 
networ3c of small-scale units almost in every 
field of business* 
In developing countries, like India, small 
industries are an essential factor for bringing 
about economic growth and economic prosperity. 
Large-scale industries alone cannot provide enough 
employment for a large population of the country 
nor can ensure the country's economic and social 
development under conditions of capital scarcity 
and technological dependency, 
THE PROBLEMi 
Delhi being the capital city of the country, 
a Union territory and a metropolitan commercial 
centre has a conglomeration of small industrial 
units. These units produce a wide range of 
products whose output is distributed internally 
as well as exported. They have been a source of 
»(J.ii)» 
employraen't to a vast chunk of the population of 
Delhi* The presence of a nuntoer of head offices 
of the financial institutions alongside a wide 
network of their branches spread over the territory 
of Delhi offers the benefit of a developed capital 
market• Yet, despite the advantageous ground and 
favourable climate for flourishing,these units 
are afflicted with aniltifarious problems. Many a 
unit have gone sick while others prosperity is in 
Jeopardy* In fact, every problem of small enter-
prise concorning pix>duction or marketing, management 
or organisation, quality or materials, is in the 
ultimate analysis a financial one. This gives rise 
to the problem of enquiring into the financial 
health of these units with an special eye on the 
institutional finance so essential for the grox^ rth 
and developnent of these industries. Practicable 
suggestions are also tendered to bale out these units 
of the financial stringency and to put them on firm 
financial footing* 
RESEARCH METHQDQLQGYl 
Throughout the study to obtain specific 
conclusions, a judicious use has been made of 
-.<iv)-
both the conventional approaches of deduction 
and induction methods. Also, to illuminate the 
problem, the applications of economic reasoning, 
statistical methods and financial managonnent 
principles has been made. For statistical infor* 
mation, the Reserve Bank of India Statements, 
Bulletins, Reports on Currency and Finance, and 
Reviews have been profusely consulted* But I have 
not relied on any single source* Other sources 
of information have been the agencies like the 
Ministry of Finance, Ministry of Industries, 
Ministry of ComniGrce, Government of India and the 
Planning Commission, Yojana Bhai^ ran, Hew Delhi, 
Materials and data concerning the small industries 
of Delhi have also been collected personally by 
visiting a number of these units selected at. random 
The required information has been noted from their 
records and has been used in this work* Annual 
Reports and Accounts of the financial institutions, 
vi3», Delhi Financial Corporation, Itife Insurance 
Corporation of India, Industrial Development Bank 
of India, State Financial Corporation, National 
Small Industries Corporation and also of the 
«|v)-
Directorate of Industries, Delhi, have also been 
used in compiling this study. Some figures have 
been coraputed and statements compiled by the 
author on the basis of the available published 
data relating to financial institutions and insti-
tutional funds to small-scale industrial sector 
of Delhi and the country at large. In addition* 
the information available in various government 
publications and articles published in periodicals 
and newspapers of repute have also been used 
freely to enrich the present work. 
THE FRAMEWORKS 
The subject-matter of the thesis has been 
arranged in the following six chaptersa 
Chapter-I makes an appraisal of the role of 
small-scale industries in moiern economy with 
special reference to India. The study reveals 
that small-scale industries occupy a prominent 
position in the industrial structure of every 
developed and under»^eveloped country of the world. 
These units are an essential factor for overall 
economic groxnrth of a developing country like India. 
They have the potential for optira'um exploitation 
-(vi)-
of natural and human resources in developing 
economies. iSmall enterprises have great mobility 
and provide a viable media for the flourishing 
of entrepreneural talent of individuals* Being 
labour intensive* their contribution in employment 
and in aggregate turn-over is significant. In 
fact* small industries form the back-bone for 
the advancement of the modern economies.. 
Chapter-II identifies the problems and 
assesses the prospects for development and growth 
of small ::.ndustrial units of Delhi. The study 
reveals that Delhi being the capital of the 
country and a metropolitan commercial centre is 
dominated by smaller units. But the smell indus-
tries of Delhi are confronted with multifarious 
problems ranging from procurement of inputs, 
manag^aent of human and material resources to 
ultimate distribution of output. In fact, every 
problem of small producer concerning production 
or material, quality or marketing* is in the 
ultimate analysis a financial one. Hence, the 
most serious and fundamental difficulty of small 
units of Delhi bears out to be related to the 
-(vii)-
problott of finance, 
Chapter-Ill deals with the financial needs 
and traces out the soxirces of finance avail«tole 
to the small industries of Delhi. The study makes 
an atteupt to measure the demand for fun<^ through 
an analysis of the capital structure of small-scale 
sector* It also guages the quantum of funds 
supplied by financial institutions Goni>rlsing the 
capital market of Delhi on the basis of a survey 
of external funds employed conducted on a represen-
tative group of small-scale industries of Delhi 
selected at random. A comparison of the demand 
for funds with the supply of finance reveals the 
inadequacy of the institutional finance which is, 
to a gr§at extent, accountable to a host of 
difficulties ranging from tortious procedures to 
cumbersome terms and conditions encountered by these 
small entrepreneurs and elaborately enumerated in 
the chapter* 
Chapter-IV assesses the role of financial 
institutions providing the long-term finance to 
the small industries of Delhi* It analyses the 
-(viii)** 
flows of long-term funds from the national level 
as well as territorial level institutions. The 
study reveals that the role of financial insti-
tutions has neither been expansive nor growing. 
During the decade under study while the number of 
small units of Delhi multiplied considerablyj^ the 
number of units beneficiary of institutional funds 
shrank in strength, The institutions have thus 
remained unexpansive conpatible to the increasing 
demand for finance emanating from an expansive small-
scale sector of Delhi, Statistics of funds flows 
bring to fore that the yearly volume of long-term 
financial assistance flowing from these institutions 
has maintained a fluctuating trend moving downwards. 
The net funds supplied have not grotvn in quantum 
to any significance, 
Chapter-V analyses the role of short-tejan 
financing institutions. It merges that commercial 
banlis are the only agency that supply short-term 
credit to small industries of Delhi, Though 
there is a wide netx^ fork of banking system in the 
Union territory of Delhi, the contribution of banks 
in financing the growth and development of small 
industries of Delhi has remained limited during 
the decade. The commercial banks have remained 
short of the target fixed for thera by the Reserve 
Bank of India with regard to enhancing the percentage 
of short-tejm funds to the small industries in their 
aggregate credit operations. The annual average 
of bank credit to smaller units in Delhi is even 
lovrer than the yearly average of credit provided 
by banks to small-sector on all-India level. The 
yearly increases in bank finance to smaller units 
in Delhi have also proceeded at a snail's pace. 
Finally, the sixth Chapter stuns up the 
conclusions drawn on the basis of this study and, 
in the ultimate analysis, finds that because of 
the short-supply of institutional finance, the 
gro\irth and development of the small-scale 
industries of Delhi has been hampered. It also 
makes v7orkable suggestions ^^ d.th regard to stream-
lining the existing procedures prescribed by 
financial institutions for the sanction of 
financial assistance to small industries and 
sets out concrete measures for augmenting the 
quantum of institutional finance to these 
industries which will bail them out of their 
present afflictions by putting them on firm 
financial footing* 
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CHAPTER - I 
ROLE OF SMAIiL-SCALE INDUSTRIES IN MODERN EC0N0M5f 
WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO INDIA 
Small-scalfe industries occupy an important 
position in the inc&i^ trial structure ot almost every 
developed and under-developed country of the world* 
"We find the small units almost everywhere predominant,• 
They are instrumental in optimising the rate of 
industrial grox-^ th. The experience of the industrialised 
economies like those of the United States, the countries 
of Western Europe and Japan shows that small industries 
can greatly help in achieving sustained economic 
growth. Among these countries, Japan is a powerful 
competitor in the world market mainly because of its 
network of small scale units in various fields • 
In less developed countries^ small industries 
are an essential factor for overall economic growth. 
1, Allen, G.Ct British Industry and Economic Policy" i 
Macmillan Press, London, 1976, p«,22. 
I 
-(2). 
It is now being acknowledged that industrial development 
cannot be achieved by establishing and promoting only 
large scale units. Large scale industries alone cannot 
ensure a country's economic and social development. 
Small units in developing countries have specific 
advantages for optimum exploitation of their natural 
and human resources. Moreover^ small firms have great 
mobility and better media for the flourishing of 
entrepreneurial talent of individual as compared with 
large units where advanced technology and heavy capital 
requirements are dominant factors and entrepreneurial 
qualities are not of so much consequence. 
While emphasising the crucial role of small 
scale industries, it is necessary to have a clear idea 
about their nature and scope. Por visua-lising the 
role of small industries they need to be analysed 
both in qualitative and quantitative aspects. Various 
names are given to these industries^ which are based 
on their qualitative aspects like decentralised sector, 
socialised sector* employment oriented sector* 
natural resource^ sector, etc* Anyhow, while analysing 
their importance, it is necessary that we should have 
a clear understanding as to what these industries are. 
-(3). 
In the f ollo^ ^^ ing paragrapl\s an attempt is made to this 
end* 
DEFINITION IN VARIOUS COONTRIESl 
It Is quite difficult to define "small-scale** 
industry in uniform terms* Firstly, there is over-
lapping of functions between the various categories of 
small scale units. Secondly, they vary in nature and 
size from country to country depending upon the economic, 
political and social environment. The definition is 
an indicator of the stage of economic development of a 
country. It also reflects the policies and attitudes 
of the governments towards these industries* Hence, 
there is a multiplicity of definitions which confuse 
the comparative studies. To substantiate this statotnent 
a few definitions are reproduced which are prevalent 
in different countries of the world, 
JAPAKi 
In Japan by ^small industries" is meant those 
which are relatively small in scale of management and 
capital investment. This basis for classification 
varies according to the type of industry and cannot 
be generalised. The government applies the term to 
industxies employing less than 300 persons with a 
capital below 10 million yens* 
UMITEP STATES OF AMERICA (USA) t 
tn 0»S,A, a manufacturing firm is officially 
considered a small business if it does not hold a 
monopoly in its field of operation and if it has fewer 
than 500 emplbyees or if it is certified as small by 
the Small Business Administration. For the purpose of 
financial and other assistance a unit is classified 
as small if it has fev7er than 250 employees. 
tmiTED KIN8D0M (U*K)t 
ri II inn i m - • II I II I i i i \ III • inf i l l 
There is no demarcation between small and large 
industries in U.K However, in boolcs and treatises on 
industrial subjects, units employing less than 500 
workers are generally referred to as small units but 
this cannot be considered as a criterion of general 
e^plicability, 
ECAFEt 
The Working Group of the Economic Commission for 
Asia and the Par East suggested in 1952 that small 
industries be defined for statistical purposes as 
establishments employing not more than 20 workers \hen 
•.(5)*» 
2 
using power or 50 worlcers v;hen not using power. 
There are a few similarities among the above 
definitions, i,e^ they are based on three variables, 
viz., investment, employment and output. In certain 
countries investjiient is used as yardstick. In some 
countries, employn^nt has been taken as criterion for 
distinguishing small-scale from large scale, while in 
some other countries the quantijm of investment in fixed 
assets and the number of persons enployed are prescribed 
for categorising them as small scale units» 
The first tt;o factors, investment and employment, 
should be considered with reference to the stage of 
industrial development of a country* For example, 
small-scale units of an advanced countjry may be of the 
status of meditan or large scale of a backward or less 
developed country. In an advanced conntzry where there 
is profusion of capital and scarcity of labour, the 
number of employees has greater significance* In the 
case of a less developed nation where labour is 
abundant and capital is scarce, units are categorised 
2* Desai, Vt Organisation and Managanent of Small-Scale 
Industries, Himalaya Publishing Mouse, Bombay, 1979, 
p«28« 
-(6)* 
on the basis of their capital investment. In many 
countries, the definition of •small-scale industry* 
has been revised again and again just to check the 
inflation in the country. Anyhow, it is evident that 
the available definitions do not agree with each other 
in all respects. The same is the case with Indian 
definitions, 
OEFIKITION IK IKDIAl 
In India, before independence, the term small-
scale industry was meant to denote the village and the 
urban cottage industry,*^  The small scale and cottage 
industries are being given due place in the economic 
programme by the Government of India since the beginning 
of the First Plan in 1951 in pursuance of its policies. 
In India, the definition of small-scale industries 
has been revised several times. In 1918, the industrial 
Commission described * small-scale industries" as 
organised industries carried on in a workshop or factory 
4 
having a simple operation with provinc ia l cha rac te r . 
3 , Nanjappa, K.ltt Small-scale Industries*- 25 Yeax's of 
Progress i Government of Ind ia , 1973, p . l , 
4 , Report of the Indian I n d u s t r i a l Commission,1918, 
Government of India, p . 190. 
-(7>-
Prof • K»T» Shah^ the eminent Indian economist who 
emphasised the importanteof small-scale industries in 
India tried to give a definition of small-scale 
industry* He defines a small-scale as an enterprise 
or a service or operations carried on by a workman 
and members of family in his home with his own tools 
and materials, the finished products of which he markets 
himself. In 1949-50 the Fiscal Commission defined a 
small-scale industry as one v;hich was operated with 
hired labour of usually 10 to 50 hands*' 
It is interesting to note that different States 
had different definitions for small«»scale industries 
as there ^lm3 no commonly accepted definition in the 
country. Therefore, in order to implement the plan 
for promotion of small-scale industries in the country 
a working definition v^s given by the small-scale 
Industries Board, an all-India bodf established in 
1954 for overall planning, coordination and promotion 
of small-scale sector in India, According to this 
definition, industrial units employing less than 50 
5. Report of the Fiscal Commission, Government of India, 
1949-50,p.99 
6, Report of the Stores Purchase Committee, Government 
of India, p«28. 
-(8)-
persons, if using power, and less than 100 persons 
without the use of power and with capital assets not 
exceeding Rs, 5 lakhs, was considered small-scale 
7 
in(&istry« 
In 1955, the Karve Committee defined small 
units approximately on the same lines* It includes 
all industries which have a capital investment of less 
than Rs* 5 laldis and employs less than 50 persons when 
using power and less than 100 persons when not using 
8 
power. 
The definition of small-scale industr|f has 
changed in India from time to time, due to changes in 
the economic environment t This can be evidenced from 
the official definitions of small-scale industry from 
between 1955 to 1985# Thus, we find that at one time 
a unit employing less than. 50 persons using power and 
less than 100 persons without the use of power with 
capital assets not exceeding Rs» 5 laJchS waus supposed 
to be a small-scale unit. However, by 1980, the 
investment limit for capital assets was raised to 
Im Development Commissioner, Small-scale Industries, 
Govt, of India,Sraall-Scale Industries in India, 1968, 
p«53« 
8# Report of the Village and Small-Scale Industries, 
(Second S-lTear PlanJcommittee, Oct, 1955,p.61« 
-(9)-
Rs, 20 lakhs. The above celling of Investment in 
plant and machinery for the small-scale sector vrais 
further raised from Rs» 20 lakhs to Rs, 35 la3chs In 
1985. 
It is clear from the foregoing discussion that 
the definition of small-scale industries in India has 
heen changing from time to time and even the prevalent 
definitions are based on administrative considerations 
and represent legal point of view» They provide 
convenient criteria for the selection of units eligible 
for government help and subsidies but they are hot 
very useful for some broad-based purposes. Such 
definitions change with the development of economic 
levels. It follows, therefore, that a single and 
foolproof definition regarding the scale for all 
branches of industry and for all times is out of 
question. The aim of the present work is to study the 
role of small Industries in the economic development 
of India, Hence, It is assumed that small industry 
includes all small undertakings v^ iether the word 
•small* is applicable to the nwtiber of workers employed, 
the capital invested, the turnover or the size of the 
market. 
In the light of above clarification, it is worth 
while to examine as to why such industries continue to 
-(10)-
exist in developed and under-developed economies* 
This question will be studied fram different angles-
economic, social as well as political* 
The utility and role of small firms is consider-
ably different in developed and developing countries. 
In the former, the main problem is to modernise small 
units and increase escpanding market. In the case of 
developing nations, it is necessary to encourage and 
promote new units in the small-scale sector* In 
advanced countries, the emphasis is on modernising 
management and on improving the training programmes. 
On the other hand, in less devel<^ed countries, it is 
even essential to inculcate an entrepreneural spirit 
alongwith wide knowledge of market conditions. Here 
we can conclude that there may be some difference in 
points of emphasis but small industries have valid 
Justification of various nature in all countries of 
the world* In the follov/ing paragraphs, an attempt is 
made to analyse justification and significance of small 
industries on varied grounds* 
sociO'-'BCommc gEaruREs OF SMALL INDUSTRIESI 
The outstanding feature of small-scale and 
(U)-
cottage industries is the personal character of orga-
nisation and management as against the predominantly 
inipersonal organisation and managatient of large-scale 
industries* The former provide opportunity for 
independence, initiative and personal supervision* 
In most of the cases* the proprietor is himself the 
manager, the technician and the financier. Ownership 
and management are identical, The rules and laws to 
govern them are simple and thus it Is free, from legal 
inhibitions« This facilitates quicli decisioa-malclng 
and prompt implecKsntation, 
The capital needs of small enterprises in 
respect of machinery, building and transport facilities 
are much less than in large enterprises. By proraDting 
these industries one can economise in respect of these 
overheads. 
The anall enterprises are favoured as a means 
of decentralisation and for counteracting urbanisation,* 
I»arge cities are congested and breed many social 
evils. The further growth of such cities can be checked 
by developing small enterprises in small towns and 
villages. In this connection the Karve Committee has 
observedi **The pattern of industrial activity that 
«(12)-
should gradually emerge is that of a group of villages 
having its natural industrial and urban centres, 
These small urban centres will be related to big onesi 
thus* a pyramid of industries based on a progressive 
rural economy will be set up*" 
The small enterprises are also considered a good 
means of mobilising savings which would otherwise 
remain unutilised and for fostering skills. People 
who have small resources of idle savings can put them 
to productive uses and can also develop their productive 
ability. In a developing economy it is advisable to 
make use of every source of skill and savings. 
Small enterprises are considered a good means of 
preventing exploitation of men and concentration of 
economic power, since the small industrial units in 
a particular line of product mostly concentrate in on 
area, the hired labour enjoys greater mobility from one 
t'lnit to another. As a result, the incidence of exploita-
tion of men is not high in small sector, MOretmrer^  
9* Karve Committee Report, Planning Commission, 
Government of India, New Delhi, 1956, 
-(13)-
among the small entrepreneurs the disparities of 
Incon^ and wealth are minimal as also of transitional 
character. The keen competition* and sometimes cut-
throat* between these units do not allow accrual of 
ar^ abnormal profits, The just normal profits and a 
small capital base are inborn checlt over the concentra-
tion of economic po\*er with the small enterpreaeurs^ 
Thus, small enterprises can be used as a means of 
proiTKJting and building an egalitarian society. 
It is also a valid point that small enterprises 
are conducive to the establishment of a democratic 
society» The Karve Committee has remarked that the 
principle of self-^en^loyment is at least as important 
to a successful democracy as that of self-government. 
The existence of a large nuirtoer of independent, self-
eixpXofod persons is a guarantee of the maintenance 
of democratic institaitlons* an obstacle to the domina-
tion of trade unions* l*rom social and political 
points of view small enterprises are more suitable 
for the type of egalitarian society that is sought 
to be created in a developing co\mtry like India, 
The employment generation potential of small 
scale industries is considerably higher and the 
- ( 1 4 ) -
avera^e c o s t of generat ing a job i s r e l a t i v e l y smal ler . 
This i s borne out from the following Table-1 i»rtiich 
pii^sents Important i nd i ca to r s concerning small i ndus t r i e s 
shown for t he bench-^nark da tes of the decade 1975-76 
t o 1984-85 under studyt 
TMI<S - 1 
IMPORTANT ECOHCMIC INDICATORS REIiATlNG TO 
S^ !AI.L-SCALE INDUSTRIES 
l im mi 1 i imiinnii i l i i i<MH»—.11 • ii i i ia»iM>»i»i»»iii^«««»»i»<»»-i»l««l»««M«M«>«»Mp»»««M««ia«M«M»»»»^^ 
INDICATORS 1975-76 1978-79 1981-82 1984-85 
! • No»of smalLl u n i t s 5«46 7*34 9.'62 12.65 
( in laKhs) 
2» Total Fixed investment 3^204 4#431 6^280 8,300 
(Rs»Crores3 
3« Averagei .Investment per 58#68i 60,368 65*280 65,725 
u n i t {R0«) 
4* Total number of jobs i n 45»9 63.8 75.0 90.0 
small-scaile u n i t s (laMis) 
5* Average nimber of jobs 8,4 8»6 7,8 7.0 
pe r un i t (Kfo,) 
6 . Cost of generat ing one 6,985 7#019 8,369 9,389 job (Rs.l) 
SOURCE I Compiled from the s t a t i s t i c a l information 
obtained from the Department of Small-Scale 
I n d u s t r i e s , Minis t ry of Industry,Govt.of 
Ind ia , New Delhi , as on Oct.31,1985. 
• CIS)** 
It is evident from "^ fable^ i that tjie average 
Investanent cost per small unit is as low as Rs•58*681 
in 19751^*16 and the average en5>lo:pient potential per 
miit as 8«4 jobs. The cost of generating one Job in 
a small unit works out to only Rs» 6,985 in 1975-76, 
*rhe corresponding figures have marginally risen over 
the decade under the impact of inflationary pressure. 
The factor of inflation pushed up the average invest* 
ment per small unit steadily during the decade and it 
stood at Rs, 65,72B in 1984-85, The cost of generating 
one job also follox^d suit and shot up to 8s, 9#3S9 
by the year 1984*85, The inflation-push hilce in per 
unit investment marginally eroded the emp3,oyttient 
generating capacity of smaller units and the average 
nui^er of jobs per unit dropped from 8«4 Jobs in 
1975«*»76 to 7 Jobs in i984«-85, Tet# the employment 
potential, lower average cost of generating a Job and 
smaller capital investment involved in establishing a 
small uriit remain positive contribution of small 
industrial sector unmatched x^ ith any other form of 
buE5.ness organisation in the economy. 
The ^sove-mentioned arguiuents establish a ease 
for the fast growth of small enterprises* But it must 
-(16)« 
not be forgotten that in many cases per capital ps^duc-
tion and output capital ratio are considerably lower 
in small enterprises than in large ones. Capital 
being one of the most important factors in economic 
development of the country* India cannot afford t© 
have a low output-capital ratio by investing large 
sums of money in small enterprises. There are also 
probleans of the cost of production and the optimum 
utilisation of raw material s» the unorganised small 
enterj>rises are generally not able to get maximum out 
of t^e raw materials and in many cases the cost of 
production is also high* India* being short of almost 
every variety of raw materials, can hardly afford this 
wastage, 'She process of growth needs cost reduction. 
Cost of production have to be reduced to fight infla-
tion internally and export more to other countries, 
Heverldieless, small units are eminently suited to the 
developing econon^ of India for the redistribution of 
wealth, eradication of poverty and for the creation of 
an egalitarian society, For, the small scale in(&is» 
tries bear characteristics to maKe positive contafibution 
to a dveloping economy in asmuchas tl} they are labour 
intensive, generating employment potentiali (2) t):mf 
«(17>^ 
assist in the growth of developing and bacTcvrard areas 
so that the dispariities between the developed and less 
developed get redwcedf (3) skills are picked up by 
people in backward areas, both through training and by 
experience! (4) production in the small-scale industries 
quantitatively and in variety is very considerable! 
(5) as a result of fast development of technology! the 
quality and productivity have vastly improved! (6) their 
export potential is sissablei <T) they do not involve 
heavsr financial coiiinitraent, (8) not many get sick 
except for temporary periods due to shortage of raw 
materials which problem is now not so acutely felt, 
and lastly <9) their labour problems do not usually cause 
much trouble because the number of their employees is 
not large. Hence, the small scale industries are being 
promoted Xn preference to large ones in India. 
However, a balance has to be struck in the matter 
of the development of small scale and large scale 
industries. Decisions in this respect should be taken 
keeping in mind the interest of the overall economy of 
the country, fhe above mentioned description of the 
characteristics of small industries call for a discussion 
on their economic role which is presented below* 
•(is)*-
EGONOMIC ROLE OF SMAI*Ir*SCAl,E IHDtJSTRHlSt 
TlCiB smaXX-scale industries contribute significantly 
both in the developing and developed economies. The 
assijffi^ tion that with economic advaaconent small scale 
units start declining is not correct. Small-scale 
industries have not disappeared in ev^n highly industria-
lised countries of western Europe. In most of these 
countries the majority of their maamfacturing enterprises 
(usually 60 to 80 per cent) are classified as small. 
In developing countries, small-scale industries account 
for more than 90 per cent of the industria,! base. 
It is common eoqjerience that the prices of the 
products of large industries and imilti-national corpora-
tions are higher due to huge admi.nistration and trans-
portati,on costs, For Hhe saane reason, Britania bread 
aells at a higher price in Aligarh than in Delhi, The 
prices of goods could be reduced Ti^ en they are produced 
by local small-scale industries, Production of arjall-
scale itnits does not only fulfill the demand of the 
market, but at the same time it results in high money 
10, Hick, A. Philipt small Enterprises* Development 
Policies and Programmes; international Iiabour Office, 
Management Development Series, 130,14,Geneva, 1977, 
p. 10* 
-<19)-
circiilation among manjifacturers, traders and consumers, 
thereby increasing the capital income of the region 
and fostering the economic growth of the country. 
Moreover, large units do not grow in isolation* 
They depend for their components and intermediate 
materials on the small«*scale sector. She growth and 
prdsperity of large scale sector is thus greatly linked 
up with the growth and prosperity of small sector* 
Hence^ trade and commerce are dependent on the growth 
of both small and large-scale sectors. In the former 
sector there is a close relationship between custoir^ rs 
and s\5)pliers based on sound knowledge of regional 
markets. Small units being closer to market have fetter 
knowledge of demmid, preference, atttidues* quality and 
quantity of raw materials available^ finance^ techniques 
of selling and business risks. For an integrated 
development of industrial sector, it is necessary to 
have vreill-planned programme for the growth of small-
scale industries. They can certainly produce quality 
goods to the satisfaction of the buyers provided all 
the req[uirements are made available to them. 
The development of small-scale sector in 
develoidng countries has every economic justification* 
(20)« 
Iiack of economic I n f r a s t r u c t u r e In these coun t r i e s 
does not permit the es tabl i sh i tent of many l a rge 
i n d u s t r i a l t i n i t s . They need, huge c a p i t a l and employ 
a la rge number of s k i l l e d and unsk i l l ed workers. Small 
scale s ec to r i s to be encouraged e^>ecial ly i n the 
de^feloping count r ies for g r e a t e r u t i l i s a t i o n of a:vailable 
supply of labour and l imi ted supply of c a p i t a l * though 
small sca le u n i t s would not acce le ra te the r a t e of 
growth, ye t they vdl l be helpful in a t t a i n i n g a balanced 
economic development. The regional imbalances -v^ich a r e 
common i n developing coun t r i e s can a lso be elSminated* 
ajiall*.scale i ndus t r i e s a r e more e^npio^roent or ien ted and 
a re a lso instrumental i n e rad ica t ing imbalances in the 
d i s t r i b u t i o n of wealth amongst the people and various 
regions of the country. The promotion of modem small-
sca le i n d u s t r i e s i s one of the important means to 
achieve balanced regional development. "The promotion 
end development of smal l -scale i ndus t r i e s have been 
Increas ingly a t t r a c t i n g the planners in many countr ies 
as a potent instrument of reducing the inequAl i t i es i n 
economic and mater ia l welfare among the ind iv idua l s 
11 
and among n a t i o n s , 
i i « i ' i " « " I I I I III nil III 1 III I 111 I I ' I I I I I I . Ill m i l l . I I iiiiriiin mil i.r ii p , m , .1 , 1 1 1 n inn m 11 n m , 
lit Sharraa# SVSt "Small Entreprene^ial Development in 
Some Asian Countcies"! Light St Life Publishers* 
New Delhi, 1979#p.l 
-C21). 
Small-Scale industries are fulfilling the aim 
of socio-economic development of both urban and rural 
areas. They solve increasing unemployment problems 
through the use of labour intensive and unsophisticated 
techniq:ues, permitting the employment of unskilled and 
semi-'-skilled workers^ They can also be an iatportant 
source of generating new employment opportunities. 
They have enabled millions of unoriployed people to 
earn their livelihood and contribute to the economic 
health and industrial development of their countries, 
SOCIAL AND POLITlCAIi JUSTICE t 
The development of small-scale sector results in 
far restching social changes in the country. The 
youngejc' isegement of population is becoming politically, 
economically and socially more injportant« Therefore, 
there is greater need for channelising the energies 
and potentialities of youth in constructive directions. 
To estsiblish the small-scale sector in extensive areas 
in the countryside and in small towns would provide 
the youth gainful opportunities for s elf-development 
and for increasing their material well-being. The 
youth feel frustrated because they do not have 
assurance that their educational and scientific 
-{22/. 
attainment would be fully utilised. Their active 
participation in the small-scale sector would ensure 
Job satisfaction to them. 
Small units in small towns and villages are 
cheap from the investment point of view and for en^loy-
ment potential* At the same time, the gap between the 
rural and urban people would be narrowed by creating 
greater coordination and cooperation between the village 
and the city in the country. In small enterprises there 
is lesser gap economically and socially between tiie 
worker and his en^loyer than in large enterprise. 
There is an element of truth in the assertion that 
11 
"there is less exploitation in small firms." * 
The case for promoting small-scale industries 
in an economy rests primarily on the desire to honour 
the sacred commitment to build up a democratic society 
ensuring social justice, equality of opportunity and 
decentrallisation of economic power« In this contact 
small decSntrallsed sector plays a pivotal role for 
the society. 
11. Dhar# F.Nt and Iiydell, H,F| The Role of Small 
Enterprises in Indian Economic Developmenti Asia 
Publishing House, Bombay|i 1961,p. 24. 
-(23)-
ROItE OF SMALL SCALE IHDUSTIRES 
IN THE MODERN ECONOMIES t 
From the above discussion It can be concluded 
that small industries play a vital socio-economic 
rxjle in developing a:onomies. But these industries 
in spite of being small occupy a place of honour in 
economically well developed countries of the world 
too. To substantiate this statonent it is proposed 
to analyse the position of small scale industries in 
a few industrially advanced countries. For the 
analysis, the United States of America, Japan and U.K. 
are selected. 
SMALL SCALE INDUSTRIES IN U.S.At 
The U.S.A. is a good show case for the growth 
of new small firms. They have always played a vital 
role mid are significant force in the American economy. 
A. Vejmon Weaver, who was Administrator of the U.S. 
Small Business Administration, gave a statement before 
the Senate Small Business Cojsmittee on March 31,1977, 
He said, "Small Business, after all, is a national 
resouitJe of enormotis proportions, providing the 
livelihood for 100 million Americans and comprising 
- .<24)-
97 per cen t of a l l business which c rea t e s 43 per 
cent of the Gross National Product". 
There are over 10 mi l l ion small bus inesses 
throughout the United S t a t e s TiAiich provide 58 per 
13 
cent of American business employment* However, 
Idle population of small business owners is lllcely to 
be broadened to include more women and members of 
minority groups as they are becoming more aware of 
opportunities for owning and operating their own 
business, 
SMMiIi SCALE IMDUSTRIES ZN JAPANt 
Japan has recorded notable success in introdu-
cing )Ttt>dern technology to suit its own conditions. 
It is interesting to note that small units which 
were fostered in the utilisation of abundant labour 
force have ever since undergone transformation. They 
have adapted to new situation of labour scarcity in 
their economy. The small scale sector of Japan has 
adopted to new aiid modern methods.of production and 
are quite competitive with large scale units. This 
13. Nelson, E, Roberti Small Enterprise Development 
Policies and Programmes, l,lii:0,,Geneva, 1977,p,58, 
••(25)«» 
shows that the growth prospects of small firms exist 
not only in the initial stages of industrial develop-
ment but also in the long run to support to conpeti-
tive industrial structure in the country. Since 1965, 
the growth of «Tapanese economy has been a miracle in 
national development activity^ Japan ranks in GMP 
as the third industrial nation of the x^ orld next to 
the USA and USSR, achieving more than 12 per cent 
growth rate and reaching at times the notable figure 
of 17 per cent. Whereas U.S.A*, U.S.S.R. and Western 
Europe achieved their industrial advancement on the 
basis of heavy and giant multinational enterprises, 
the foundation of Japanese economic development is 
actually provided by small firms. The small and 
medium scale units numbering over half a million 
piay very fast growing role in the economy of Japan, 
The small enterprises in Japan atiploy 12,69 million 
people, accounting for 81 per cent of the total number 
of business establishments and employ 32 per cent of 
the total number of workers in the private sector 
industries. The share of small scale enterprises has 
continued to increase in all industries between 1966 
and 1975^1 
14. Agarwala, P,Nt Japan's Economy, The Economic Times, 
New Delhi, Sept,4,i980,p,5i 
-(26). 
SMAM, SCALE IMDTJSTRIES XU tMITED lONGPCMt 
Uhe small scale sector In tl»K# is relatively 
less In^ortant in terms of both output and employment 
than in most other developed countries* In 1911, there 
vrere roughly 72,000 small firms (eitiploying less thaua 
25 persons) accounting for about 30 per cent of total 
IS 
emplopnent* The small units flourished as suppliers 
of Gonponents and semi-»processed materials to the 
industrial giant units, They also dominate in consumer 
fields as furniture* leather and travel goods, supply 
of goods to luxury and fashion markets. Small firms 
compete on the basis of offering quick and flexible 
services, at very low overhead costs. Thousands of 
new small firms have been promoted in recent years to 
new technological ideas specially in rapidly 
advancing fields of electronics and computers instruments. 
We have briefly reviewed the position of small 
scale industries in the U,S,A,» tJ.K, and Japan and 
noted that such units hold a very inportant position 
in the national econoin^ . This sector has been of 
15* The Financing of anall Firms, Interim Report of The 
Committee to Review the Functioning of Financial Ins-
titutions^ Her Majesty's Stationery Office,I,ondon, 
1979,p,3, 
•*(27)« 
renarlcable significance in these countries • However, 
the small-scale sector occupies even ntore significant 
place in developing countries* In thS following 
paragraphs we propose to review their position and 
prospects in some developing economies of the world, 
ROt^ OF SMAliL-SCALE IIPUSTRIES 
IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES OF ASf Al 
In developing countries, the small-scale 
industries constitute an important ingredient of the 
process of growth. Developing economies are charac-
terisec'L with scarcity of capital, laclc of technical 
knowhow, abundance of human resources and unexploited 
natural wealth. Agriculture is their mainstay and most 
of the population is engaged in this profession. 
Scarcity of capital resources and skilled human force 
does not allow these countries to outright embark upon 
large scale industrialisation, Small«N.scale units which 
are lalsour-intensive and less capital absorbant provide 
to them a convenient means of industrialisation, matching 
with tlie economic and social environment of developing 
nations. Because of their decentralised character 
smaller units check concentration of wealth and bring 
about greater evenness in regional development as both 
-(28). 
of them are menacing problems in developing countxies. 
Higher esmployment potential of small units generate 
large nvsmiber of jobs and absorb a considerable chunk 
of population and help solve employment problem of 
developing nations* By making the diversification of 
product line possible at lower investment cost, ttie 
small-scjal© industries provide consumers with a wide 
variety of goods produced at relatively lower cost. 
Ultimately, these industries play -Wie role of industrial 
infra-structure in the developing economies which is a 
pre-requisite for the establishment as well a0 sustenance 
of large-scale industries^ for it supplies ancillary 
products to larger units• 
Hence, the small-scale industries have been 
growing steadily over the past few decades in the Asian 
countries and playing a vital role in economic develop-
ment of these countries* The growth of small-»scale 
industries in some of the Asian countries is discussed 
in the following paragraphs! 
BAMGIADESHt 
Since 1973# Bangladesh has accorded important role 
to small and medium scale units with assets not exceeding 
*(29)-
taka 2*50 million, The main purpose is to create 
einployment opportunities and the fast rate of indus-
trialiscition In the depressed areas of the country* 
The manttf actlarers operating in these areas are provided 
various incentives, For instance, the import duty on 
capital machinery is only 2,5 per cent* rebate of 50 
per cent of the import duty is allowed on spare parts, 
while the balance of SO per cent could be paid in 
instalments within 5 years, A 9»year tax free period 
is accorded for the'profit of such enterprises. 
Moreover! for the loans to these industries an interest 
i6 
rate ceiling of 11 .S per cent has been fixed. 
In Bangladesh, a nundber of institutions are 
made responsible for the development of small-»scale 
and cottage industries. Some of these institutions 
are the Bangladesh Small and Cottage Industries 
Corporation (BSCIC), the Department of Industries and 
the Bangladesh Shipla Bank <8SB). It is estimated 
that of the total sum of private investoent in industry 
for the 3?irst Five Year Plan Period (1973-78) # 56 per 
17 
cent (about taka 1200 million) was in small industries, 
16, Small Industry Bulletin for Asia and the paclficrNo, 
18^United Nations, Hex-^  york,1982,p,39 
17, Shajrma, SVSi Small EnterpreneHBial Development in 
Some Asian Countries, Light & Life Publishers, New 
DelhJL,1979,p,32,' 
in 1961, small and cottage Industries employed 
1*36 million workers foannlng 87 per cent of total 
industrial workers in the country. The share of small 
and cottage industries to the national income is 
est:lmated to be takci 985,25 million as compared to taka 
842 million by large and medium scale industries in 
1972-73. The share of small-scale and cottage industries 
account for 5 per cent of the National income and 45 
18 
per cent of total value added by industrial sector. 
Malaysian government has recogniseii the importance 
of smjill-scale industries in its economic planning, 
particularly after the mid sixties. Thus, in the third 
Malaysian Plan (1976*1980) it was specially recommended 
that the development of small-scale industries will be 
an integral part of the Malaysian Industrial policy. 
Xn the year 1976, the Malaysian goverranent established 
the Coo;irdination Council for the development of small-
scale industries to integrate the various agencies in 
promoting small-scale industries. 
Smallx-scale Industries play an irr^ortant role in 
Malaysian economy* The census data of 1973 reveals that 
18. Sharma, SVSt* op.cit., 39. 
-<31)-
32«4 per cent of all manufactxiring establishments 
belonged to this sector, providing employment to 22,8 
per cent workers engaged in the industrial activities. 
It also contributed 16»5 per cent of the net value 
19 
added. With active interest of the government and 
the country being rich in natural resources, the pros-
pects of small-scale industries there are luminous, 
TUPCEmmt 
In CPhailand, agriculture is the backi-bone sector 
of the economy. In serious terms there was no industrial 
sector till 1960, and no conscious efforts 'vjere made to 
praoote the industry. In 1964, there \<nere 29,434 
industries in Thailand of which 96 per cent were small 
xinits. The Fourth National Plan of Thailand (1976-1981) 
contains the following policy statement regarding the 
development of small firms, "The government will 
enco\irage the development of small-scale industries 
which are important for generating enployment. This 
will be done through the provision of credit, risk 
guarantees, the provision of employment opportunities, 
20 
technological services and marketing serv ices ," 
19* Shanna, SVSi op#cit, , 35 
20i Small Industry BulleSin for Asia and the Pacific 
ifo,18, tfnited nations, New York, 1982,p#40. 
"•(32),'-
Now small industries have developed into a very 
significant sector of the Thai econonesf^ In 1976^ 
small firms employing less than 50 persons aceotmted 
for factories absorbing nearly 40 per cent of manufac-
turing force* Its value added represented over 20 
per cent of the total contribution of industry. The 
share of small units in total exports v/as 26«7 per cent 
as against 14»8 per cent of big industries» 
SOUTH KOREAt 
In 1961*-62# the South Korean Government had 
acknovdedged the significance of small and medium scale 
industri.es and gave them special consideration* Their 
Second iJconomic Development Plan (1967-»71) gave a 
tremendous boost to the smallfescale industries. Through 
these planned efforts, Korea was able to increase signi-
ficantly both eraplOYinent and Gross National Product* 
Betv7een 1963-'1976# the export value of small scale 
sector tremendously increased by 181 times^ i,e* from 
$16 million to $2924 million. In the same period the 
sector shared 37.4 per cent of the total reports and 
45 per cent of labour force. The increase in the 
nuitiber of small units v;as 21,5 per cent. The value 
added output contributed 49,7 per cent of all value 
-(33)-
added output In mining and manufacturing sectors, 
PHIi:«IPPINESt 
S:n 1963, the President Marcos had emphasised 
that *»l!ifo sector of our economy holds greater promise 
for our- country than the sector made up of small and 
medium scale industries. Medium and small industries 
may very well provide one of the answers to economic 
21 
development and full employment". 
The Ministries of Industry, and Trade and the 
National Science and Development Board are the important 
agencies to develop and execute an effective and 
comprehensive national programme to accelerate the 
development of small and mediiim industries. In 1974, 
the Commission on Small and Medium Industries (CSMI) 
was formed under the Ministry of Industry having 12 
organisations under it engaged in a number of activities, 
The national Cottage Industries Development 
Authority (NACIDA) had registered 27,769 units in 1969 
of which 9,400 were small industries. These units 
accounted for 91 per cent of all establishments in the 
factorysector. Their share in total employment in 
21. Ibid, p«38. 
manufcaturing sector was 23.5 per cent which rose to 
30 per cent In 1974, la the year 1975, the country 
had about 15^900 small firms forming 93.6 per cent 
of the total industrial units in organised manufacturing 
sector* The annual growth rate of value added output 
in small Industry is 15.6 per cent for the period 
196&-.1974. The promotion of small-scale industries 
has become an important ingredient in the government's 
development strategy and provisions are made in 
countrs'^ 's 4-year Plans for the development and growth 
of amall sector. 
ROia: OF SMAliL INDtrSTRIES IN tmtkt 
It is an agreed fact th&t industrial development 
is essential if we want to remove poverty from Indian 
society. How that objective is to be achieved is a 
crucial question; • In a poor and thiclcly populated 
country like ours where the population is increasing 
every day* the only method of employing such a huge 
population is the development of small-scale and 
cottage industries. 
The small-scale sector is like a big unflarella 
under witiich there are various Icinds of manufacturing 
-<35)-
activlties# These industrial activities include 
C4) handicrafts (ii) handlooms, Uii) aiXk, iiv) coir# 
{v) Khadi and village indiistries* (vij modern small-
scale industries• ^art from this* there are a large 
atimber of small finns which are not covered by the 
above categories* India has talcen full advantage of 
its vast resources in raw materials and skilled labour 
and has succeeded in building up a remarkable small-* 
scale sector^ After recording notable success in the 
production of semi-finished and finished goods of 
different types for home market, this sector is now in 
a position of manufacturing a wide range of items for 
exports, 
GRBJVTER SXjriTASlI«ITY gOR INDIAH ECONCHyi 
1?he small sector is ideally suited to the develop-
ing countries like India on many grounds. 3?he growth 
of large scale industries alone neither raises the 
living standard nor solves tJ^ e problems of increasing 
unemployment* It is a fact that in the State of Bihar, 
Madhya Pradesh and Orissa, heavy investaaents in large 
industries have been made in the public and private 
sectors, but 'die living standard in these States is 
-(36)-
the lowest in the country?** On the other hand, the 
States like Delhi, Punjab, Haryana and Gujarat which 
have progressive small-scale sector have a higher 
standard of living* 
The development of small-sector is essential 
for a thickly populated country like India, Indian 
Government has fully assessed the position. **Sinee 
the government is committed itself to eliminate tinemploy-
ment the industrial development strategy it has chosen 
is based on small producers. The main objective is 
to decentralise and disperse the industrial base 
widely enough to expand employment opportunities and 
reduce regional Imbalances in development** 
It is now being recognised that the small-scale 
sector is capable to attain high degree of sophisti-
cation by using modem equipments. Prof, yarooguee 
observed! "Small-scale and cottage industries offer 
a new procedure of industrialisation better suited to 
23 
the economic condition of India** The high degree 
of s p e c i a l i s a t i o n ensures t h a t ex i s t ing resources 
22, S t ra tegy for the Small Producer! F inanc ia l TlJtnes, 
London* 14 Nrovember,1978,p,1.1, 
23* Parooquee^Q.Ht SmallScale and Cottage Indus t r i e s J^ 
A Means of Piwriding Be t t e r Opportuni t ies for Iiabour 
in Ind ia i Faculty of Commerce,AMIJ Aligarh,1958,p*14* 
-(35?.)-
are used efficiently* that Xabcmx has developed greater 
proficiency in specialised taolcs and techniques are 
continually improving, 
DcmmmE OF smii» SCALE 
INDUSTRIES m imiAi 
The small and cottage industries sectors have 
made spectacular progress over the last two decades. 
In 1950s and in early 1960s India adopted a model of 
industrial development which \(ms based on modern 
technology. In the beginning of i960s# India's small 
scale production was dominated by food, cotton t^ctiles, 
taaining and wood-work industries which employed 75 per 
cent of their labour* Now the public sector companies 
have throxm open their doore to the small manufacturers 
for the supply of components needed for defence produc-
tion. And in defence production there is tremendous 
scope for small-scale units to meet the defence needs, 
A layman is liable to think that with economic 
advancement the small-scale sector shrinks. It is not 
true even in highly industrialised countries, "The small 
units are well suited for certain types of specialised 
precision jobs which the big units may not like to 
24, Gaitonds, VAi Big Say for Small Unitst Economic 
Times, Hew Delhi, 12 March,1978, pp,4*5. 
-(38)-
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undertake, or v^ iich they may not find economlealf 
The strengthening and proliferation of small enter** 
prises in urban and rural areas of India would check 
to some extent the flow of young Indians in search of 
eroployraent to large cities* a movement which has made 
India one of the nK>st highly urbanised c ountries in 
Asia« 
l>RO(g^SS OF SMALIi SEG^ QR IH tmXAt 
AS a recent development the performance of the 
smal l -scale i ndus t r i e s in Ind ia has been phenomenal* 
fhere has been a spectacular spur t in the number of 
un i t s as well as value of investment in t h e small-scale 
i n d u s t r i e s . In addi t ion , i t i s estimated t h a t there 
are a l a rge number of unreg is te red u n i t s a s well* More 
than 5000 v a r i e d items a re produced in sma l l - s ca l e 
sector^ 
The cont r ibut ion of smal l -scale and co t tage 
Indus t r i e s i n the na t ional econoij^ in r e c e n t years 
can a l so be revealed from the cont r ibut ion they made to 
m ne t na t iona l product (8 to 9 per cent ) 
- i n d u s t r i a l production (50 per cent) 
mmmttmmmmmimmimmim 
25. I>arlkh# SMi How to Finance Small Business Enter-
prises! Macmillan^ Bombay, i977# p,10» 
-(39)-
-exports <22»5 per cent) 
*• employment in manufacturing sector (80 per cent) 
«• items producing more than 5000 comprising a large 
26 
number of mass consumption. 
According to the data given in Table«»2 India 
has recorded notable progress in the establishment of 
small-scale industries* The total number of units 
increased from 5,46 lakhs in 1975-76 to 12.75 lakhs 
in 1984-85, which gives an increase in the rate of 
growth of 134 p ^ cent. The value of production in the 
same period at current prices has tremendously iiKireased 
by 359 per cent. More recently (1979-80 prices) during 
1984-85 the value of production was Rs,34#065 crores 
as compared with Rs, 23,566 crores during 1981-82 
signifying an increase of 45 per cent. Employment in 
this sector also rose to 90 lalchs persons in 1984-8S. 
from 46 lakhs in 1975-76 recording an increase of over 
96 per cent. The investment level also rose to 
RS,, 8380 crores accounting for an increase of 162 per 
cent over the 1975-76 level. The exports rose to 
Rs. 2580 crores in 1984-85 as against Rs. 532 crores 
in 1975-76. This amounts to a rise by 385 per cent, 
26. (a) Margin, National Council of Applied Economic 
Research, Neiir Delhi, April, 1981,p.48. 
(b) Souvenir, FASH, New Delhi, Sept.l986,p.43. 
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Apart from this* a major contribution to the 
total value o£ manufactured goods of the economy to 
meet the demand for consumer goods small scale sector 
has entered into many new and sophisticated fields of 
production. They include about 60 per cent of the 
total production in domestic electrical appliances, 
75 per cent in TV sets* over 50 per cent in radios 
and transistors, 50 per cent in paints and varnishes, 
35 per cent in dye stuffs, more than 50 per cent in 
plastic items, over 50 per cent in bicycles and their 
parts, 66 per cent in laundry soap, 35 per cent in 
detergents and major portion of production in about 
100 items including hosiery, leather and export goods 
is being contributed by the small-scale sector in 
India, ^"^  
In earlier years, the small-scale sector 
catered only to the domestic market. Later on, 
increasing quantum of its products started being 
exported. This progress is due to the competitive 
capability of the small-scale sector. In this context, 
it would be worthwhile to review the export potential 
of small industries of India, 
27. Report of SIDO,1980-81, DC(SSI),Ministry of 
Industry, Govt,of India,pp.19-28. 
- {42)« 
EXPORT PERPORMANCEt 
The export performance of India ' s smal l - sca le 
sector has been highly encouraging. Our new export 
pol icy aims a t consciously and sys temat ica l ly 
developing export of items in which Ind ia has compara-
t i v e advantage and those which promise long term 
growth p rospec t s . In f a c t , in the r ecen t yea r s , the 
smal l -scale sec tor exports have grown tremendously, 
The major items of exports of smal l - sca le sector 
and t h e i r values are confuted in Table-3 below. The 
TABLE «» 3 
EXPORTS OF MAJOR PRODUCT GROUP OP SMALL SCALE UHITS 
(Value in Rs,Cr,) ^  
S*lto. PRODUCT GROUP 1981-82 1982^3 
1, Ready-made Garments 
2 , Engineering goods 
3 , Marine Products 
4 , Finished Leather & Leather 
Products 
5, Processed Poods 
6 , Basic Chemicals^ Pharmaceu-
t i c a l s and Chemicals 
7« woollen Garments & Knitwears 
8, Cashew Icernels & cashew nut 
s h e l l l i q u i d 
602-82 
318,00 
258,14 
326.60 
143,07 
59,34 
85,04 
124.85 
566,47 
340,00 
332.10 
314.64 
125.06 
99,62 
71,50 
88.74 
- ( 4 3 ) -
9. Chemicals & i a i i e d Products 
1©. P las t i c Products 
11. Semi-finished l#eather 
12. Sports Goods 
13. Rayon and Synthetic Products 
14. Processed Tobacco Snuff and 
Bidies 
15. Others 
22,30 
27.55 
45.52 
29.89 
2.96 
5.'86 
17 . S3 
21.31 
32.16 
43.52 
29.60 
2.70 
8.46 
17 ."83 
TQTmt 2069.67 2093.67 
{Estimated 1980-81 and 1981-^2 revised figures) 
SOURCEi P5?I Economic Service, New Delhi, 1984,p«37. 
data for i982-*83 shows that exports of ready made 
garments from this sector were worth Rs, 566 crorea 
followed by engineering goods which accounted for 8s. 
340 crores. The marine products accounted for Rs,332 
croresf leather products, Ks.315 croresi prodessed food 
Es.125 crores and basic chemicals accounted for around 
8s, 100 crores. 
From time to time, various measures have been 
taken by the government to encourage the exports, 
escpecially from idie small-scale sector. These include 
inter-alia organisational support provided by the 
Eseport Pzromotion Council, Cash Compensatory Support* 
]Bti)ort Replenishment under the schatne of registered 
exports, advance in?port-licensing under the duty 
exen^ption schemes, the scheme of cent per cent export 
oriented units, maximum level of exports of select 
products for reorganisation as report houses of lower 
level of Rs.50 lakhs for small-scale units and supply 
-(44)-" 
of credit at concessional rates• In the import* 
export policy for the year 1984*85 a new scheme foir 
entrepreneur merchant exporter5(EMES) has been intro-
duced with a view to encouraging the linkage between 
domestic product and export marketing and also to 
support entrepreneurial initiative to step up export 
from the small-scale and cottage industries. 
AILMEHrS OF SMALL-SCALE INDUSTRIESt 
Although the performance record of small-scale 
industries in India has been quite impressive, it is 
not as good as it ought to be. The growth, development 
and contribution of small-scale industries to the 
industrial advancement of the country should have been 
far higher than what has been achieved upto now espe-
cially in view of relatively favourable social, 
political and economic factors. They are decentralised, 
their position is weak and, unlike the big industries, 
small sector has no chambers of coOTaerce of its own 
till recently. It has no say in policy formulation. 
Its credit requirements are left to be financed by 
baiiks and financial institutions. Marketing is left 
- ( 4 5 ) -
to t he forces of demand and supply* Smal l - sca le 
sector has few products research and development 
programmes. In the following l i ne s an at tempt i s 
made to h igh l igh t some of the major problems and 
d i f f i c u l t i e s which r e t a r d the proper p rogress of these 
i n d u s t r i e s , 
men COST OF MEW SMALL BNTERPRISESg 
The c a p i t a l cos t of s e t t i n g up a small sca le 
un i t has considerably gone up over the course of the 
decade under study* The following s t a t i s t i c s ejctracted 
from an ana lys i s of c a p i t a l cos t involved in promoting 
a small u n i t as brought out by the Economic Times, 
New Delhi , provides an i n s i g h t in to the pace of increase 
in f ixed investment cos t per un i t in t he small sector 
in Ind i a . 
TABLE » 4 
AVERAGE FDCED INVESTMENT COST PER SMALL UNIT 
IN INDIA 
Average fixed investment 
YEAR 
per small unit ( in Rs, ) 
1978-79 1,30,324 
1979-80 1,43,356 
1980-81 1,57,692 
1981-82 1,73,461 
SOURCE! Economic Times, New Deahi, May 22,1984/' 
P.5. 
-(46)-
It will be observed from the above table that 
the fixed cost of starting a small unit has steadily 
risen. The actual increase over a period of four 
years works out to 33 per cent. It can be safely 
projected that by the end of the decadec 1984-85 of 
this study the capital cost of a small unit should 
have been further gone up« under the impact of general 
rise in price* Keepingin view the financial position 
of a small entrepreneur, the provision of the huge 
sum required to set up a small business cannot be met 
from his own resources^ nor can the friends and 
relatives finance the proposition to such a large 
extent* Lest the cost factor should become a deterrant 
for small entrepreneurs to set up industrial units, 
the Government must come to the help of small units 
and extend capital finance to enable them to establish 
and flourish. 
PROBLEM OF DUTIESi 
The small industrial units are subject to excise 
duty on their produce^ This casts its intact by way 
of pushing up the cost of products of small sector 
and ultimately erodes the already lower profit margins 
of smaller units. The duties, moreover, are hiked every 
-(47)-
fiscai year* For instance, on the ground of rationa-
lisation* the government has raised tjhe excise duty 
on cylinders below S litres water capacity manufactured 
by sanall-scale units x-jhich are required to pay an 
excise duty of Rs^30/** against Rs. 4 to 12 before Feb.28, 
28 1987» This increase in excise duty has put small 
scale units making snail cylinders to severe disadvan-
tage which may result in close down of a number of th^m* 
Another industry l^at faces excise duty problem is the 
automotive component manufacturing units. The problem 
is on account of levy of excise duty at the rate of 
20 per cent advolrera since March 1986, Tracing back 
the history If in a very short span the duty has been 
revised time and again. It was nil upto 1978 when it 
was levied at 4 per cent and then revised to 8 per cent 
to 12 per cent and finally to 20 per cent in 1987. 
Excise levy on small sector production* thus, 
exercises an inhibiting influence on the prosperity of 
the smaller units. The Federation of Associations of 
Small-scale industries of India (PASII) has emphasised 
the need to exempt small units with turnover of Rs, iO 
28.The Economic Times, New Delhi, March 13,1985,p,5 
29. Ibid, p. 8, 
(48)'^  
lakhs and below from excise duty. It is observed 
that this duty should be levied only on the turnover 
in excess of this amoxint. The loss of revenue on 
this account woiild be more than conpensated by the 
expansion of this sector yielding large aggregate 
turnover* 
mmOERlMj PROBLEKl 
Lack of proper management is the bane of small 
business in India, The small entezpreneur seldom 
combines managerial talent with other skills required 
to run a business successfully* Nor is the small unit 
possessed of financial resources adequate to allow the 
hiring of management acperts like the large industries* 
As a result* the small entrepreneur is unable to do 
conprehonsive planning, has unclear concept of his 
project, is unable to identify the cost,quality and 
market for his products, and above all lacks the skill 
to coordinate the human and material resources into 
a profitable productive activity. 
Before onbarking upon a project, the small 
entrepreneur because of absence of management expertise, 
does not critically valuate the total funds required 
•(49)« 
for the project, funds that are liKely to be available 
through institutional finance and the gap likely to 
occur. On many occasions, the small entrepreneur 
on acGoiint of laclc of knowledge does not draw upon 
the institutional funds available to him and relies 
upon more costly personal funds and deposits from his 
friends and well-wishers. He does not realise that 
heavy dependence on friendly loans and funds Invariably 
sucks up his capital because of exorbitant charge of 
interest on such finance. 
The lack of technical knoytiow on the part of 
small entrepreneur renders him unable to employ cheap 
and best methods of product processing and development. 
Quality control is not exercised and marketing manage*-
ment is generally non-existent in smaller units. 
The managonent problem with smaller units has 
assumed acute proportions of late and has threatened 
the survival of many a unit. Some institutions like 
the small-scale Service Institutes as well as special 
cells attached to financial institutions have been 
established to render managerial and technical services 
to the small sector units. But these facilities are 
-(50)-
not commensurate to the growing number of units in 
the small sector and, hence, their effectiveness and 
benefits have been limited so far# The solution 
lies in educating t^e small entrepreneur himself in 
the art of managing his small business. Short-term 
training courses should be organised for the purpose. 
Besides, media of mass communication be utilised to do 
the needful for small entrepreneurs* 
RAW MATERIALS SHORTAGES! 
AS a result of substantial growth of small scale 
sector, shortage of raxf materials is being felt by 
small units. They require different types of raw 
materials* Some of these rav; materials are available 
from indigeneous sources while the rest have to be 
imported. But in the supply of raw materials for these 
units is the problem of high prices at tvhich raw mater-
ials are made available. In a meeting of the small-
scale Industries Board it was pointed out that the 
supply of steel to small-scale sector is made at a 
price which is 20 per cent higher than what is charged 
30 from the large-scale units* It is, therefore, 
' — * — — — • — ' I ii'i ir-i»»»»».j«»i»»M»»»M»i»»i»-wMMii~a»«»i>»»»»«i»ii«»»»»»»«»««i I r i » « > « i i — M m — » w « — mr I l i n n — — 
30. The Economic Times, Sept,22,1972, New Delhi,p,3. 
-(51)-
generally recognised that the policy adopted for 
the distribution of raw materials is defective in 
nature, hence, utterly disadvantageous to the small 
entrepreneurs. This problem has been examined by 
the Committee set up by the small-'Scale Industries 
Board* The Committee has recoramended that "scarce 
materials should be equitably distributed without 
reference to the sector to which the units belong, 
subject only to the overall national priorities of 
« 31 
their end products. 
The problem of right type of raw materials at 
reasonable prices is particularly felt for those items 
the distribution of which is being controlled by the 
government, for neither the government supplies them 
in adequate quantity and well on time nor are these 
materials available in open market being controlled 
by the government. As a result, several units are 
facing the problem of laclc of raw materials. Even 
after having the manufacturing capability they can 
not carry on the production activity as per their 
capacity. So the insufficient feeding of raw materials 
to the small-scale industries is certainly creating 
31, The Economic Times, June 27,1966, New I>elhi,p,5« 
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the lacima for the development of smal l - sca le 
sector# 
INADEQUATE MARKETIII3 OPPORTUNlTIESt 
India has vast markets• However^ the major 
share of marketing opportunities is seized by the 
laxrge-scale industries due to their well organised 
and effective distribution network and advertisement 
fimds* The small-scale sector in comparison is not 
able to make its way in the competitiveumarket. As 
such limited marketing opportunities are available 
to small scale sector. These units tend to compete 
each other which often harms thom. This results in 
low efficiency and high prices. There is a need for 
expanding the list of items reserved for small-scale 
sector so that markets for the products of smaller 
units are safe from large scale intruders and the 
competition is amongst the smaller units themselves. 
In case of purchase by the government, preference 
should be given to the products of small units* It 
should be ensured that the it^ns reserved for occlusive 
purchases from the small-scale sector are not purchased 
from other agencies. This will result in expansion 
of market for smaller units as well as check their 
-(53)-
exploitation in the open market by big units, The 
inclementation of this policy should be reviewed by 
the government periodically for the benefit of sanall 
units, 
PROBIiEM OF FINMJCEI 
Lack of finance is a serious drawback for the 
development of small industrial units* In fact, 
finance problem for small firms in India seem to be 
gpceater than in many other countries, the main reason 
being the general shortage of capital and low rate 
of savings. 
The small units do not get any capital assis-
tance. As a result, the owner has to provide initial 
capital himself. He raises the funds through loans 
and deposits from relatives and friends at exorbitant 
interest rates which actually do not help but suck 
his capital. The financial institutions extend only 
credit finance which is not commensurate to the 
requirements and nurriber of small miits. Moreover, 
the financial institutions are doubtful of the small 
units ability to repay their loans in time. Hence, 
they are reluctant in their attitude to make loans 
and advances to the small sector in adequate measure. 
The entrepreneur himself is also responsible for the 
lack of finance for his business. The small entrepre-
neur generally has no managerial and financial know-
ledge. He suffers from lack of information about the 
availability of institutional funds for small business. 
He is unaware of the various schenes launched by the 
government from time to time for the benefit and 
financial assistance to the small sector units. Very 
often he is shy to have a dialogue with institutionig. 
As a result* he does not approach the institutions 
for availing the financial assistance or remains unable 
to take benefit of the governmental schemes, SOTietimes 
cumbersome prccec^ ires of sanctioning finance by 
institutional agencies work as a deterrant to small 
entreprenetir. He prefers to avoid them rather thoyv 
get crushed under their weight, 
ThuSjf shortage of funds affect their ability to 
install modern machinery and tools to maintain well 
organised and fullyeQuipped factories, similarly they 
can not buy good quality raw materials or stock their 
finished products, pack their goods attractively. They 
do not have any sale organisation of their own because 
of the paucity of funds. 
* 
The foregoing problems faced by smaller units 
have been instrumental in causing industrial sickness 
to a number of small concerns, A standing committee 
on industrial sickness has also been constituted to 
identify the problems of sick units in the small-scale 
sector and to suggest measures* tn addition to this, 
the financial institutions and also the State govern-
ments have taken a number of steps to revive and 
rehabilitate the sick units, A margin money scheme 
is being operated by the Central Government under 
xiftiich loans are advanced to the State governments 
on matching basis for rehabilitation of sick small 
units. 
According to data collected by the Reserve Bank 
of India, the information available up to the end 
of December, 1983, there were 491 large, 1256 medium 
and 78363 small scale industries vSiich were reported 
32 to be sick, * This shows that the small industries 
sector is not maintaining good health and bluffers a 
number of ailments, 
A n\amber of causes both internal and external 
operating in combination are responsible for the 
industrial aickness. Some of the principal causes 
32, P,T,I, EconoiidBc Service, New D0ihi,1985,p,59, 
identified are management deficiency and their ineffi^ 
ciency in financial control and diversion of resources, 
inadequate attention to R & D and obsolecense in tech-
nology and machinery. Other significant problems have 
been poor industrial relations, inadequacy of demand, 
shortage of rav? materials, finance and other inputs* 
CONCLTJSlOHt 
mom I ij I I I IP III "11 r 
Primarily it is concluded that small industries 
in spite of being small in all respects, occupy a 
prominent position not only in developing economies 
but also in highly de^ i^ eloped counti^ ies of the world. 
The studies made in this chapter reveai. that plants 
of relatively small size predominate the industrial 
structure of iSie VlBh, UK and Japan, In the developing 
countries, the nee# to establish these industries is 
even more important* Ihese countries are subject to 
capital scarcity and abundance of labour. Small 
industries being labour-intensive and capital sparing^ 
are more suitable for these countries^ 
The small-scale industries bear a high relevance 
to the foundational and ideological structure of Indian 
econoTir^ , Our objective has been to ensure steady growth 
and development of the country with social justice and 
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to spread the benefits of development to the masses 
of the population. To achieve this# there is no 
other type of industry except small-scale units which 
may claim to be the most relevant type of industry. 
Preference for small scale Industries in a country like 
India has several Justifications* By virtue of being 
effectively labour intensive* they help solve employment 
problem more expeditiously. "They help develop entrepre* 
neural talent on relatively larger scale. They serve 
as a potent instrument of reducing income and wealth 
inequalities and tend to curb the monopolistic tenden-
cies and concentration of economic power* 
The small-scale and cottage industry sector has 
made spectacular progress over the last two decades. 
In 1960* s the small-scale industries came up as the 
producers of processed food items* cotton textiles, 
tanning and wood woric item* employing 75 per cent of 
India's total work force. Later on* the small scale 
units seized the opportunity of being the producer of 
several engineering components needed for defence 
industry. In recent years, the small-scale industries 
sector has come to contribute nearly 8-9 per cent of 
net national product (Wi^) and accounts for 50 per cent 
of industrial production* 
>(58}«-
However# there are big challenges before ^ e 
small-scale industries. There is a severe shortage of 
skilled and semi-sMlled labour foicce with abwidanqe of 
unskilled workers. The small-scale industries have to 
make their way in a highly competitive marketing condi«» 
tions# where the rival large scale units tend to seize 
the market through their well organised distribution 
network and big funds for advertisement and publicity. 
They lack adequate managerial expertise* They have to 
face the impacts of ever increasing indirect taxes* 
sales tax* production tax and excise duty, etc, Jdastly, 
and most importantly they face extreme hardships in 
mobilising financial resources. 
The present chapter has reviewed the position 
and progress of small industries in a general way on 
an extensive pattern. For a better understanding as a 
basis of close ^ p study we have selected the small 
industries sector of Delhi* Thus, prospects and problems 
of Delhi Small laAiStries Sector will be the theme of 
the next chapter. 
CHAPTER - II 
mOBI»EMS AND PROSPECTS OF SMAIJEt-SCALE 
INDtJSTRIES OF DELHI 
The previous chapter dealt with the role of 
small-scale industries in modern economy with 
special reference to India, It pointed out the 
basic needs of Indian economy with a population 
of 684 million people. In this context the signifi-
cance of small-scale industries in the process of 
economic development has been emphasised. The 
chapter has also given an account of the attitude 
and policies of the government for the promotion 
of these industries. In continuation, the present 
chapter is devoted to highlight the development 
and present position as well as prospects of small-
scale industries of Delhi. Finally, the problems 
faced by this sector are highlighted. 
-(60). 
HISTORICAL BACKGROUNDt 
Delhi has been the capital of different dynas-
ties of Icings and rulers who were interested in 
malcing it a centre of cottage and household indus-
tries. In the beginning, Delhi* s craftsmen were 
involved in gold and silver embroidery, lamatta and 
kalabattoo, gold and silver jewellery, ivory carving 
and deqorative coj^er and brasswares. 
Three foundries ai«a engineering works were 
established in Delhi during the years 1972-1879. A 
decade later the installation of two cotton textile 
mills in 1888 and 1889 laid the foundation of cotton 
spinning and v;eaving industry^ The years 1893 
and 1905 witnessed the establishment of more spinning 
mills and modern engineering works* h modern flour 
mill was set up in 1891 and a biscuit factory in 
1898 . More progress in engineering work was 
registered after the shifting of the capital of 
India from Calcutta to Delhi in 1911* 
1, Delhi Gazettfeer, Delhi Administration* Delhi, 1976# 
p*31X* 
2* Ibid, 
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The pace of Industrialisation was cpiickened 
after 1920 iislien, within a few years, hosiery, lace 
and braids factories and pottery works were set up 
in Delhi. A large expansion took place in iron 
foundaries and sheet metal''industries, l^ower-driven 
machines were introduced in the lametta industry in 
3 1920* h match factory t^ as set up in 1931. The 
other pr©-war industries worth mentioning were those 
of chalk, coloured pencils, paints and varnishes, 
glassware, vegetable ghee, fruit jtiices and cement 
tiles, etc. 
The declaration of war in 1939 and consequ.ent 
cut in the import of consumer goods and capital goods 
led to the growth of industries all over the country 
and in this ecspansion Delhi did not lag behind. 
Apart from organised industries, a large number of 
people set up cottage industries of varied nature 
mantafacturing items like tin containers, blue 
lacks, horse-shoes, galvanised iron buckets, trunks 
3t A Report on the Census of Industrial Units in the 
Union territory of Delhi <1969), Directorate of 
Industries, Delhi Administration, Delhi,-1972,p. 1. 
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and suitcases. Mter -the war most of the industries 
were able to tide over siiccessfully the difficult 
transition period from the \jar to peace-time economy* 
The local industrialists also broke new grounds and 
exhibited a lot of initiative and drive by establi-
shing units manufacturing enamelware, electric fans 
and room heaters, door and xidndow fittings and bicycle 
accessories. Mo sooner did the national CSovemment 
take over the charge of the country, the process of 
industrialisation came into operation that threv up 
a new class of entrepreneurs* The people who would 
have never thought of entering into industry, set up 
small vK>rkshops and factories in Delhi. !rhus, a new 
map of small sector emerged In Delhi in the post-
Independence period,' 
OF SMAIJL IHDySTRlES IN Dmill 
The snail business in Delhi re^.ei^e^ a big 
lit5>etus in the wake of par t i t ion of the country In 
1947. The par t i t ion resulted in a large-scale 
migration of people to th i s country who chose to 
-(63)-. 
settXe themselves mostly in Delhi. Included among the 
migrants were educated entrepreneurs, talents techni-
cians # versatile craftsmen as well as trained and 
skilled labour. They were alreacly engaged in their 
business and professions but were uprooted due to 
partition* They, thus, possessed lot of eKperience 
and expertise with them. The national government tms 
keen to 3?ehabilitate these displaced persons. But 
there were no sufficient jobs with the government at 
the time to absorb thera all. The degree holders among 
them were absorbed in government d^artments while the 
rest of the migrants preferred to self-enploy them* 
selves by establishing their own cottage and small 
businesses* The government also visualised that the 
solution of rehabilitating the migrants largely lay 
in the encouragement and prcstnotion of small business 
which vjill;^  on the one hand^ channelise the entrepre-
neurs! talent among the displaced persons and^ on the 
other, the small units will generate employment oppor-
tunities to technicians, craftsmen and skilled labour 
settled in Delhi* In pursuance of this policy 
objective the Delhi Administration patronised the 
establishment of small units in the territory and 
-<64). 
extended the financial and other assistance to 
the entr^reneurs, A new era of proliferation of 
small units was ushered in the post-independent 
India In which the migrants played a Icey role. They 
set up small industrial units for manufacturing a 
variety of products, 
CENTRE OF TRAPS AM) COMMERCE! t 
The small units dominated the industrial map 
of Delhi in post-independent era and turned Celhi 
into the country's largest centre of trade and 
coiTonerce both internal and external. Its character 
of being the capital of India and its status as 
t^iie Union Territory fwrfeher added to the importance 
of Delhi as an industrial centre • This threw a 
great teftptation and attraction for the entrepre-
neurs to establish their small concerns* The small 
business units prosperred and grew in strength as 
selhi provided a big marketing centre for their 
products. The vast hinterland of Delhi comprising 
the densely populated States around it absorbed 
the production of these units and> in tu3fn# created 
a growing demand for them. The hinterland also 
-<65)-
serred as the supplier of rural labour force at 
cheaper rate as well as of raw-materials to t4»e 
Delhi*s industrial complex. 
the initiation of the planning era in the post-
independence period recognised the small*^eale 
units as 'priority sector* of the economy and 
specially made provisions of funds in each Plan 
as well as granted certain concessions and subsidies 
for the development of smallf-sector* This further 
contributed effectively towards the growth of small 
scale units as would appear from the following 
discussion on the ?lan allocations for the development 
o£ small-scale Industry of Delhi. 
piANHED pmmopmm OP SMA21«*> 
SCAIiE INDtJarRXES OF DEIiHH " 
The industrial grovrfch of Delhi is the outcome 
of special interest and encouraging policies of 
the central government and Delhi Administration, 
An idea of government patronage and financial 
outlays made in the country's Plans for the promotion 
of small-scale industries can be had from the 
following table-1. 
••(66)-' 
TABIiE - 1 
EXPEHDaecmiE BY BXRECJJOHA^E OP iHous^nniEe, 
immX tJNDER VARIOUS H*AN PERJODS 
-«..« Expenditure 
^^*^ (M. laltiis) 
F i r s t Flvfe Year P lan (1951-56) 5«|.9 
jSecond Five Year P lan (1956-61) l l t « 9 5 
Third Five Year Plan (1961-66) 167^09 
Annual Plant 1966-6*7 63«83 
1967-68 70,48 
1968-69 SO.SO 
Fourth Five Year P lan (1969-74) 438.87 
F i f t h Five Year Plan (1974*-79) 1599.10 
Si^tth Five Year Plan (1980-85) 3337.09 
sotJRCEt I n d u s t r i a l s t a t i s t i c s At a Glance* Di rec -
t o r a t e of Industries^356lhi Aifc\il979,p.37.'' 
The above t a b l e - 1 shows the progress ive inc reases 
i n t he ^[ttounts of money t lmt have been spent by t h e 
government for the development of the small s ec to r 
during the d i f f e r e n t f i ve year p l a n s . In the f i r s t , 
second and t h i r d Five-Year Plans, Rs. 5.19 laM>», 
•.(67)-
Rs. Ii7«95 lakhs and Rs. 167,09 lakhs respectively 
were spent by the Delhi Administration on industrial 
development of the tJnion Territory of Delhi, This 
amount increased to Rs, 438,87 lakhs during the 
Fourth Five Year Plan, The Fifth Five Tear Plan 
accounted for an expenditure of Rs« 1599.10 lakhs 
V7hich is 264 per cent more than the esspendlture 
incurred in the Fourth plan. During the Sixth Five 
Year Plan, this anount increased to more than the 
double* 4,e« Rs, 3337,09 lakhs as compared to that of 
the previous Plan, Briefly^ a perusal of the Plan 
expenditure from first Plan to Sixth Plan indicates 
continiK^us enhancement in the Expenditure made by 
the Delhi Administration for the growth of small-
scale industries in the Union territory of Delhi, 
M>PROACH TO SEVENTH FIVE YEAR PLANt 
The government has realised that tiie future 
gro^ irth of Delhi to a great extent depends on ©scansion 
of small-scale industries. Therefore, the Directorate 
of Industries proposed 94 promotional schemes in the 
seventh Five Tear Plan for the period 1985-90, The 
-(68)« 
schemes/included in the Plan have socio-economic 
objectives as enshrined in the various government 
policies declared from tine to time* Those small 
industries which involve high technology will be 
encouraged by the Directorate of Industries in the 
future. Some points of emphasis of seventh Five 
Year Plan relating to small-scale industries in Delhi 
are as follows! 
1. Modernisation and technology upgradation* 
2. Quality Control* 
3. Development of Infrastructure in the form of 
industrial estates* 
4. Development of Institutes such as Tool Room, 
Electronics, Institute of Fashion Technology,etc. 
5. En^hasis on the development of electronics, 
plastic, light engineering* garments, handldom, 
handicrafts, leather industries, 
6« Bmphasis on escport promotion. 
?• Removal of industrial sicfeiess. 
8, Pollution control. 
9* Schemes for generating self-etployne nt* 
The outlays provided in the Seventh Plan for 
<69)-
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the incliistries sector for Delhi are as preseiate^ 
in Table»2« The data in Tabl«<"2 supports the view 
that the outlays of seventh plan for the industrial 
sector of Delhi have been formulated in such a way 
as to be of real benefit to small units engaged in 
production^ During the Seventh Plan period, Delhi 
A<aninistration plans to provide assistance of about 
Rs» 3513,45 laKhs for small-scale industries which 
is 349 per cent higher than the outlays of the Sixth 
Plan. Likewise for the rural Khadi and Vil^ge 
Industries the financial support has increased from 
17,27 l-a3ch»3 in sixth Plan to Rs,100 laKhs in the 
Seventh Plan accounting for a rise of 479 per cent. 
The follofwing facts also emerged from ttie figures 
of the category-*wise outlays for the industrial 
sector in Delhi, During the Sixth Plan period the 
industrial estates were given the first priority and 
the amount earmarked was Rs, 2077,67 lakhs. The small 
scale industries followed next to the industrial 
estates for which the allocated amount was Rs,783.51 
lakhs. Similarly, other industries like Khadi and 
Village Industries, Handloom^K^idicrafts, Medium and 
Large Industries and Mining were given the due 
-(71)-
consldersitlon* 
NOW In the light of the Sixth Five Year Plan, 
we would like to maflce the comparative study of 
Seventh Five Year Plan. In the proposals of Seventh 
Five Year Plan, small*.scale industries enjoy a top 
position* As already pointed out that expenditure 
for this sector in Sixth Plan was only Rs.t82,5l 
lakhs while the amount for this purpose in the Seventh 
Plan is Rs» 35i3«45 lakhs i(*ich accounts for about 
349 per cent increase as compared to the previous Plan, 
Z-foreover* the aiaount constitutes nearly 38 per cent 
of the total outlays of the Plan. In the Seventh 
Plan next priority is given to industrial estates. 
The amount for this is fixed at Rs. 2822.00 laikhs 
which is nearly 30 per cent of the total outlays of 
seventh Plan and around 36 per cent more over the last 
Plan. Similarly, other remaining industries are also 
provided comparatively larger anraunts in this Plan. 
As a result Q£ planned outlays for; the promotion 
of small units and government* s priority treatment 
of sitiall«*ecale industries, there occurred a tremendous 
growth of small industries in Delhi as would appear 
from the following study of the pi^sent position of 
small units in Delhi, 
gHESENT POSITION 01* SMALI** 
SCAIiE INDUSTRIES M DSLHIt 
'liiil.K I I I — r r M » » M M p — M — l » » l » — l « i mill i n l m i |i n •) I 
The small sector of Delhi as at present is 
significantly developed, k large number of products 
are now produced in Delhi State* These It^ns include 
sophisticated electronic and electrical equipments* 
appliances and instruments, a wide variety of light 
engineering goods* leather goods, machine tools, 
cycle parts, plastic goods, hosiery and readywnade 
garments, etc. These small units also meet the needs 
of defence departments of the country. 
Over the course of the period under study, the 
numerical strength of small units in Delhi has recorded 
a remarkable increase. The capital investment as 
well as the value of output of Small-scale industries 
has risen manifold* The employment generated by the 
small sector in Delhi has been tremendous in asra»K2has 
it has caused the migration of rural labour into Delhi 
for availing of enployment opportunities in the small 
-(73)-
sector* On the export front# tlie small industries 
of Delhi are in the lead. The value of their 
exports as well as their share in India's total 
exports Is consistently on the increase, A detailed 
and statistical description of the variotjs indices 
reflecting the present position and progress of ^araall 
sector of Delhi is presented in the following 
paragraphs, 
QU^HriTATIVE GROWTH OF SMALL SECTOR Qg DEtiHIt 
Numerically, the small*-scale sector of Delhi 
has expanded both intensively as well as extensively* 
Intensive expansion has taken place by way of 
addition to the nuiriber of existing units producing 
the same product. The extensive expansion came about 
through establishment of units which produce different 
types of new products. Tablets below presents the 
data on numerical growth of small units in Delhi 
over benchmark dates as well as the comparative 
indices of grov/th for the period. The year 1951 
has been chosen as the base year with a view to 
making a broad-based comparative study relating the 
present progress with the historical background of 
*.<74)' 
£small unit^s in Delh i . 
TABLE 
NUMERICAL GROWTH OP SMALL UNITS IN DELHI 
YEAR No.Of Small Units 
Indices of 
GjTOWth 
19S0».51 
1965 
1968 
1972 
1976 
1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1985 
8160 
19038 
25232 
30213 
36000 
43320 
41615 
42000 
45000 
50000 
54000 
57000 
62000 
looio 
4bW«7 m **» 
309,2 
370*0 
441.0 
530.8 
509.0 
514.0 
551.0 
612.7 
661.7 
698.5 
759.8 
SOlJRCEt (a) indastrial Statistics At a Ulknce^t^JB, 
1979*1980, Union Territory of Delhi, 
Directorate of Industries i Delhi Admn. 
Delhi,p.2. 
(b) Report of the Census of IndustrialUnits 
in Deihi#1969#0khla Industrial Estate, 
Kew Delhi. 
(c) InduDtirial Profile Delhi,Directorate of 
Industries, Delhi Adiiin.,Delhi,1985,p.2. 
(d) Delhi Statistical Handbook, 1985, Bureau 
of Economics and Statistics,Delhi Admn., 
DGlhl,p,87«» 
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Ttable-3 above brings to fore the large 
increases in the strength of small units in the 
small sector of Delhi. It is observed that in 1951 
the ntiniber of registered and unregistered imits was 
only 8160# By 1985, the number of xmits increased 
to 62,000. This yielded an es^ansion of more than 
seven-fold in the ntraerical strength of small sector, 
of Delhi, The numerical increase in its walce pushed 
up the capital investment in i^ie Bmfell sector as 
would appear from the followingt 
GROWTH OP IWESTmm m 
SmUU SECTOR OF DEiait 
With the consistent quantitative growth of 
units in the simll sector of De3hi, the total capital 
investment in small units rose massively. This will 
be evident from Table-4 below vJhich presents the 
grot^ th of investment in the small units of Delhi, 
The data in Tabl6*4 reveals that the aggregate 
fixed investment in smaller units has multiplied 
approximately 66 times by 1985 as compared to 1951, 
from a mere 18 crores in 1951, thS total investment 
in saall sector of Delhi soared to Rs, 1:^ 00 crores 
- ( 7 6 ) -
TABLE * 4 
GROWTH OF INVESTMENT IN SMALL SCALE 
SECTOR OF DEmi 
"KEJ^  
1950-51 
1965 
1968 
1972 
1976 
1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 
1932 
1983 
1984 
1985 
Investment 
(iut Rs«Cr,) 
18 
81 
129 
195 
270 
363 
625 
700 
867 
965 
1035 
1100 
1200 
Indices of 
Growth 
100*0 
450»0 
716.6 
Xu83•3 
1500.0 
2016.6 
3472.2 
3o88.8 
4816.6 
5361.1 
5750.0 
6111.1 
6666.6 
SOURCE! As for previous t a b l e . 
i n 1935, The heavy inc reases in investment have 
r e su l t ed i n tlie tremendous growth in t he va lue of 
production of small i n d u s t r i a l un i t s of Delhi as 
would appear from the fol lowing. 
- ( ? 7 ) -
GRC3imi IN ompm og SMALL 
SCALE SECTOR OF PEI^ It 
With the tr^iendous esqjanslon of small sector, 
the output of small units of Delhi scaled new heights 
in terms of rupee value• The product lines were also 
diversified and the units entered into the production 
of variegated type of products con^rising electronic 
garments, leather goods^ engineering goods, etc» 
IJable-3 below presents the upward changes in the value 
of output of small units of Delhi, 
TABLE •* S 
GROWTH IN VALUE 0E» OOTPOT OP SMALL SECTOR 
OF D E i a i 
IffiAR 
1950^51 
1965 
1968 
1972 
1976 
1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1985 
Value of Output I^ndices of 
(la. inCrJ Growth 
N.A. 
N.A. 
280 
346 
406 
477 
1167 
1700 
2196 
2350 
mi 
tm. 
100.0 
^^•3 « 9 
145*0 
170,1 
41S,7 
6o7;o 
784.2 
839.2 
i8S§:S 
3300 
SOURCE! As for Tabie-3. 
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5?able-5 above clearly reflects the consistent 
growth in the value of production of small units of 
Delhi, In 1968# the total output of these units 
was valued at Rs, 280 crores. By 1985, the total 
value of small units production rose to Rs. 3,300 
Cffores, Thust the overall increase during the period 
has been twelve-fold in the value of production of 
small sector of Delhi, 
The large increases in output fully catered 
to the demand of home market as well as created a 
surplus for expoirts. The progress made on export 
front by the small sector is discussed belowi 
EXPORT PERFORMANCE OF 
SMALL SECTOR OF DELHI« 
Consequent upon the tremendous quantitiative 
e3Q)ansion of small industrial units and large 
Increases in the turnover of small-sector ^ TDelhi . 
has emerged as an important centre of exports for 
the surplus production of small scale industrial 
units, Delhi is contributing substantially in the 
export of engineering goods, ready-made garments, 
handicrafts, handlooms, processed food, leather 
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goods, etc. However, uptodate and sufficient 
information is not available about the export 
performance of small units of Delhi. Only in 
A 
Jtine 1982 , the first comprehensive industrial 
policy for the Union territory of Delhi was 
announced which laid emphasis on eaport promotion 
es one of the programmes to be taken up by the 
Administration. In pursuance of this policy, the 
Industries Department of Delhi set up an Export 
Cell to assist in export oriented units to maximize 
their performance. The export cell of the Direc-
torate of Industries also began compiling information 
regarding eacporting units and brought out its first 
and so far the only Esqport Directory of Delhi in 
1983, which incorporates statistics about exports 
from Delhi for the period 1978-79 to 1981-82. 
Table-6 below presents a statistical view of the 
export performance of Delhi in the overall national 
exports. 
4. Export Directory> Delhi Administration Delhi, 
1983, p.l. 
Aslo Escport Profile Delhi, Director of Industries, 
Delhi Administration, Delhi 1985,p*3. 
-(SO)*. 
TABLE - 6 
EXPORT PERFORMANCE OP DEliHI IN THE 
OVERALL NATIONAL EXPORTS 
(R3. i n C r . ) 
™ Total E3q>orts Exports %age share of Delhi 
from India from Delhi in Total Exports 
1978-79 
1979-80 
1980-81 
1981-82 
5726,26 
6458.76 
6708.57 
7781.40 
1070.35 
1125.98 
1214.58 
1419.10 
18.69 
17.43 
18.10 
18.23 
SOURCE I Easport Directory s Delhi Administration* 
Delhi«1983#p.l. 
The above table-6 reflects that the share of 
Delhi in total national exports accounts for more 
than 18 per cent. The export perfojraiance during the 
years 1978-79 to 1981-82 has more or less been 
consistent in percentage terms. However, in absolute 
rupee terms, there have been increases in the value 
of esqsorts each year. From Rs. 1070.35 crores in 
1978-79, the exports value from Delhi rose to Rs. 
1125.98 crores in 1979-80, to Rs.l,214.58 crores in 
1980-81 and further to Rs. 1^419.10 crores in 1981-82. 
This works out to about 33 per cent hike in the value 
of exports hj 1981-82 as oorapared to 1978-79 • 
Exports from Delhi reach almost all countries 
o£ the world* prominent amongst ^ ich are TJSSRt tJSA# 
Japan, Canada, Australia, ITnited Kingdom, France, 
Switzerland, Belgium, Bulgaria, West Germany, Italy, 
Caechoslavakia, Yugoslavia, Holland, Middle East 
5 
countries and mahy African countries* The major 
items of export and the share of smaller units in 
them is presented in Table-7 belowt 
TABliE ** 7 
CONTRIBOTIOH OF SMhUs 1J©USTRISS IK EXPORTS 
PROM DEIiHI (1981) (RS. crj 
S No PRODUCT GROUP Total Exportg %age share of 8.NO* PRODUCT QROUF from Delhi SSIs Products 
1, Engineering Goods 942^ ,30 20 
2* Chemicals 11*64 20 
3, Plastic Goods 0«B2 80 
4* Leather Goods 2*63 80 
5*. Processed Poods 12*35 80 
6* Readyraade Garments 184.S6 80 
7* Sports Goods 4*62 100 
8, Gem & Jewellery 8*16 100 
9. Handicrafts 31*81 100> 
10* Handlooms 15*98 100 
TOTAIir T2'14*58' 
SOURCE! Exports Directory, Directorate of Industries, 
Delhi Administration, Delhi, 1983, |>,9. 
5* Export Directory, Directorate of Industries, Delhi 
Admn*, Delhi, 1983#p* 2 * 
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The tabie-7 above reveals the exports potential 
o£ smaller sector of Delhi. It will be observed 
that excepting engineering and chemical goods, i^e 
contribution of small units of Delhi in rest of the 
items is overwhelmingly dominant ranging from 80 to 
100 per cent* The small industrial units of Delhi 
account for 80 per cent of total exports from the 
Union territory in respect of Plastic goods, leather 
goods, processed foods and readymade garments. In 
the exports of sports goods, gem and jewellery, handi-
crafts and handlooms, the total-exports belong to 
small industries and their contribution is 100 per 
cent. 
The impact of this alround progress of smaller 
units is prominently found on the employment generated 
by the small sector of Delhi as will be borne out from 
the following, 
EMPLOYMEM' GENERM'ION BY SMALIi 
SCAI.E SECTOR OF DELHH 
The large increases in the number of small units, 
massive capital Investment, high growth in the value 
of production and exports have had their impact on 
- ( 8 3 ) -
the employiaent oppor tun i t i e s generated by small 
sec tor of Delhi* The t o t a l employment i n small 
sec tor increased manifold as would appear from the 
following Table-8i 
TMLE - 8 
GROOTH 
Year 
1950-51 
1965 
1968 
1972 
1976 
1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1985 
OP EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES GENER^ T^ED 
BY SMAI& SECTOR OP DELHI 
Employment 
(NO.) 
69266 
159731 
192711 
239006 
305000 
350000 
352000 
375000 
450000 
480000 
507000 
533000 
558000 
indices of 
GroTf/th 
100.0 
230.6 
278.2 
345.0 
440.3 
505.2 
508.1 
541.3 
649.6 
692.9 
731.9 
769.4 
805.5 
SOURCE$1. Indus t r i a l S t a t i s t i c s a t a Glance-1978#1979* 
1980, Union T e r r i t o r y of Delh i ,Di rec tora te of 
Xndustries^Delhi Admn,#Delhi,p,2. 
2 . A Report of the Census of I n d u s t r i a l Units 
i n the Union T e r r i t o r y of Delhi* 1969, Okhla 
. Indust r ia l E s t a t e , Hew Dellii . 
3 . I ndus t r i a l P r o f i l e c£ De lh i tDl rec to ra t s of 
Industr ies* Delhi* Aiamn. *Delhi* 198S* p.2 « 
4 . Delhi S t a t i s t i c a l Handbook^: 1985*Bureau of 
Economics & S ta t i s t i c s^De lh i A.dran.,Delhi*p,87. 
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Tabie-8 above shows the year-wise growth in 
the number of jobs created by the small sector of 
Delhi, It is evident from the data that these units 
esuployed 69,266 persons in 1950-51. The en^loyment 
generation by these small industrial units, however, 
continuously progressed year after year and the 
level of employment in small sector rose to 5,58,000 
jobs by 1335, yielding an eight-»fold increase in 
aitployment as compared to 1951 level, 
IJhe foregoing discussion reflects that there 
has been considerable development in the Industrial 
activity of Delhi during the last three decades and 
more so in the last five years. New dimensions have 
been given to production activity and small units are 
now turning out more sophisticated new products as 
would appear from the followir^, 
HEW Dimnsiom IN PRODUCT LINE 
OF SMALIi SCMM UNIT'S OF DELHliT 
Small industries of Delhi have also diversified 
their line of products and have entered into the 
production of a variety of new industrial and consum-
able products. They now produce sophisticated light 
engineering goods, machine tools, readyraade garments 
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electrical appliances, electronic equipments and 
plastic products, etc. T^hey have achieved higher 
standard of quality* Moreover, they are preserving 
the heritage of traditional handiooms and handicrafts 
industries, some of the small industries have 
revealed considerable managerial abilities by entering 
into the production of the hl^ itly sophisticated and 
specialised goods like medico-electronic equipment, 
electronic engineering components and instruments, 
hospital equipment* engineering equipment and instru-
ments for technical education and research, etc, 
There has emerged a neti^ rork of small units in Delhi 
irihich is manufacturing ultra«nK>dern goods such as 
coloured televisions, transformers, industrial 
fasteners, automatic components, electronic calcula-
ting machines, precision instruments, etc. In the 
field of electronics production, Delhi has made a 
remarkable progress. The number of units manufactur-
ing electronic goods has gone up to 847 in 1981 from 
only 80 in 1975, According to Economic Times 
estimates, 9 out of 10 such units of the country are 
5 located in Delhi, 
5, The Economic Times, New Delhi, Jan, 10,1982,p,l. 
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It is worth mentioning that in the foregoing 
ranarkable grovrth and development of small scale 
sector, the Delhi Small Industries Deirelopnient 
Corporation CasiDC) and the 0elhi Administration 
have played significant role, These agencies are 
actually the chief promoters €un«i growth stimulators 
of small-scale sector of Delhi* 1?hey have been 
extending all sorts of promotional, technical ar^ 
financial assistance to the small industrial units. 
A discussion on their functional role in the promotion 
of small industries of Delhi will enrich this study 
and, hence, it is tmdertaken in the following para*-
graphs« 
ROI.E Qg DEiai. smm xmvsTmEB mrnumimm 
CORPORATION IN I;HS PROMOTIO!I m. SMAIII* 
imtjsTvt^ 'OF 'mJMit—^^^^ """^ 
wnHPiMMlMWMHM 
The Celhi Small Industries Development Corpara-
t ion 0BWC) played a promotional role i n the gmmth 
of small scale industr ies in the Union Terafltoiry of 
Delhi, This Corporation v^s established by the 
Delhi Administration in 1971 for the development of 
small*»scale industries in Delhi, l?he Corporation 
consists of the following sub«divisions, each 
r&nd&ring spec ia l i sed se rv i ce fo r t l ie promotion of 
small I n d u s t r i a l u n i t s of Delliii 
1 , Finance Division 
2» Saw Materials Divis ion 
3 , Harlceting Division 
4* Exports Division 
5« Trade Centre and Emporium Divis ion 
6* Construction Divis ion 
7 . P r o j e c t and Development Division* 
The a c t i v i t i e s of t h e D*S,1»D#C* can be broadly 
c l a s s i f i e d in to tm 1d.nds^ namely developmental 
a c t i v i t i e s and commercial-cum-developmental a c t i v i t i e s . 
As a development agency, t h e Corporation has cons t ruc-
ted e i g h t i n d u s t r i a l e s t a t e s vAierein more than 600 
i n d u s t r i a l un i t s have been se t up for providing se l f -
Ofiployment oppor tuni t ies t o . t h e educated unemployed 
and t e c h n i c a l l y q u a l i f i e d persons, Twentyeight 
<5onBitunity work cen t res have been cons t ruc ted in 
rese t t l ement colonies fo r providing selfeeBtployment 
oppor tun i t i e s t o t h e weaker sect ions cf soc ie ty near 
t h e i r p l aces of l i v i n g . The Corporation has landertaKen 
a scheme for the development of 612 ac res of i n d a s t r i a l 
land a t Narela, 
6^ DSIDC on the Marcht The Statesman, 7th Dee., 1979, 
New Delh i ,p ,13 , 
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As a coiiin©rclal«aum«GlevelepBiental agencY* tfee 
CoEporation functions as a raw-pinatertal bank, They 
<24stribute.'raw materials ^^ orth about Rs» 18 eacores 
annually to snail industrial units t#ilch produce iron 
and steel, mutton tallow, fatty acids, ch^nicals, etc# 
The Corporation renders marl^ eting assistance to tte 
siaall-scale industrial units and also assists them 
in the esqjort and import of raw niateriais. All these 
activities are of coaraiercial nature but the Coirporation 
charges only nominal fees tdth the object of rendering 
more and more services to the small units* 
An important aspect of the Corporation i^loh 
engages the attention of its inanagement is to make 
the organisation a financially ectind undertaking. As 
a result of persistent efforts to reduce its expendi-
ture and expand its commercial activities* it has 
been possible for the organisation to earn a monthly 
average profit of about Rs, 8 lakhs during the year 
1979* fhe net profit, during the first seven months 
of the same year was Rs, S5 la3dis. 
^art firom this, Delhi Small Industries Develop** 
ment Corporation has participated in four international 
-.(89)' 
tirade fairs. It has also organiaed and participated 
in six locai essMbitions, particularly Indian. 
Engineering Trade fair with the main objective of 
promoting eocports from Delhi* Participation in this 
international eschibition has created an awareness 
of the potential of the small-scale industries of 
Delhi in respect of highly sophisticated engineering 
products and machine tools besides handicrafts and 
handlooms* 
The corporation has been accorded the position 
of a recognised ess^ jort house by the Ministry of 
Foreign Trade, Government of India, for export leading 
in respect of large number of itons. This has greatly 
eased the probieras faced by small units in the matter 
of exports. The Estport Division of the Corporation 
handles the escports and provides all assistance and 
information to snail units in this respect* The small 
entrepreneur has not to run from post to pillar for 
completing various formalities Involved in export 
trade. This has contributed greatly in boosting the 
export of small industrial sector of Delhi. 
7, DSIDC's Annual Reports, New Delhi, 1974,'-75,p* 10. 
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monOTXON OF SMMJL immTRY OF 13mMtt 
To give Impetus to- Industries and to regalate 
their growth, the oelhi Adrainietration has adopted a 
definite industrial policy for promoting industries 
in the union Territory of Delhi. Xt \m.8 felt that 
small-scale and cottage industries would be the 
dynamic sector to give a boost to tJie econoia^ of Delhi. 
Delhi Administration has its own definite policy 
under which only those industrial units are being set 
1^ ^ lich do not pollute the atmosphere and are not 
harmful % tJnder this policy* it has been stipulated 
that monopoly and concentration of economic power 
should end* tt is planned that thousands of people 
should start their business themselves and lalchs of 
unenployed people should get aii>loyment in the 
industrial sector. 
With the above objectives in view, 4 new dynamic 
policy has been evolved. Based on past experience it 
is acknowledged that the growth of small-scale 
industrf. es can give a big push to the socialist 
concept as tfell as incentive to private enterprise* 
The recomraendation of the Master Plan is that 
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industrial emploYtnent in Delhi should be contained 
and should not be allowed to exceed 25 per cent of 
the total eraployment. This is with the objective of 
keeping Delhi essentially a service class metropolitan 
centre, a dignified capital of the country with a 
non-industrial character. One of the major recommenda-
tions of the Master Plan is to localise new industrial 
units and shift the already esdLsting ones from the cit?f 
g 
centre to outlying areas. 
Delhi has a very small rural area because of its 
metropolitan character. It is not possible for it to 
depend on large-scale industry and agriculture* 
Therefore, it is a general policy not to Issue any 
new licence to large industries to be estaO&lished 
in Delhi so that areas exclusively kept for agricultural 
use are not allowed to be used as industrial locations. 
In pursuance of the policy objective of promoting 
small industry and at the same time dispersing their 
locations in outer Delhi, the Delhi Administration 
launched a number of promotional sdhemes which include 
construction of industrial estates, establishment 
8, Techno-Econoraic Survey of Delhi, National Council 
of Applied Research, New Delhi^i973, p,4l. 
of Tool Room and Training Centre at Wazlrpjiira and 
a Weavers* polony at Bharatnagar, A description 
of the provisions of these facilities is given 
below. 
IMDXJSTRIMt ESTA3?ES| 
The Delhi Administration has set up a number 
of functional industrial estates in Delhi for boosting 
small-scale and cottage Industries, as v/ell as taking 
them out of the main city of Delhi. These estates 
have been properly planned and managed and provide 
great assistance and encouragen^nt to small manufac-
tMCBtmm These estates offer suitable location, 
accommodation and services for a comparatively large 
group of Industrial enterprises. 
The Delhi Administration has set up industrial 
estates for various industries including electrcalcs* 
leatdher goods, auto parts, handicrafts, domestic 
electric appliances, readymade ganaents and boolt 
binding, A full view of the industrial estates/areas 
developed by Delhi Administration alongwith nuitft)er of 
units, employment, investment, production end escorts 
of each estatq/area, as compiled by the author in 
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TABIiE * 9 
IMDXJS^ JRlAti ESTATES/AREAS DEVEliOPED BY DEItHI ADMtNIS-
tSATION WBJH HO. OP UHITS, EM!?l,02MSl«I?t INVESTMSIS?, 
PRODUCE?ION AI® EXPORTS OF EACH ESTATE/AREA (1981-82) 
Name o£ t h e i n a u s - No.of Employ- Imest- fs. i n L a l ^ 
•trial Estate/Area Units mr.n4t mArvfc Prnt^Mr^ ^ 
Responded tioa ^^°^s 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7." 
3« 
9. 
10. 
ll. 
Haraina Indus- 544 
trial Area 
Ohilrail Tiharpur 147 
Industrial Area 
Mayapuri In^ us-» 574 
trial Area 
G.T.' Karnal Road 234 
Industrial Area 
Wazirpur Indus- 425 
trial Area 
OMila Industrial 602 
Area 
01?hla Industrial 155 
Estate 
Klrtinagar Indus- 218 
trial Area 
Baay. • Industrial 31 
Area 
Nagloi and Rohtalc 106 
Industrial Area 
Lawrence Road 173 
Industrial Area 
11647 
3048 
11328 
3755 
6347 
12894 
65840 
1367 
515 
1053 
3278 
1005 
3184 
1328 
2343 
4835 
2586 
447 
U& 
361 
2874 1845 
9794 
3582 
8468 
2770 
6200 
12128 
8767 
748 
463 
703 
940 
2889 
99 
977 
2 
1230 
3330 
908 
250 
26 
30 
118 
TOTALS 3209 120668 21460 54563 9859 
SOtmCEt Compiled from different Sxirreys of Industr ia l Units 
in Delhi, Directorate of Industries, Delhi Adminis-
t r a t i on , Delhi,1985. 
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Delhi from th© available data upto 1982# is presented 
in Table-9, It -will be observed from the table that 
large in<^strial estates at Okhla Industria Area, 
Mayapuri Industrial Area, Naraina Industrial Area, 
Wazirpur Industrial Area and others have been developed 
in >Aiich there were 3509 establis|ied units giving 
employment to the tune of 1,20#668 workers. These 
units produced goods worth Rs* 54,563 lakhs with the 
investment of Rs» 21,460 lakhs in Hie year 1981-82* 
These industrial units have also earned a considerable 
amount of foreign exchange by e3«porting the goods, 
About 180 acres of land has been acquired in t^e 
Fatparganj area of Shahadra, where industrial estates 
will be set up for auto and cycle parts, engineering 
goods, domestic electric appliances, plastic goods, 
cables and wires industries. The Delhi State 
Industrial Development Corporation is developing 
the land at the conplex and providing facilities for 
the setting up of Industrial units, Xn matters of 
allotment of sheds in industrial complexes and for 
housing, priority would be given to those lands which 
have been acquired by the Administration, Apart from 
this con^lex, Badli Industrial Estate is to be 
-(95)-. 
expanded and village industries set up in villages. 
Besides providing industrial sites, the Delhi 
Administration has set up a Tool Room and Training 
Centre at Wassixpurl to render training and consultancy 
services to small enterprises as discussed below, 
TOOL ROOM hm TlOimtm GEMTRE m WAZIRPtJRt 
II • li'II i i i m i i i i i l i i « > — I — i n i i i r mumimmmmm^ilmmmmmmmmimlmmmmtn VI immlm^imj:! iiiiiiu I i ii i « 
h Tool Room and Training Centre has bessn set 
up at Wazirpur vith assistance of Denmark, This is 
a prestigious scheme with an outlay of Rs, 5,24 
crores to which the Governnent of Denmark has contri-
buted a sura of Rs, 4,20 crores towards the cost of 
building, machinery and services of seven experts." 
The daily worldLng ejq)enditure is met by the Government 
of India, Training is given in tool making to 20 
persons per year. The trainees are paid stipend 
during the period of their training. Six mechanical 
engineers are recruited for training every year for 
a tv7o-year course in tool designing. 
This Centre provides not only high quality 
tools but also renders training and consultancy 
9, Growth of Small Industries in Delhi^ Itsghu tJdyog 
Samachar# Hew Delhi, October, 1979#p«65, 
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sercices to tools designers, The centre wiXl be of 
immense use to anall-sqale units including ancillary 
and escport-oriented units which are in need of quality 
tools and dies. 
This training centre has been playing an 
important role in Horthem India and endeavours to 
serve all those engaged in the small-scale sector* 
The Centre will soon achieve an iraports^ nt place 
amongst the institutions in the capital and become 
the focal point for training, technology and 
research. It has assisted in irngproving the quality 
of the product of the beneficiary units and in 
building up a team of trained tool nakers and designers 
for the country* 
Establishtnent of a Weavers* Colony in Bharatnagar 
is yet another step talcen by Delhi Administration in 
the direction of proitK>ting small industry as discussed 
below* 
WEAVERS' COLOHg^ BHARATHAGMt 
In Bharatnagar, 12 large sheds have been 
constructed, These are double storeyed buildings, 
each having approxinmtely 2#l}00 sq*ft* of floor 
space. They have been allotted to 11 handloom 
societies and one power loom society* A sum of 
Rs» 2 lakhs has been granted for the purchase of 
tools and equipment for this centre and 8 new sheds 
have been constructed. Six nrare sheds are to be 
constructed in Nand Magri for housing weavers* 
cooperative societies* The Government of India has 
set up a Weavers* service Centre in the colony with 
the object of providing improved facilities in 
dyeing# designing and printing.^ 
1?he Delhi A<fetlnistration has not lost sight of 
leather goods industry and has constructed special 
type of flatted factories for the benefit of leather 
goods maniifacturers. 
m^iSTED •BRC'iOKmS FOR t^ATUER GOCDSl 
• iiri m i l — • « — > nil r I n i j — « - ^ — M p « — — M — « — i » « ^ M i i i i i i m i i 
Two bloclts, each having four storeys have been 
constructed providing 60 worlc places on modular basis, 
pother con^osit block having 80 i«>rK places is in 
an a<^anced stage of constriaction. This centre has 
provision for common facilities, (Quality control 
and raw material depot, Part of t3ie machinery for 
quality control has been purchased from local market 
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mtd. Some machinery has been intporte4. It will 
aiso off^r other facilities for exports. 
In fact, Delhi A^aministration and Delhi Small 
Industries Development Corporation take great 
interest in the development of small units. Even 
tlien a number of units are still suffering frcaa 
mmy" constraints and Inhibiting factors. In the 
follo'&dng lines on attempt is made to highlight 
tlielr probl©ns, 
PFLOBliEMS Of SMMiti'SCALE 
IIIDUS^RXES OF await 
the problems facing the small-scale sector in 
D€slhi are numerous. Some important ones that need 
SE»eeial mention are elaborated belo?wi 
mmxPhicifrY OF ApyHORiTiEst 
Multiplicity of authorli^ and shifting of 
industrial sites to remote areas have been the serious 
probleit^ for small units, At present If an entrepre* 
neur wants to set up a new unit* he has to seelc 
clearance from at least 28 officers and contact many 
10 
agencies, 1?o i l l u s t r a t e , for laie acqittiiltlon ©f 
10, Economic Times, Delhi, 12 »Tune 1984,p,8« 
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laiad, the entrepreneur has to go to the Developinent 
Authority and Directorate of Industries» For power, 
the entrepreneur has to run to Delhi Electricity 
Sttipply Undertaking and Nev Delhi Municipal Coinmitteei 
for in?ported raw materials, he has to run after the 
Directorate of Industries, Delhi, Small Industries 
De^relopment Corporation, Chief Controller of Inports 
and E3cports, ^ e need for indigeneous raw materials 
would require going to the Directorate of Industries, 
De]lhi Small Industries Developtient Corporation and the 
Corfffnissioner of Civili Supplies, 
Heed of finance would lead the entrepreneur 
to the Delhi Financial Corporation, Directorate of 
Industries and the nationalised banks jr for water 
needs he has to visit the Municipal Corporation of 
DeJJii and Mew Delhi Municipal Correnittee, To get the 
factory licence and telephone, the entrepreneur has 
to approach the Municipal Corporation of Delhi mid 
the General Manager, Delhi Telephones respectively. 
To solve these problems it would be appropriate 
that a licensing-«um-»f easibility cell should be 
constituted^ The cell could call inforneatlon in a 
consolidated fO'tm. smd the qas^s for s e t t i n g up new. 
units coiild be conaidered, Qtme the dee-isi^^n i s 
tjaken* p r i o r i t i e s fixed by the Cell , iroplesRentatien 
b3f Tarions af^ncsies Iniroived w^o-uXd be atiton^tic* Tlie . 
eisil r.ho\iid be headed b^ tbe Chief EseeeiitiYe Cowneiller 
or the Chief Secretary and shal l have as othee 
mejriberfi Senior .EKeewtii^es froiB Directorate of 
Iiidustrles,' Delhi Dev'elopment ^«thority# Delhi 
E lee t r i c i ty Siy^ply tindertakingf Iteriicipal Corporatiott 
of Delhi^ Delhi telephones, Delhi Swall Xndtistries 
Derrelopraent Corporation, Delhi f inaneial Corporation, 
Nesw Delhi Mmnioipal Corporation and the DFC^ as t he i r 
representati'«reS'« 
©lie of the major faetors affeeting t^he essiating 
malts mnd the ^ o ^ h of ne^ ones in a typioal provi* 
sion in the master plan*- The plan s t ipt i la tes shift* 
ing of industr ies from non*»oonfoi3aing areas* tftadts 
that have not shifted have been denied reeofaition 
by non-issuanee of Municipal Moeaee;* For that 
matter even additional power required fo r balojseing 
and modernisation purposes has been denied to these 
•liOl)-
entrepreneurs• 
Further, many units have been shifted to 
roinote places without any provision of basic 
amenities t According to an estimate by the 
Dleectorate of Industries if the mass shifting 
of industries as per the master plan is in^lemented, 
the cost of purchase of land alone would amount to 
Rs» 360 crores* 
Apart fran the financial in^licationS/ the 
shifting process has other attendant problems, 
There wotald be loss of production* Huge machinery 
VJO'old be rendered unserviceei^le* And then there 
is the problem of resettling thousands of workers 
and malcing provision of housing and commuting facl*-
litles for them. In short, the whole thing is vejry 
coraplesc. 
Actually, the plan should be reviewed, A 
phased programme of shifting should be taken up. 
But this should be drawn up taking note of the 
availability of industrial land and the provision 
of other infra-structural facilities. Also* 
matters of allotment of land and loans on soft 
terras for maMng building and meeting costs of 
construction as well as grants for operational 
costs should be given due consideration. 
Further, before the units are shifted, 
provisions of ir^ra-structural facilities should 
be ensured. The Corporation should bring down the 
high price of land which it charges from the indus-
trialists, c In Gujrat and Maharashtra States 
industrialists are encouraged by providing land 
at subsidised rates. But in Delhi they are 
charging at least Rs, 200 per sq. metre. 
SHORTAGES OF RAW MAa?S.RIM>St 
Small*scale units which have been assigned 
a vital role in national plans in increasing the 
emploTraent opportunities and growth of new indus-
tjries are faced with chronic raw material shortage. 
Some raw materials are distributed by the Oovemtoent 
and their price and supply are under government 
control. Such raw materials cause serious problem 
when they are not timely and adequately available. 
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from officiaX agencies since their supplies 
can not be procured from open marKet at normal 
price* If necessary, raw materials should be 
imported and adequately allocated to small indus-
tries because it is expensive and time consuming 
for individual units to iniport raw materials. The 
government should assess the danand and supply 
position for tJiis sector and ensure constant supply 
of raw materials at reason^le prices eliminating 
the middlemen where possible. 
MOLTI POim IiSyiESt 
Some industrial units of Delhi have set up 
sister units in the neighbouring areas of Ghaziabad, 
I'aridabad, etc. In the process of production, the 
unfinished goods are sent to the neighbouring 
States and they ar^ subjected to octroi. Again, 
when these goods enter Delhi a terminal tax is 
levied. This has a serious bearing on the cost of 
production and erodes the margin of profit of small 
units products. Already faced with financial 
stringency the multi-point levies lowering the 
profitability of business further adversely affect 
the financial health of the small enterpr ises , 
f he government should ensure that small uni ts 
are subjected to single-point leiry only which i s 
necessaary for the i r healthy development* 
MARKETING PROBLEMS! 
Small i ndus t r i a l i s t s are also confronted 
with the problem of lack of marlceting f a c i l i t i e s . 
Marketing efficiency i s one of the most important 
pre-condition for the success of an enteirprise, 
This aspect i s not receiving due consideration in 
under-developed economies. Here topprioyity i s 
given to finance and production aspects • ' Similarly* 
qual i ty control, product positioning and market 
research are s t i l l beyond the grasp of small un i t s . 
This problem has become acute due to increasing 
competition with the branded aucid advertised goods 
from large-scale sector which have the i r own market-
ing network using sophisticated techniques. 
I t i s universally recognised tha t an efficient 
marketing and dis t r ibut ion network i s an important 
factor for the gro^rth of small-scale Industries* 
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But this aspect is often neglected in the case of 
small scale Industries, If small units produce 
only a limited range of consuH^tion goods for 
local demand, marketing is not a big problem* but 
when their products colrer a large section of consu-
mers, marketing assumes great importance, The 
marketing problems of small units arise not only 
because of the small size and resources of these 
units but also by the lack of distribution channels 
ii 
necessary to reach the customers. Marketing 
experts can play an Inportant role in reshaping 
the entire marketing approach of the small-scale 
owner through various professional services offered 
by them. 
The Pord Foundation Team has also observed 
that ''Domestic marketing operations should be 
closely watched, Sfforts should be made by the 
National Small Industries Corporation 1^:33£C) to 
help associations of small industrialists or 
cooperatives in finding suitable sales arrangements 
11, Jakate, M,Ni Problems of Distribution Chaamels 
for Small Industries. The Management Review, 
Vol. 7 No,2,1980/ p,31. 
-through ex^ jerlcneed and successful private 
meirchaats. * it in marketing which help® to 
increase rapidly mxdh needed entrepreneural and 
managerial sMlls, 
According to the all*India census of small-
scale industries 1973-74# among the major problaas 
faced by the small-scale units, marketing problems 
are third in order of iitportanee, following raw 
material and finance problems,*** This is equally 
applicable to situation obtaining in Delhi, Small-
scale units have been facing a serious drawback 
in marketing their products dae to the fact that 
they are operating by and large in unorganised 
sector. Therefore^ the marketing of this sector 
depends more on technical promotion rather than on 
brand names, These products are sold directly to 
consumers as well as through dealers. 
In this regard Director General of Supplies 
and Disposals continues to Inclement the policy 
12, Report of Ford Foundation Team, 1963,p,80 
13, R^ort on census of small-scale industrial units* 
Govt.of Indla,DCSSI,Ministry of Industry#ffan, 1977, 
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of ptarchase preference to the sii^ll-scale units 
with a view to )500st up the small-scale sector. 
Four hundred and nine products are reserved for 
exclusive purchase from small-scale sector under 
government stores piirchase prograione. The govern-
ment provides preference to small-scale industrial 
units in respect to such items vjhich are required 
by different departments of government. In order 
that the desirous entrepreneurs could sell their 
products to the government, they have to get their 
units registered under *price preference schen^" 
which requires not only time but also mon^. As 
regards the benefits from the scheme of concessional 
supply of raw materials large and medium industries 
also purchase raw^materials with.equal concession 
vAiich is granted to small-scale industries. The 
result is that big and medium units are in a position 
to boost up their sales due to their manufacturing 
capacity whereas small firms lag behind to avail 
these f aciiitiess,-
The Central Government has given direction to 
all the government departments including public 
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sector midertaklngs. State Covernment departments 
and State undsrt^ings to adopt a uniform policy 
for the purchase of price preference goods from 
small-scale sector. This purchase policy pursued 
by the Govermnent has proved to be of much benefit 
to the small-scale sector. 
Small industries of Delhi are also not in a 
position to adopt high technology* This makes their 
raarKeting problem more acute and critical. Most 
of the small firms have neither the requisite staff 
with proper marlceting skills nor adequate resources 
to adopt vital marketing techniques such as sales 
promotion, advertising, establishment of distribu-
tion channels and conducting of market research* 
According to a knowledgeable observer, marketing 
research and sales promotion are foreign to the 
14 
typical small factoryraanager in India, * 
Belhi Small Industry Development Corporation 
i s the suitable agency of marketing which can extend 
14«' Singh, Nau Nihali Scientif ic Management of Small 
Scale Industries* lialvani Publishing House, 
Bonfl5ay,1970, p,233** 
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its help to small-scale industries of Delhi. 
The Delhi Administration will do well if it directs 
the DSIDC to extend marketing assistance to small 
scale sector of Delhi. 
Undue delays in payments against supplies 
of small iinits is yet another problem that impinges 
on the financial health of this sector. It has been 
noted that many time go-vemment department and large 
public undertakings inordinately delay the payment 
of bills of small units. The long delays in making 
payments require to be checked. The shortage of 
finance has been accentuated by the failure of 
lajege units and government departments as well a& 
undertakings to make timely payment of bills to 
small units against their supplies. In view of the 
poor bargaining eapacity of -Uie helpless small 
suppliers/ the public departanents and large firms 
tend to assign the lowest priority to these payments. 
Official investigations have brought to light t^e 
fact "thai; some of the giant public sector under* 
15 takings have been guilty of this practice" . The 
15. She Economic Times, New Delhi, iJuly 13,1984. 
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Iflordinate delays in clearing pajraent of small-
scale sector have actually been instrt^nental In 
causing sickriess to small units and also responsible 
to l^eir failures. Hence, it is necessary that goods 
are delivered, they must be inspected and payrnent 
should be made within short periods. 
Small units do not have adequate finance for 
invfstment in fixed assets such as land, buildings, 
plant and machinery* They are not in a pesition to 
obtain loans from specialised financial institutions 
due tc their inability to provide required guarantee 
and also due to cumbersome procedures involved. 
Moreover, dSvelopment banks tajce several months to 
clear a project and thereafter the actual disbursement 
takes even longer period. In addition to this, 
laiese units supply goods to both government depart-
ments and large scale sector but they do not get 
payments in time as alluded to ^ Mjve, 
The Government of India had constituted in 
1977 a high-powered committee for examining the 
problems o£ small-^cale industries. This Consnittee 
reconnnended uniformity in the procedure of processing 
the loan applications by the banks and other financial 
institutions* It also suggested that the financial 
agencies should convey their decision regarding loan 
applications within twelve weeks of the receipt of 
applications. In spite of all this the problans of 
small-^scale sector still persist, 
The mortality rate of new units in Delhi is 
growing very fast, The main cause of this sickness 
is the problem of inadequate finance. The deman&for 
finance of old and new units are increasing. But 
the funds provided to these units have not augmented 
to Keep pace with the daaand. As a result of this 
there is gap between demand and supply of funds. Other 
than small-scale* the large and mediiim sectors are 
often financially stronger, Small industries are 
unable to approach the available funds because they 
do not prove to be credit-worthy due to their unsound 
financial position. 
16, High-Powered Committee for Exanination Bank Credit 
to Small-scale Industries, RBI* Bombay, 1978. 
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Coramercial banks for decades had confined their 
lending activities mainly to trade and large-scale 
industry and thus neglected the small-scale sector* 
The position is that credit from banks is either not 
available at all or unduly delayed. Moreover* these 
loans are available on \infavourable terms. All these 
problems are severely telling ^ :^n the health of small 
scale industries sector, tor this it is recommended 
that a suitable legislation be enacted which should 
prescribe a minimum percentage of banks total credit 
to flov to snail imits so as to protect smaller units 
from financial afflictions. 
PROSPECa?S FOR SMALL 
ZWUffSKmS OF P£!LHIi 
External demands as well as local demands provide 
high scope for the manufacture of a large nuinber of 
consumer goods sucih as readymade garments^ leather 
goods, cosmetics, soaps, detergents, drugs, pharma-
ceuticals, electrical goods, packing materials, toys 
sports goods and also dursJsle consuraer goods like 
furnittire and electrical goods. 
It transpires from the foregging discussion that 
the scope for large units is rather limited bufethe 
••(113)*» 
prospects of small-scale and cottage Industries are 
bright, ^he ea^anslon of existing Industries as well 
as establishment of new units will provide more job 
opportunities to new generation is^ iich is the need of 
the hour in India, It has been estimated by the 
National Pro<&ictivity Council -ttiat Delhi's population 
will grow at an annual rate of 3.5 per cent during 
the next 15 years. This will call for creation of 
jobs for the growing population of the territory. The 
small-i'scale industries provide the answer to it as 
they contain enormous job potential. Besides, the 
growth in population will c^ll for a lar|re number of 
service industries to cater to its needs. Such 
industries are flour mills, balceries, laumdries, 
repair shops to be established in the small sector. 
Growing need for housing is likely to lead to taie 
spurt in small sector for Increasing the prodiKstion 
of bricks, sanitary-wares, windows and doors, etc. 
Hence, the small sector has to stride a big way in 
future to meet these challenges. 
The products of Delhi small industries are getting 
more popular in foreign countries. In certain line of 
products, Delhi snaller units are the leading eaimers 
of foreign escchange, e.g. readymade garments, sports 
goods, gera & jewellery, etc. Growing acceptance of 
these products abroad has briglitened tlje prospects of 
smaller units in the Union territory* 
The Delhi Administration has also realised the 
potential of small units in jpe^eet of production, 
eiiS>loyment, exports, dispersal of economic power,etc. 
Accordingly increasing outlays are being provided in 
the Delhi State Five Year Plans for the growth of this 
sector. Facilities which are conducive to growth and 
ptomotlon of small enterprises are being established 
and expanded in the territory* This leads to conclude 
that the future holds bright prospects for the develop*-
ment and gro%rt:h of small scale industries, in fact, 
the achieveir^nt of the objective of egalitarian society 
and a welfar State largely depends upon t*ie proliferation 
of small sector in India# 
Small-»scale and cottage industries of Delhi are 
known for their excellent products of art and craft 
since the days of Mughals and even before. During the 
British rule these industries remained neglected and 
it was after independence that Delhi emerged as a 
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cemtre of modem araall-scale indjistrieg, Today^ Pelhl 
Is dominated by small tinits irsftiose nurotoer is fast 
increasing and so also their share in national pi:iDduc-
tion^ investment, ertiployment and reports," 
Despite the phenomenal growth of small imits in 
Delhi^ their inpact is not reflected ade<iuately in the 
industrial ecorwMny of Delhi, In fact, the small units 
face a host of handicaps in -tiie field of production, 
procurement of raw materials, distribution of finished 
goods and finarK:e« Bviih handicaps arise because of the 
present administrative set up of Delhi which is charac-
terised by numerous agencies with laclc of coordination 
amongst them# Ihe potential entrepreneur has to seek 
nearly twenty eight types of clearances and has to 
contact over a dozen agencies* Moreover, the require-
ment of shifting a small-scale in<&istry from non-
conforming area to the industrial estate imposing 
financial bui^en, scarcity of housing and transportation 
and the lack of civil amenities are some other problems. 
The government's double ta:fc policy is also a major 
source of inconvenience for small-scale industries of 
Delhi. Besides, small-scale industries of Delhi are 
faced with the problem of laclc of marketing facilities. 
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marlket intel l igence, managerial expertise and guidance 
aiid inadequate ava i lab i l i ty of credit• ' 
The process of sanctioning loans and c red i t to 
small-scale industries by Delhi Financial corporation 
i.B a complex and lengthy one which serves as a repel lent 
rather than an encouragement to the small entrepreneur, 
^he c r e d i t f a c i l i t i e s from the banks and other financial 
i n s t i t u t ions are far inadequate. Even though the 
Government of India has paid attention towards ensuring 
access to easy credi t and finance for small SQsle 
i j idustries, there i s s t i l l need of reforming the capi tal 
and money marlcet for small*scale entrepreneurs* 
In the ultimate analysis i t i s c l ea r that the 
serious most and fundamental d i f f icul t ies of small** 
scale industr ies of Delhi a r e related to the problem 
of finance, ij^ereas other problems are to some extent 
sisbsidiary to it# ^cord ing ly , the problems related 
to the financial requirements and the sources to n^et 
out them are discussed in the next chapter. 
CHAPTER- III 
FINANCIAL NEEDS AND SOURCES OF FINANCE 
OF SMALL SCALE INDUSTRIES OF 
DELHI 
The previous chapter-II focussed on the 
prospects and problems of small-scale industries 
of Delhi and some of the prominent features of the 
economic development have been discovered. In 
conclusion it was emphasized that finance is the 
most crucial problem of smaller units. If this 
problem is solved satisfactorily, the prospects of 
small industries of Delhi will greatly improve. 
In this background, the object of the present 
chapter is to analyse the nature of financial 
requironents of small-scale units with special 
reference to Delhi. An attempt is also made to 
assess the demand for funds of these units. The 
sources and agencies which are available for meeting 
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the financial requirements of these units are 
also traced out in the following discussion. The 
study is split into three Sections. Sectlon-1 
deals with the need for capital of smaller units 
and attempts to make an assessment of the demand 
for funds of these units. Section-II discusses 
the sources of finance which are available to small 
industrial units for meeting their financial require-
ments. Section-Ill traces the problems involved 
in tappingthese sources for securing financial 
assistance by small-scale industrial units with 
special reference to Delhi, 
SECTION - I 
DEMAND FOR FUNDS OF SMALL-SCALE 
INDUSTRIES 
I t needs no elaborate discussion that the 
small-scale enterprises occupy a pivotal position 
in the industrial s t ructure of the country. With 
t he i r enormous potent ia l for increasing the consum-
able output and extensive capacity for generating 
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employment opportunities as well as providing self-
employment avenues, small industries are the kingpin 
in the process of economic development. In India* 
the small-scale industries, in view of their 
importance in the economy, have been placed in the 
priority sector for special treatment in several 
respects of tOieir requirements* However, their 
existence is fraught with problems of financial 
stringencies more than any other form of business 
organisation. Paucity of funds is their perennial 
problem and most of the afflictions of the small 
business are the result of the shortage of finance. 
Every problem of small producer concerning production, 
or material, quality or marketing, is in the ultimate 
analysis a financial one. The International Planning 
Team, in its "Report on Small Industries in India" 
commentedj 
"The problemsof small industries together 
form a vast complex: ,,, The credit and 
finance problems have to be tackled as a 
part of the whole programme if they are 
to be solved. For v/ithout proper finance 
there would be no efficient planning, nor 
purchase of materials, nor production, nor 
marketing, nor any fair profit, the latter 
in its turn forming the foundation of the 
finance itself,"!* 
1, "Report on Small Industries in India"i International 
Planning Team, Pord Pouniation, Government of India, 
Ministry of Finance, 1955, Ch.3,p,37, 
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Thus, an adequate, timely and cheaper supply 
of finance is of vital iraportance for the small 
business entities^ This ensures better organisation 
of purchases, production and distribution and ulti-
mately profits for the small venture providing a 
base for self-finance. The units have smooth sailing 
and brightened prospects for their davelopment^ 
DEARTH OF FimWCEt 
The dearth of capital in medium and small-
scale industries reflects a general shortage of 
capital for industry in the country. It is the 
result of a low income level, a small capacity to 
save and, hence^ a lack of capacity to invest. It 
is the phenomenon of a vicious circle of low produc-
tivity, lack of real buying power and absence of 
investment incentives. Historically, the pattern 
of industrial development in the country has been 
such that initial capital for starting industrial 
undertakings was provided mainly by foreign-based 
managing agency houses most of whom combined trading 
and industrial activity. As industries developed 
profits were made a soiirce of self-finance through 
plough-back and once the undertakings were stabilised 
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on a profitable basis, they \vere able to attract 
capital from investors, Indian enterprise has 
developed on this pattern. Investment in new enter-
prises takes place approximately where savings arose 
and initial risk capital vra.s provided by the promo-
ters and their friends. For meditim and small-scale 
industries, too, the pattern of financing appears to 
have been more or less identical. Small and medium 
scale enterpreneurs in most cases have taken the 
entire risk of their individual enterprises because 
they wish to retain personal control over the entire 
management of their individual undertakings. Personal 
ownership and control adversely affects iahe credit-
worthiness of enterprises in the capital market and 
lenders feel reluctant to extend financial assistance 
to such enterprises. Hence, there is an allround 
dearth of capital for small-scale industries in the 
country. 
Moreover, the need for credit and finance in 
respect of medium and snell-scale industries, in 
general, is obviously inter-related to the problems 
of production, management and marketing of their 
producjis. In large-scale industrial undertakings. 
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t he i r economic size# efficient management, technical 
competence, sui table plant and equipment and 
financial prospects are taken for granted. The 
position in medium and small-scale industries i s , 
however, ent i rely different. Lenders lack confidence 
in the capability of medium or small enterprises to 
run successfully and profitably. The uncertain 
nature of s t ab i l i t y of these enterprises makes 
credi tors to feel a lurking fear about the repayment 
of the i r loans and advances, Lack of confidence in 
medium and small units* thus, wotks as a forceful 
factor in causing general shortage of finance for 
these uni ts . 
Besides the general environment of dearth of 
capi ta l for Industr ial sector as outlined above, 
there are certain factors peculiar to small-scale 
uni ts including those of 0elhi which give r i se to 
demand for funds. These factors are inbuil t in the 
s t ructural character is t ics of small enterprises. 
The following discussion brings to fore the most 
significant of thera. 
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EMERGENCE OF DEMAND FOR FIHANCE 
FROM SMALL SCALE UNITS OF DELHIt 
The need for finance to small industrial units 
of Delhi, as for others in the country, with a 
comparatively higher intensity arises because of 
the character of their organisational structure. 
The small nature of this form of business makes 
smaller for them the base of internal finance. Small 
industries are commonly organised in the form of 
sole proprietorship or, at best^ as partnerships. 
Small joint stock coramnies are few and uncommon in 
the field. The initial capital in a small concern 
requires to be provided by the individual owner of 
the business. Generally, this individual owner is 
a craftsman or a small entrpreneur with a technical 
and little educational background. The financial 
capacity of small unit-owner is usually limited. 
His resoujxes are confined to his person only. He 
can provide but a very limited amount of capital to 
the business enterprise. In case of producers of 
some standing in their field who have made good their 
financial position already, they could themselves 
provide the needed capital as the found-ation for 
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their enterprise. But those v/ho have to start from 
scratch, as a good many of them have to, the necessary 
capital has to be found for them. This is rreost 
crucial factor that gives rise to demand for finance 
from the small-scale enterprises. 
The demand for funds also emanates from 
programmes of modernisation and expansion of smaller 
units. The small owner may, of necessity, have to 
adopt new technology for production since fast 
technological changes in the methods of production 
quality and form of product are taking place in the 
present industrial world. Or, the small entrepreneur 
may need to increase the scale of his production in 
order to maximise profits from an escalating demand. 
In both cases additional funds are needed to procure 
modern machinery and skill or to add to the existing 
stock of plant and machinery, tool and equipment in 
order to expand the capacity for larger production. 
This is more true a situation in the case of Delhi 
small-scale industries which are located in a metro-
politan city and are most frequently confronted with 
the problem of modernisation and expansion. The internal 
generation of funds is, however, negligible for the pur-
pose of undertaking modernisation or expansion by small 
business with their own funds. This is for the fact 
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that small units suffer from low profitability. 
When they buy their own materials they have to buy 
in retail, losing thereby any savings they might 
have otherv;ise enjoyed if they had bought in bulK. 
But their purchases being limited by their petty 
scale of production, they must for go corratiercial 
economies open to bigger customers* Hence, the cost 
of production for the simller units is comparatively 
higher. On the other hand marketing through middle 
men, they do not get a fair price for their products, 
•Jhus, cost being higher and revenues lower than they 
should be, smaller units earn a narrow margin of 
profit which hardly leaves any surplus after their 
expenditure which might go towards a capital fund to 
strengthen their base of internal finance,' Thus, 
for any programme of modernisation and expansion 
smaller units have to loolc for external funds and, 
hence, their demand for credit, ^:^=ip-
Trade-credit or 'buyers* accommodation* is 
yet another factor that blocks the flow of funds and 
gives rise to demand for financial assistance from 
the small industrial units. The small enterpreneur 
endeavours to maintain operational continuity v-
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and keep the concern in running form. He should, 
therefore, buy raw materials# meet labour charges 
and incur expenditure on marketing of his products. 
His fim-ncial capacity to defray the expenditure 
on these items is limited to a day or a couple of 
days* The small unit owner* therefore, depends on 
quick sales return of the goods produced, which 
seldom comes true in the present credit-oriented 
economy. The direct sale of the small units product 
to consumers involves a distribution network which 
the smaller units cannot afford to establish or 
manage. Hence, these units have to sell their goods 
to medium and large-scale enterprises and they take 
considerable credit-time to pay for their bills, 
There occurs a trade-credit gap of atleast a month, 
or very often more than this, before the sale 
proceeds are available to small enterprises to serve 
for inputs again, 'Buyers' aecoramodation, therefore, 
blocks the circulation of finance for a period of 
time and creates a gap that breaks the cycle of 
production'<rreturn-production in the case of smaller 
units, MeaAtin^ e to carry on their business activity 
the smaller \uni|ts have to seek financing facilities 
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to keep them in operational position* Thus, 
bridging up of the time gap between production 
and sales returns gives rise to demand for funds 
by the small-scale units. 
The foregoing discussion reveals that there 
is a variety of factors, some general in nature 
and other specifically related to smaller units, 
which are influential in giving rise to demand for 
financial assistance from the small-scale units. 
This overall demand for funds of the small sector 
units can be classified into various types of their 
financial requirements. A description c£ the 
different types of capital and credit requirements 
of small enterprises is attempted in the following 
discussion. 
NATURE OF CAPITAL & CREDH' REQUIREMENTS 
OF SMAlS" SCALE INDUSTRIES OF DELHI g ' 
The nature of capital and credit requirements 
of small-scale industries of Delhi is common and 
identical with those of other industrial underta-
kings in the country. Usually, the financial require-
ments of industry consist of (a) equity or risk 
capital and (b) borrox^ ed capital, though in many 
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small units this classification is not so precise 
and owners* capital is also a borrowed funds. The 
borrowed capital is again divided into two typest 
(i) long-term loans and (ii) short-term credit. 
The proportion between these different t3^es of 
capital would, in each particular case, depend upon 
the size and the nature of the manufacturing activity 
of an individual unit. 
(a) Equity Capital^ 
It is the risk capital and is usually 
provided by the small entrepreneurs themselves. 
This is at times supplemented by resoxirces raised 
from friends and relatives either as partners or 
shareholders. Sometimes, the small unit owners 
raise short or medium term capital by way of desposits 
from their friends and other people. Much of this 
initial capital is generally required for the 
purchase of fixed assets like land, building, plant 
and machinery, and the balance for working capital, 
For small enterprises it is extremely difficult to 
raise equity capital from the market. Further, 
small entrepreneurs do not themselves welcome equity 
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cap i ta l from outside, for i t involves sharing of 
management and di lut ion of control* 
(b) Long-term Loan capi ta l t 
Medium and small industries require long-term 
loan capital to acquire fixed assets fo r purposes 
of expansion, renovation or modernisation of t he i r 
plant and machinery or for acquiring other assets 
liJce land and buildings. Jtf an industr ial unit i s 
able to provide adequate security in the form of 
fixed assets i t may be in a position to ra ise loan 
capi ta l from financial ins t i tu t ions• The smaller 
unit^,however, experience d i f f i cu l t i e s in obtaining 
long-term loans because the value of fixed assets 
o%TOed by thein i s proportionately small conpared to 
the requirements of long-term accommodation* 
tc) Short-term Creditt 
This type of requirement of medium and small-
scale industries i s for working cap i t a l . The require-
ment of industries for working capi ta l are proportiona-
t e l y larger than for long-term loans needed for 
acquiring fixed asse t s . The short-term credit i s 
required to meet day-to-day running expenses of the 
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enterprise and satisfies the current needs of the 
business. It is an integral part of overall indus-
trial management. It serves as the life-blood and 
the contjrtalling nerve-centre of a small industry* 
No industry can be successfully run without adequate 
money as working capital. It circulates in whole 
body of the enterprise and is also termed as the 
circulating capital. 
In small industries the need of worlcing 
capital is more frequent. Adequate working capital 
is the pre-requisite of a proper organisation of 
production, for the purchase of raw materials, pay-
ment of wages, holding of stocks of finished goods, 
transportation and for the day-to-day operations. 
The management of working capital is more important 
for small-scale industries. In the present atmos-
phere of tight money conditions small-scale industry 
depends greatly for its efficiency on the arrangement 
of working capital. The greater the proportion of 
working capital, the better the terms on which 
external capital can be raised. 
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(iv) Trade Crediti 
The medium and small industries get trade 
credit for the raw materials and other stores they 
have to purchase and they have in turn to give 
credit for goods sold in the market or to large-
scale units. It has been found that in a buyers* 
market the small entrepreneurs are at a disadvantage-
because the period for which they have to offer trade 
credit for finished goods is much longer than the 
time for which they get this facility from the 
suppliers of raw materials« In the result, the 
small entrepreneur has to provide finance for tdie 
purchase of raw materials, goods in process^ and 
stock-'irH'trade for the gap-in-wgiting which may 
extend from two to four months'. The result of gap-
in-waiting is that V7hereas a large scale unit which 
is in a position to obtain bank credit on advanta-
geous terms, withholds payment for goods already 
delivered by small-scale unit, the latter has to 
borrow funds at exorbitant rates to keep itself 
going. A large part of the difficulties of the 
medium and small scale industries arises from this 
situation. It is, therefore, essential for a small 
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industrial concern to finance its working capital 
requirements. Many a time the failure of small 
concern is due to this deficiency in current 
finance* 
In rent years* the financial requirements 
of medium and small scale concerns have grovm 
specially acute because of general rise in costs. 
The small industries of Delhi are not different 
but form an integral part of the mainstream of the 
small scale sector in the country. Hence their 
demand for funds is also affected by the general 
economic conditions in the country. An attempt is 
made to measure their demand for funds in the 
following discussion. 
QUANTIFICATION OF DEMAND FOR FPHDS 
OF SMALL SCALE INDUSTRIES OF DELHIl 
The financial requirements of small enter-
prises as spelt out in the foregoing discussion 
are reflected in quantitative terms from the capital 
structure of small-scale units. Capital structure 
represents the various sources of permanent financing 
of the business undertakings. These sources fall 
broadly into two groups- viz. Internal sources of 
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finance consist of reserves and surpluses, depre-
c ia t ion fund and proprietors* stake (capital) In 
the case of small-scale industr ia l units* The 
external sources of finance coit^jrise equity and 
preference shares, borrowals from capi ta l markets 
including long and short-terra loans and la te ly public 
deposits . Though both internal and- external sources 
of finance together would const i tute the aggregate 
financial requirements of the enterprise , yet i t i s 
the external finance which actually rqpresents the 
quest for funds by taae business undertakings* Hence, 
the external finance r ^ r e s e n t s the actual demand 
for funds* 
The small-scale units are a decentralized 
group of industr ies . Exclusive data about the 
capi ta l structure of smaller uni ts of Delhi i s not 
available in a consolidated and published form. 
However, a comprehensive picture of the capi ta l 
structure of small sector units on all->India level 
i s furnished by the recent publication of the 
Reserve sank of India, As the small units of Delhi 
have been taken into account v/hile formulating data 
on c o i t a l s tructure of small-scale sector a l l over 
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India by the Reserve Bank, it is considered perti-
nent to hold that the same stands good for the 
group of small sector units of Delhi and is repre-
sentative of their demand for internal and external 
finance. Accordingly, the capital structure of 
small industries as brought out by the Reserve Bank 
of India is relied upon with respect to small enter-
prises of Delhi and the same is taken for the purpose 
of analysis and inferences in this study, 
Table-I below presents the capital structure 
of industries in the small-scale sector and reflects 
the sources of funds of these units. The extent of 
external financing as shown by the data on capital 
structure of the small enterprises signifies the 
demand for funds. It is the portion of their finan-
cial requirements that these small unitts turn to 
the capital market and other institutional sources 
to meet it. 
The table clearly reflects that in the capital 
structure of small-scale units, the ratio between 
internal and external sources of finance is 3j*?, 
The small-scale units, thus, depend to a greater 
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TABLE - 1 
SOURCES OP FUNDS OF SMAhh SCALE SECTOR 
IN INDIA 
SOURCE Amount ( i n %aqe) 
I . INTERNAL SOURCES! 32 .7 
(a) Capital and Reserve 14.2 
(b) Provisions 18*5 
II. EXTERN?^ :. SOURCES I 
(a) C a p i t a l I s s u e and -
Premium of Shares 
(b) Borrowings 36 .8 
( i n c l u d i n g d e p o s i t s ) 
(c) Trade and o t h e r 29#7 
c u r r e n t l i a b i l i t i e s 
(d) Misce l laneous Mon-current 0 ,8 
L i a b i l i t i e s 
SOURCE! Repor t of t h e Working Group on S m a l l -
s c a l e I n d u s t r i e s , P l a n n i n g Commission* 
Government of I n d i a , New De lh i i RBI 
B u l l e t i n , A p r i l , 1 9 8 3 , 
e x t e n t on e x t e r n a l r e s o u r c e s f o r f i n a n c i n g t h e i r 
g r o s s a s s e t s f o r m a t i o n . The i r demand f o r o u t s i d e 
a s s i s t a n c e i s f o r 70 p e r c e n t of t h e i r t o t a l 
f i n a n c i a l r e q u i r e m e n t s . Only 30 p e r c e n t t h e smal l 
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units are capable to meet from their own resources. 
The role of borrowed finance in the scheme of 
external sources is substantial being 36.8 per cent 
or nearly two-fifth. Trade dues'and other current 
liabilities make their contribution in no less 
measure* This external source has been financing 
to the extent of 29.7 per cent the gross assets 
formation of the small-scale units. 
Among the small-scale sector unitsj* it is found 
that relatively smaller units have to manage larger 
internal funds than the tiggerpmall scale enterprises. 
In other vrards, the size of small unit is an important 
determinant of demand for funds. The smaller units 
need less external finance than the largesize small-
scale units. The reasons are not far to seek. The 
relatively smaller units have their special difficul-
ties. In the first place, a relatively small firm 
may not be able to demonstrate its chances of success 
in order to persuade potential lenders? in the 
second place, the e::isting lending and financing 
institutions do not cater fear the special pit>blems 
involved in small business finance* and, in the 
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third place, the smaller entrepreneurs may not 
know from where to get money^ 
Table-2 below compares the financial structure 
of the smaller units according to size. It brings 
out clearly the influence of size of the small 
unit on the demand for funds i 
TABLE * 2 
FINANCIAL STRUCTURE OP SMALL SCALE UNITS CLASSIFIED 
ACCORDING TO ORIGINAL VALUE OP PLANT & MACHINERY 
( i n %aqe) 
SOURCES OP FUNDS 
ORIGINAL VALUEIOP 
PLAMT & MACHINERY 
UptO ES, 1 
Lal?h 
42«5 
26 .3 
16 .2 
57 .5 
31 .5 
25 .5 
0 .5 
Above Rs. 
1 l a k h . 
2 7 . 8 
' 8 .0 
19 .8 
72 .2 
39 .4 
31 .8 
1.0 
I. INTERNAL SOURCESl 
(a) Capital and Reserves 
(b) Provisions 
I I . E5gTERNAL SOURCESt 
(a) Borrtjwings 
(including deposits) 
<b) Trade Dues and Other 
Liabilities 
(c) Miscellaneous Non-
current Liabilities 
TOTALt 100.0 100.0 
SOURCEt Report of the Working Group on Small-scale 
Industries* Planning Commission, Govt,of 
India, New Delhi, RBI, Bulletin,April, 1983. 
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It may be observed ffom Hie table-2 that 
internal resources are relatively much smaller in 
the case of larger units (i.e. those with investment 
in plant and machinery of above Rs* one laJda). 
Internal sources accounted for only 27.8 per cent 
of total funds for the large-size small scale units 
as against 42.5 per cent in the case of sraallei: 
units. Reflecting this» the demand for external 
finance of large units is much higher at 72*9. per 
cent as against 57.5 par cent in the case of small 
size units. Among the ^ oiirces of external finance, 
borrowings of the larger units were higher at 39*4 
per cent -t^ an 31.5 pe^ r cent for the sraaller units. 
Similarly, trade dues and other current liabilities 
were also higher for the larger uhits at 31,8 per 
cent than 25.5 per cent for the s^all size units, 
*She nexus between the size and the content 
of internal and external funds component in the 
capital structure of small scale concerns is also 
reflected from the ownership pattern of the small-
scale industrial sector. It is not only the size 
of small business organisation that makes difference 
in the dependence and denand for external funds« 
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The ownership pattern inter-se the small sector 
also «xerts its influence upon the capital structure 
of smaller units. The sole-proprietary small 
business has to rely.on the internal funds larger 
than the partnership firm or small business organised 
in the form of private limited companies* Likewise, 
a partnership firm has to generate more internal 
funds as compared to private limited company. Conse-
quently, the demand for external funds is proportio-
nately affected and it is higher for private limited 
coit^ anies in relation to a firm, and for a partner-
ship in comparison to sole proprietorship* This 
will be borne out from the following Table-3t 
Table-3 clearly reflects the different patterns 
of financing as emerge from the influence of owner* 
ship of the small business* The sole-proprietary 
concerns meet tt^ o-fifth or 40 per cent of their 
financial requirements through internal sources 
comprising capital and provisions. Their demand 
for extertial funds is for three-fifth or 59.6 per 
cent of their total finejicial requirements* As 
the ownership CJE nges, the pattern of financing 
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TABLE - 3 
SOURCES OF FUNDS OP SMALL SCALE UNITS CLASSIFIED 
ACCORDING TO TYPE OF OBNERSHIP 
iin %ages) 
SOURCES OP FUNDS 
I . U^ERNAL SOURCES* 
(a) C a p i t a l and Rese rves 
(b) P r o v i s i o n s 
I I » E3CTERNAL SOURCES 1 
<a) Borrowings 
(b) Depos i t s 
<c) Trade Dues & Other 
L i a b i l i t i e s 
OWNERSHIP PATTERN 
P r o p r i e -
tairy 
40.4 
10.3 
30 .1 
59.6 
20.6 
t}^ S 
32.7 
Partner-
Ship 
35.0 
25.9 
9 . 1 
65.0 
42.0 
1.9 
20.5 
Private 
Ltd.Co. 
25.8 
4 . 0 
21.8 
74.2 
34.6 
1.1 
37.6 
(d) Miscellaneous Non- 0.9 0.7 1.0 
aurrent Liabilities 
TOTALl 100.0 100.0 100.0 
SOURCES Report of the Working Group on Small-scale 
Industries, Planning Commission, Govt, of 
India, New Delhi, RBI Bulletin, April,1983. 
gross assets formation undergoes a change too. 
The partnership firms provide approximately one-
third or 35 per cent of the funds from the internal 
.sources and seek the balance two-third or 65 per 
cent from external sources. Accordingly, their 
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demand for external funds is higher than that of 
the proprietary concerns. Small business organised 
in the form of private liinited company has still 
higher demand for esternal funds, for its internal 
source of finance accounts for only one-fourth or 
25,8 per cent of the total financial requirements. 
Private limited companies have to seek three-fourth 
t 
or 75 per cent of the total funds for their assets 
formation from outside agencies as against 59,6 
per cent by the sole proprietary concerns, and 65 
per cent by the partnership firms. Thus, as the 
ownership pattern changes, the demand for external 
funds is also affected in tlie small-scale industrial 
sector* 
The foregoing macro analysis of demand for 
funds of the small-scale sector is representative 
of the demand for funds of smaller units in the 
country. This pattern of demand can be equally 
applied to industrial units in the small-scale 
sector in any part of the country. The small enter-
prises of Delhi also fall in line yrith the general 
pattern of demand for funds* The measure of demand 
as inferred from the above analysis also represents 
the consolidated demand for ftinds of smaller 
concerns in Delhi. Though the discussion shows 
that the actual need for external funds shall be 
influenced by the size of small business as well 
as by the type of organisation, yet the variations 
v;hen straightened out average to a proportion of 
39? between internal financing and the ^eternal 
financing* the latter c onstituting the deitand for 
funds from the small-scale sector. This pattern of 
requirements for funds as obtaining on all»lndia 
level for the s raall-scale sector, in general, can 
be equally applied to small scale unity? of Delhi, 
for these units also form a part of the survey 
conducted h^ the Wor3<lng Group on Small-<Scale 
Industries, Planning Commission, Government of India, 
The Delhi small-scale sector, accordingly, needs 
external finance to the extent of 70 per cent of 
their total financial requirements and this consti-
tutes its demand forfunds. 
In relation to this demand for finance, the 
small-scale industries of Delhi tap outside sources 
of finance more particularly the institutional 
finance vihich is comparatively cheaper than any other 
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type of c r e d i t ava i l ab le to them. The supply 
p o s i t i o n of finance i s discussed i n the following 
S e c t i o n - I I . 
SECTION *» 11 
SOURCES OP FUNDS AND SUPPIiY OP FINANCE TO 
SMALL SCALE INDUSTRIES OP DELHI 
The dertand for funds as emerging from the 
foregoing analysis is met by the small units- of 
Delhi through different sourcsw. These consist of 
internal sources, viz« the owners* funds and 
retained earnings in the form of provision i and 
external sources, viz* financial assistance from 
both institutional and non-institutional agencies. 
Inter-business debtors and creditors accounts, i#e. 
Trade Dues and Miscellaneous Current Liabilities 
also serve as a significant source of finance to 
the smaller units. As this study is concerned with 
supply of institutional finance to small scale units 
of Ij^ lhi, the institutional agencies which operate 
in Delhi and provide institutional funds to small 
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enterprises in Delhi are specially traced out and 
elaiborately discussed in the following paragraphs. 
SOURCES OF ZNSTITUTIOHAL FXNAMCE 
FOR SMAIJi SCMiE UNITS IN DELHIt 
The sources of institutional finance for 
small industrial concerns in Delhi are numerous and 
varied* Delhi being the capital of the country and 
a metropolitan city# a band of financial institutions 
has been functioning which extend financial assis-
tance to different sectors of economy including the 
small-scale sector. Some of these agencies are 
local in character which have been sot up by Delhi 
Administration and exclusively cater for the finan-
cial needs of smaller units located in the territory 
of Delhi, Other institutions are of national level 
operating with a network of their^ branches set up 
in Delhi and supply loanable funds to small business 
enterprises of Delhi. Besides, soma of the financial 
institutions extend only long-terra financial assis-
tance while others provide short-term credit to 
these units. Thus, the capital and money market 
for the small scale units of Delhi consist of the 
following institutions* 
1, Scheduled commercial banks, 
2 , Delhi Financial Corporation. 
3» Delhi Industrial Cooperative Bank. 
4^ Delhi Khadi and Village Industries(Central Level) 
5m Directorate of Industries (State Level) 
6* National Small Industries Corporation(State Level) 
7. Reserve Bank of India 
8# World Bank 
9» Life Insurance Corporation of India 
10» Indigeneous Bankers saad money-lenders* 
SCHEDULED COMMERCIAL BANKS8 
One of the main sources of short-lprm loan is 
the scheduled commercial banks. Coimtiercial banks 
credit is for short period of time (less than one 
year) but many banks also lend money for longer 
periods (generally 2 to 5 years), After nationalisa-
tion in 1969t banks have entered in the field of 
providing financial facilities to the sirall-scale 
industries of Delhi in a big t»?ay# 
Scheduled commercial banks, i.e. the State 
Bank of India And its siibsidiaries, 20 nationalised 
bankst other non-nationalised banks and foreign banks 
provide loans to small-scale industries of Delhi* 
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DELHI FimJ^mZlKL CORPORATIONt 
Delhi Financial Corporation was established 
in Aprils 1967, for meeting long-term credit needs 
of medium and small-scale industries in the Union 
Territories of Delhi and Chandigarh. The Corporation 
provides the following three types of assistance 
to small industries of Delhij 
(a) Short-term loans (for periods ranging for 1 year 
to 5 years) 
(b) Medium-term loans (for periods ranging from 6 
years to 10 years) 
(c) Long-term loans (for periods ranging from 11 years 
to 15 years) 
The Corporation acts as an agency of the 
Delhi Administration for sanctioning and disbursing 
loans to small-scale industries under the State Aid 
to Industries Act, It also advances IDA (Interna-
tional Development Authority) credit for assisting 
small and medium scale industries. No single unit 
can get loan higher than 10 per cent of the paid up 
capital of the Delhi Financial Corporation or Rs, 10 
lakhs whichever is less. 
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DEI.HI INDUSTRIAL COOPERATIVE BANK« 
It is a potential source of credit to small-
scale units. Such banks can finance individual 
enterprises as well as industrial cooperatives. The 
urban cooperative banks can assist individuals 
while the central and State cooperative banks can 
assist industrial cooperative societies. 
Delhi State Cooperative Bank provides much 
finance to small-scale cottage industries. There 
are several Boards which assist the formation of 
cooperative societies and these Boards also provide 
long-term and short-term finance in their respective 
fields, 
DELHI KHADI AM) VILLAGE INDUSTRIES BOARD > 
The Khadi and Village Industries Commission 
(KVIC) is a statutory organisation established under 
the Khadi and Village Industries Commission, It 
started functioning from 1st April,1975, KVIC extends 
assistance in various forms to village and cottage 
industries, 
Delhi Khadi and Village Industries Board(DKVIB) 
provides multi-purpose financial assistance for 
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constmction of small worksheds and buildings* 
purchase of equipment, machinery and raw materials. 
Loans are granted at concessional rate of interest 
of 4 percent. Moratorium period for repayment of 
loans is two years in respect of loans for capital 
expenditure, machinery and building and three years 
in respect of repayment of working capital in annual 
instalments. The borrowers is also exempted from 
furnishing Laldora Certificate or Municipal Corpora-
tion Licence, as the case may be, for financial 
assistance upto Rs» 5,000, Stipendiary courses are 
arranged to impart training in various village 
industries in Delhi or outside in collaboration with 
the Khadi Commission, Free technical guidance is 
also imparted in the setting up of industrial units. 
Since DKVIB is not a commercial institution but a 
development organisation, it does not have its own 
built-up resources, 
THE NATIQHAL SMALL INDUSTRIES CORPORATION LTD. 
National Small Industries Corporation (NSIC) 
provides long-term finance to small and tiny 
industries. The Corporation lends support to small 
scale industries in different areas such as supply 
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of machinery on hire-purchase basis to ^cisting 
as well as prospective units* Special concessional 
terms have been introduced for units in backward 
areas and also for those promoted by entrepreneurs 
from weaker sections of the society* 
The NSIC has adopted a * single-window* 
assistance approach for export products of small 
scale industries of Delhi, The Corporation also 
participates in international trade fairs. Products 
of small-scale industries are displayed for building 
up their image as a result of which bulk export 
orders are obtained. 
For the supply and distribution of indigeneous 
and in^ sorted raw materials and spare parts, NSIC 
is acting as the agent of the small units. The 
Corporation renders assistance by making payment for 
allotted quantity and delivery of the material on 
'off-the-shelf* basis as per the requirements of 
the units, 
FimNCING BY STATE LEVEL INSTITUTIONS i 
The various State..Governments render financial 
assistance to small-scale sector* under the State 
Aid to Industries Act, The Directorate of Industries 
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of Delhi Administration provides long-term loans 
to small-scale units of Delhi, The D.O.I's advance 
block loans to small-scale units upto Rs.10,000 at 
a very low rate of interest i.e. 10.75 per cent. 
The principal is recovered with interest in 10 equal 
annual instalments. 
There is a scheme for grant of interest subsidy 
to engineering entrepreneurs with the maximum of 
Rs. 20,000 for a period of 3 years. The quantum 
of subsidy is the differential between 7 ^ erwcemt 
and the normal rate of interest charged by the 
financing institutions. Subsidies are also granted 
on rent for flats for leather goods at Waairpur to 
the persons bel8nging to scheduled castes and 
scheduled tribes under a special component plan, 
RESERVE BANK OF INDIAt 
The Reserve Bank of India comes to the financial 
aid of smaller units in an indirect manner with a 
view to fill the gap, as far as possible, in the 
supply of finance to small industrial sector. The 
Reserve Bank of India subscribes to th© share capital 
of other financial institutions extending credit to 
industries. It also accommodates these institutions 
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through its refinancing facilities. Besides,the 
Reserve Bank of India is running a number of schemes 
for the financial benefit of industrial sector. 
Important amongst them is the Credit Guarantee Scheme 
for small-scale industries introduced in 1960. This 
scheme has been amended from time to time in order 
to increase the benefits which it may offer to indus-
tries. A new scheme came into force on 1st April, 1981, 
which has been termed as the "appointed date" scheme. 
With its introduction, the government's Credit 
Guarantee Scheme for small-scale industries stood 
cancelled as from March 31,1981. 
The objectives of grant of financial facilities 
to firms eligible for guarantee cover have been 
spelt in the scheme. In broad terms* they relate 
to the acquisition of spares, replacement of fixed 
assets or equipment like land, building, machinery, 
furniture and fixtures, vehicles and for working 
capital requirements, for both production and marke-
ting the products* 
The Reserve Bank of India charges guarantee 
fee under its new scheme at 1V2 per c ent, caredit limit 
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not exceeding Rs« 25,000 and the cate of three«-fourth 
of one per cent on the amount outstanding on account 
of the eligible credit facilities provided to 
borrowers* 
WORLD BANK LOANS TO SMMiI^ -SGAI^ E INDUSTRIES t 
The International Development Agency (IDA) has 
made available to the Government of India credit in 
various curr^encies to the tune of U*S, $ 25 millions, 
An equivalent of this amount in Indian currency has 
been placed at the disposal of the Industrial 
Development Bank of India (IDBI) for refinancing 
loans disbursed by the Delhi Financial Corporation. 
One of the important features of this scheme 
is the availability of inport llceflce for capital 
goods. Small units become eligible for foreign 
exchange under this scheme* The small entrepreneurs 
get their import applications sponsored through the 
Chief Controller of Imports and Exports* The extent 
of IDBI's refinance would be either 80 per cent or 
100 per cent of the composite loan, i«e» rupee and 
foreign currency loan, depending on the size of the 
Industrial unit, location and the quantum of 
assistance required. 
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The Delhi Financial Corporation has been granting 
World Bank Loans for different schemes such as those 
for ex-servicemen entrepreneurs# scheduled castes 
and scheduled tribes, technical entrepreneurs and 
tiny units. 
LIFE IITSURAKCE CORPORATION} 
Life Insurance Corporation of India (LIC) is 
not an important source of long-terra finance for 
small-scajie units. The LIC provides directly long 
and short-term finance for large corporate sector. 
It helps small and medium scale industries indirectly 
by granting assistance to other institutions for 
setting up industrial estates for the small entr:epre-
neurs. The anion Territory of Delhi receives this 
type of assistance from the L*I.C, for its small 
sector units. 
GOVERNMENT SUBSIDIES AND COI3::ESSlONSt 
Subsidies and concessions are granted by the 
government with a view to promoting the growth of 
industries, especially small scale industries and 
those in backv/ard areas. The Government of India 
introduced a cash subsidy scheme in 1971 under which 
15 per cent subsidy on fixed capital investment is 
granted to those units whose capital investment is 
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foelow Rs. 1 croreg The payment of subsidy i s made 
t o an enterpr i se when i t goes i n to production* 
INDIGENEOUS BM-^ KERS AND MONEY LENDERS I 
Indigeneous bankers and money lenders are very 
small in number in Delh i . In 1971, t h e i r t o t a l was 
loo which included indigeneous bankers and raoney-
lenders both. They are notorious fo r severa l mal-
p r a c t i c e s . They charged very exorb i tan t i n t e r e s t 
r a t e s . But now t h e i r a c t i v i t i e s are subject to 
severa l r e s t r i c t i o n s and fo rmal i t i e s imposed by the 
Reserve Bank of India which i s exe rc i s ing i nd i r ec t 
con t ro l over the business of indigeneous bankers 
through the mediation of conmercial banks by laying 
dox'jn guidel ines for t h e i r dealings with indigeneous 
banks. The ro le of these bankers and money-lenders 
i s neg l ig ib le now i n t he developed c a p i t a l market 
of Delhi , 
SOURCES OF lyrgERNAL FINANCINGt 
Besides the above sources of ex te rna l f inance, 
the small undertakings of Delhi f inance a pa r t of 
t h e i r requirements from in te rna l sources t o o . The 
se l f - f inancing sources employed by these un i t s c o n s i s t 
, .. _ ., . • . 
2» Report of the Study Group of Indigeneous Bankersi 
Banking Commission,Govt,of India,Borriba^ , 1971,p, 113. 
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of the followingt 
PERSONAL SAVINGS I 
Personal savings cons t i t u t e an important source 
of investment in smal l -scale i n d u s t r i e s . The 
b ^ i e f i t of using t h i s money i s t h a t no i n t e r e s t has 
to be paid for i t . This type of money i s not j u s t 
money t h a t has accumulated in a savings account. I t 
c o n s i s t s of every th ing of value t h a t an individual 
possesses . The p o t e n t i a l entrepreneur may*therefore, 
th ink i t preferable to take out a mortgage on 
personal proper ty . I t i s one of the methods for 
obta in ing loan, using the property as s ecu r i ty . 
DEPRECIATION! 
Depreciation means spreading of cos t of f ixed 
a s s e t s over i t s useful l i f e . Depreciat ion i s no t iona l ly 
a sura which a business concern should put a§i(fe from 
a year*s t rading in order to maintain i t s fixed 
a s s e t s . Depreciation recoveries cannot cont r ibute 
i n t he long run to a f i rm ' s girowth. They are des t ined 
eventual ly to replace the f i rm's f ixed a s s e t s . But 
i n the short-run deprecia t ion fund i s the most 
f l e x i b l e source of spending money a t the d i s c r e t i on 
-<156)* 
of the entrepreneurs* However, depreciation is 
an encumbered source of internal financing. It is 
a source of internal funds only in respect of the 
capital allowances permitted on specific types of 
assets* This amount may be used as long-term and 
short-term finance of the small-scale units upto 
i-.he period of the replacement of the tangible assets. 
It is a significant source of gross savings in small 
firms, Furldier, it enables a small firm to keep 
some of its profits for internal use of the business, 
PhOVGHim BICK Qg PROFITS t 
It is the most suitable method of self-*financlng 
the fixed and working capital requirements of the 
enterprise. It is a financial tool v;ith which a 
part of profit is transferred to reserved accounts 
and the latter can be used for expansion and 
improvement of the small-scale unit. The entrepre** 
neur can fall back upon his own resources in tiroes 
of emergency. An enterprise enjoys good r<^utation 
and credit in the market. If his f inn has enough 
retained earnings which means that its reserve 
position is sound. 
TRADE CREDIT i 
Trade credit is credit granted by one firm 
to another. It is actually the accommodation of 
time given for making payments against inter-business 
transactions. Increase in trade credit is a more 
important source of capital than is generally recog-
nised. Small and rapidly girowing firms are on the 
whole more likely to be receivers of credit than 
larger firms. At any time, trade credit appears to 
represent nearly 20 per cent of net assets and while 
this denotes valuable savings of working capital^ it 
contributes much to the financing of further invest-
ment. 
It is important source of short-term f ii^ ancing 
which is very common to scales of production, \lt 
V 
has some merits. Availability of credit is very 
elastic and flexible* The attitude of business firms 
is not as rigid as that of banker or money lenders. 
It is also comparatively more economical as the rate 
of interest is minimal and even not applicable in 
mutual transactions of business enterprises. 
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QUAOTIFICATIOH OF THE SUPPLY OF FtJHDSt 
The small units of Delhi have been employing 
both the external sources as well as internal sources 
of funds, as discussed above, for financing their 
capital and credit requirements which have been 
measured in previous Section-1, A quantitative 
analysis of the s upply of funds would reflect the 
extent of contribution of internal and external 
sources of finance in satisfying the total demand 
for funds of these units. No published data is# 
however, available in a consolidated form relating 
to the supply of funds to the sraall-sdctor of Delhi 
as a whole v^ich could have reflected the pattern 
of financing capital and assets formation of these 
units* To overcome this handicap and to enable this 
stiudy to authentically pursue the analysis of its 
problem, fresh ground had to he] broken to s ecure 
the relevant statistics on the aspect of supply of 
finance to small-scale units. The author conducted 
a survey personally to obtain the figures of supply 
of funds from various sources to these units, A 
group of 22 small units, at random, was selected 
-(159)-
for the survey. The group consists of all sizes 
of small enterprises of Delhi and is representative 
of the small-sector units of the Union territory. 
The survey identified the different sources of 
finande and noted from the financial records of the 
22 units the quantum of assistance supplied by each 
source/agency to the smaller enterprises of Delhi, 
The details of the survey are set out in Table-4 
below (next page)• Secrecy is* however* maintained 
about the names of enterprises as desired by the 
owners, 
Table-4 presents the position of supply of 
funds from internal and external sources of finance. 
It also computes the quantum of funds proc\ired from 
different agencies by the small-scale units of Delhi, 
The data reflects that in the internal finance the 
prominent source is the owner's capital which 
accounts for a huge chunk of the total supply of 
funds to small industries of Delhi, Excepting a 
couple of u^ts, owned capital, though varies in 
proportion* ranges between 50 and 80 per c ent in 
majority of units. Among the external sources of 
finance* institutional finance turns out to be the 
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significant source. The institutional suppliers 
consist of the Delhi Financial Corporation^ the 
National Small Industries Corporation, Coniinercial 
and cooperative banks. Excepting the conimercial 
banks v^ hich have supplied long-term and short-term 
finance, the other institutions have provided only 
long-term finance. The source-wise break-up of long-
term finance shows that Delhi Financial Corporation 
(DFC) has contributed biggest dose of finance. Its 
financial assistance in the total capital of the 
units under survey is 11,31 per cent as against 4,34 
per cent against National Small Industries Corpora-
tion* 3,00 per cent from comnercial banks* 2,02 per 
cent from friends and relatives and 0,10 per cent 
from coopeia tive scscieties. The source-wise break-up 
of short-term finance reveals that the commercial 
banks have provided the bulk of short-term finance 
i.e. about 10,05 per cent of total capital. The 
non-institutional source of supply is the financial 
accommodation given by the friends and relatives, 
A purposeful and more clear assessment of 
various sources of supply of funds is obtained when 
variations in individual cases are straightened out 
-(162)-
by averaging the percentage contributions made by 
each source in financing the total requirements of 
funds of small industries of Delhi. The pictxire 
then emerges as shown in Table-5 belowt 
TABLE '- 5 
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OP FUNDS SUPPLIED BY 
DIFFERENT SOURCES TO SMALL UNITS OF DELHI 
SOURCE OF FUNDS AMOUNT (in %aqe) 
I.INTERNAL! 69.0 
Owned capital 69.0 
II>EXTERNALa 
Borrowings 31,0 
of whicht 
(a) Institutional 29*0 
(b) Non-Institutional 2«0 
TOTALS • •« • •••« 100«0 
SOURCE* Computed by the author from the data 
in Table-4* 
Table-B above presen ts the percentage d i s t r i -
but ion of funds supplied by d i f f e ren t sources to 
small i ndus t r i e s of Delhi , The ana lys i s r e f l e c t s 
t h a t the contents of i n t e rna l source in the supply 
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of funds is 69 per cent. Funds procured from 
external source constitute 31 per cent. Borrowals 
are the main external source of finance. In the 
total borrowals, the supply of institutional finance 
accounts for 29 per cent while non-institutional 
credit constitutes only 2 per cent. Thus, in the 
sujTply of funds the internal provisions play a 
vital role in the case of small units of Delhi, 
The small entrepreneur has to meet a substantial 
part of total requirements of business from his 
own resources. 
It can be easily concluded, therefore, that 
the small-scale units of Delhi do not depend much 
on institutional finance. Rather^ they mostly run 
their units with their own capital. The apparent 
reasons for the lack of institutional support for 
finance are. tv7o-fold. The financial institutions 
because of the nature of their liabilities which 
create loanab!e funds for them, observe the yard-
stick of security, return and liquidity in granting 
loans and advances to industry. The small units 
grossly fall shojrt in satisfying these e3?pectations 
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of the institutional lenders. There is no 
certainty of the continuairce of small business# 
their securities are not listed in the stoclc 
exchange and,hence, lack marketability, and the 
small units have low profit margins vfliich can not 
allow expected return to institutional lenders, 
Tha other obvious reason is the tortuous procedure 
laid dovm by the institutional lenders for sanc-
tioning financial assistance to small sector units. 
The small entrepreneur^ mostly literate or illiterate 
as he is, does not find it convenient to cariy out 
lengthy trail of official red-tapism to secure a 
loan. The time and cost incurred besides the 
harrassment suffered are the deterrant factors for 
the s mall entrepreneur t& heavily bank upon the 
financial institutions for financial support. These 
difficulties in securing institutional finance by 
the small entrepreneurs of Delhi are discussed in 
Section-Ill below. 
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SECTION -III 
PROBLEMS OF SMALL SCALE UNITS OF DELHI 
IN SECURING INSTITUTIONAL FINANCE 
The small entrepreneurs face a lot of problems 
in securing finances from financial institutions. 
There is no doubt that small units as compared to 
large units are at a considerable disadvantage in 
financial marlcet. Loans are more expensive and 
security requirements are generally more rigidv 
External finance is difficult to find and that can 
only be obtained on relatively unfavourable terms 
which small firms can hardly afford. Small indus-
trialii3ts do not always have the same financial 
expertise a«5 their competitors have. The informa-
tion and advice about finance may not always be 
earily accessable to them from the specialised 
financial institutions. The cost of providing 
finance to small firms is higher and the risk is 
more difficult to assess. Moreover, the present 
system is not able to meet the financial needs of 
these industries due to the following reasonsi 
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(1) unwillingness on the part of the borrowers to 
borrow from the institutional agencies and difficul-
ties of credit development banks in lending to small 
units.? (2) The borrowers show their unwillingness 
due to (a) rigidity of approach on the part of 
financial institutions (b) complicated nature of 
information required by these institutions (c) strin-
gent requirements of security <d) technical and 
economic assessment of loan requests and delay in the 
sanction of loans^ 
The quantum of limits granted to units in 
small-scale sector should not be linked to their 
total means as a rigid formula but should be based 
on the genuine requirements of the units frcm the 
process of production upto the stage of realisation 
of sale proceeds from marketing of their goods• The 
working capital requirements of different units vary 
according to the nature of manufacturing and the 
duration of the process. It is, therefore, essential 
that in dealing with a loan application the official 
should examine the details of working of the small 
scale units in order to have overall picture of the 
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firms including the viability of the units, duration 
of process of manufacture, the raw material require-
ments, quality of products and total financial 
requirements* 
Thera is a communication gap between small 
scale industries and specialised financial institu-
tions. Only a-few small scale units can be contacted 
at a short notice (as for instance by telephone) and 
many are not conveniently accessible even by automo-
biles. The personnel of financial instituttais 
generally find new small borrowers relative unfamiliar 
to documentation and accounting conventions in the 
presentation of business plans. Small units for 
their part often have difficiilty in confonaing to bank 
proc«5du:i'=5S and requirements, specially when lack of 
proper book-kaeping and record maintenance is widely 
prevalent in these units* Moreover, small tiam are 
often reluctant to provide financial information to 
credit instituticsis. The small entrepreneur's fear 
of 'authority* often creates mutual distrust between 
him and the banker* 
On crucial occasions, financial institutions 
adopt an indifferent attitude and stand responsible 
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f or converting a healthy unit into a sick unit. 
Besides, loan applications ranain pending for an 
indefinite period. The very purpose of credit is 
defeated, ^ en not available in time and in required 
amount. The cumulative effect of all this is that 
the units go into liquidation when timely loan at 
concessJU)nal interest rate is not available to them* 
miMTAlMING BOOKS OF ACCOUNTSi 
Small industrial unitsmaintain their accounts 
according to Indian book-keeping methods through 
Munims, The institutional agencies feel that books 
of accounts are not properly and regularly maintained, 
by these firms, Piimncial institutions generally 
point out that this ©ne of the reasons why they are 
not satisfied with their accounts. It is necessary 
to note that the Indian system of book-keeping should 
be given due recognition for all practical ptirposes. 
The bank officials do not give due attention on the 
information based on these books and generally their 
applications are rejected. Sometime the borrowers 
fear that if full information is supplied to specia-
lised institutions it may indulge them into trouble, 
specially in income*tax matters, Financial institutions 
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seek reports regarding technical feasibility of 
small firms from two departnents, i.e# Small Industry 
Service Institute and Directorate of Industries^ Delhi 
Administration, Both these departments take long 
time, sometimes 3 to 6 months in supplying reports 
to financial institutions. This is one of the major 
causes for unnecessary delay in the sanction of loans, 
hhCK OF COORDINATION! 
There is a greater need to establish cocr<^ nation 
among various departments such as Directorate of 
Industries, state Electricity Board, Water Works, 
Municipalities and other agencies incharge of 
supplying various inputs. This lack of coordination 
among concerned departments has adversely affected 
the growth of small-scale industries in the Union 
Territory of Delhi, A machinery was supplied by 
National Small Industries Corporation but due to the 
absence of power connection, it could not be put into 
early use, A shed was allotted by Directorate of 
Industries but water connection feras not given to the 
unit. It would be better to establish a separate 
agency for undertaking such liaison work of small 
*{170)-
scale industries either in the department of 
industries or in Delhi Administrations 
MANAGERIAL RIGZDITYt 
In fact, no development can be possible unless 
l^ere comes a change in the behaviour of bank agents 
because they refuse to oblige for a short period loan 
over and above a certain limit. They do not care to 
utilise the discretionary power to the benefit of 
small-scale industry, Insplte of wide spread publi-
city that integrity of the borrowers* technical 
soundness of the project and marketability of the 
product are the basic requirements for granting 
credit, the value of tangible security is still the 
main determining factor* Ito commercial banks ignore 
these points, 
ItJTEREST RATES FOR BORROWIHGi 
Interest rates are differentiated on a large 
variety of criteria such as the size of loans, 
maturity periods, source of funds, purpose of loans' 
group of sector to which the borrower belongs or 
region where the money is to be allocated. The rate 
of interest of small units is the major problem for 
getting loan from financial institutions, A distinction 
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has to be drawn between the absolute level c€ 
interest actually paicl by small entrepreneurs and 
the relative level of interest rates charged by 
institutional agencies as compared to those charged 
to large units. The absolute level of interest 
paid by small firms would necessarily vary according 
to economic and financial conditions prevailing in 
an economy. Its stage of development, supply and 
demand condition for credit, rate of inflation and 
so on. Generally, the provision of adequate finan-
cing from institutional sources would help in 
reducing the overall cost of credit to the small 
entrepreneur by reducing his borrowing from non-
institutional sources at a very high rate of 
interestft 
The State Bank has adopted an interest structure 
for small-scale units i.e. the rate of Interest rising 
with the increase in the size of loan while nationa-
lised banks are still treating all types of loans 
at par. Thus, the small units, specially in -Uiose 
areas where State Bank group is not rendering its 
services, are in disadvantageous position. Those 
units have to pay higher rate of interest. The 
** (i.72 /•• 
int.erest rate of nationalised banks, non-nationalised 
banks and State Bank group should be tbe same so 
that small-scale industrial units may be equally 
benefitted. 
CQNCLUSIONt 
The inferences drawn in various sections of 
this study can be brought together to yield the final 
conclusion that the need for external finance of 
small Industries of Delhi is acute and large forming 
about seventy per cent of their total requirements 
of finance. That despite the presence of a full-
fledged institutional structure operating in this 
Onion territory the small units of Delhi face problems 
in satisfying their demand for funds from them. Some 
of these problems are inherent in the characteristics 
of institutional loanable funds while other problems 
relate to cumbersome terms and conditions as well as 
tortuous procedures to be followed for securing the 
financial assistance. As a result, the supply of 
external funds does not conform to the requirements. 
Hence, the smaller units of Delfei have to fall back 
heavily on ttieir own internal resources. The capital 
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structure of small-scale industries of Delhi has 
a substantially higher content of o^ ^mer* s equity 
in comparison to the external contribution evident 
in the pattern of financing of the small-sector 
industr ies on a l l - Ind ia level . The borrowals emerge 
as the main external source of supply of funds and 
a major part of these borrowals flovra from the 
financial ins t i tu t ions in the form of long-term and 
short-term loans and advances* The prospects of 
development for the small industries depend largely 
upon the l iberal flow of ins t i tu t iona l finance 
v/hich i s available at concessional r a t e to these 
uni t s and increase's the i r p ro f i t ab i l i ty through i t s 
impact on cost of productiont Accordingly, the 
next chapter i s devoted to the discussion on role 
of ins t i tu t ional finance (long-term) on the growth 
and development of small industr ial uni ts of Delhi. 
CHAPTER - IV 
ROI4E OP INSTITUTIONAL FINANCE (LONG-TERM) 
IN THE GROWTH OF SMALL SCALE INDUSTRIES OP DELHI 
In the previous chapter needs and sources of 
finance of small-scale industries of Delhi have been 
discussed. The study focussed on their long-terra 
and short-terra finances. The present chapter deals 
with the role of institutional finance (long-term) 
in the growth of small-scale industries of Delhi. 
It traces the major financial institutions operating 
at the national and State 3svels which cater to the 
long-term financial needs of small-scale units of 
Delhi, An attempt is also made to present a 
descriptive and analytical view of the financial 
institutions of Delhi and their contribution in the 
demand for funds to Delhi*s small scale industry: 
But before proceeding: to deal with the institutional 
finance* it is considered necessary 
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to enlighten about the financial institutions, the 
mechanism of their operation and their position in 
the economic structure of a country. Accordingly* 
a discussion on the financial institutions followst 
FINANCIAL lii^ STITl&TIONSt 
A sophisticated financial system assumes 
special significance in the context of economic 
development of a nation. For, economic growth 
depends upon a host of factors and industrialisation 
is the most important amongst them» Industry, in 
fact, provides the vital leg on '.which stands the 
stiructure of economic growth. But an industrial 
base needs adequate supply of finance for the 
deficient industrial units so as to enable them to 
thrive and grow for the purpose of increasing the 
stock of capital goods and expansion of consumable 
output in future. Surplus financial resources of 
the economy must, therefore, be diverted to the 
deficient productive units, "She main sectors in 
the economy which generate tile financial surplus 
include the households, the corporations and the 
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government. Of these, the household sector 
accounts for more than 85 per cent of the total 
generation of supplus financial resources. But 
the individuals (i.e. savers) who possess the 
surplus funds are different from those who need 
their surplus resources (i,e» investors)• In fact, 
the surplus units and tiie deficient units stand back 
to back instead of face to face* Financial insti-
tutions are positioned in between them to perform 
a significant function in regard to the industrial 
growth. These institutions bring the savers into 
an indirect contact through their intermediation. 
On the one hand, the institutions collect the 
scattered financial surplus from individual savers 
and build a pool of spare financial resources, while 
on the other, the institutions distribute the 
financial resources from this pool of funds to 
deficient investors for financing their productive 
Industrial ventures, 
"The transfer of real resources is made 
possible by a flow of funds from lenders 
through financial intermediaries to 
borrowing or deficit units. These funds 
-(177)-
are then available to bid for resources 
that are released from present consump-
tion into the output of capital goods,"! 
INSTITUTIONAL MECHANISM} 
Inteiinediation mechanism followed by these 
institutions consists of devising and offering to 
savers a more attractive alternative than the 
direct purchase of industrial securities by them* 
That is, by providing savers with assets that are 
either safer, more liquid or have a higher net 
return in comparison to securities of industrial 
borrowers. Very often the financial claims issued 
by the financial institutions con&ine more than 
one of the features of safety, liquidity and higher 
return in order, to induce savers to exchange their 
loanable funds for claims against financial inter-
mediaries rather than directly against the indus-
trial borrowers* securities. Thus, in essence, 
the financial intermediaries buy borrowers debt 
and sell their orni liabilities to the surplus units 
in exchange for lonable funds* 
Intermediation function also facilitates the 
diversion of funds for the productive uses from the 
l» Henning,CH, Pigott,W & Scott, RHt Financial Markets 
and the Economy/ Printice Hall International Inc«, 
London,1975,p,23, 
-(178)-. 
savers to investors, Financial inst4.tutions 
devise lending schemes in diversified forms that 
suit the portfolio requirements of the lenders* 
They offer to the investors loans with different 
maturity periods, interest rates and convenient 
modes of repayment. Investors whose financial 
plans are borne out of consideration of tax obli-
gations, net higher return and redemption of their 
liability find the institutional' lending plans 
matching to their requirements of external finance. 
Investors are, therefore, induced to borrow from 
the institutions rather than making direct ^rrowals 
from the several scattered individual savers which 
would be a costly proposition fof them. 
Thus, commercial and cooperative banks, 
post offices, life insurance organisation, trusts, 
provident fund institutions, development banks, etc, 
are established to finance the in<3ustrial and 
economic development. As accumulators and purveyors 
of capital, these instituticns form the basic 
structure and an elaborate system of money market 
for a developing country and serve as 'investment 
-(179)-
intermediaries' linking the savers and users of 
capital* 
STRUCTURE FCB INSTITUTIONS. FimNCE IN INDIA} 
In India, the financial institutions have been 
operating since prior to independence. But their 
functioning and role was to a limited extent during 
that period. After independence, the national 
government embarked upon vigorous programme of 
economic planning and an era of planned development 
was ushered in. The financial institutions got a 
f ilip in the post-indpendence period in the wake 
of the necessity to create resources for financing 
the country's five-year plans which laid spacial 
emphasis on the development of industry. Special 
attention was, therefore, given to devise a sopfjis-
ticated financial structure to meet the growing 
demand for funds arising from the socio-economic 
and industrial change in the country. Hence, there 
emerged a capital market in India v;ith a broad-
based sticucture for industrial finance. 
The existing capital market of India consists 
of a variegated network of financial intermediaries. 
-(180)-
Some of the ins t i tu t ions cater to the financial 
needs of ciifferent sectors of economy in general 
while others have been established v/ith a special 
objective to provide finance to a par t icu la r sector 
of the economy* Likewise, some of them function as 
primarily savings ins t i tu t ions with the i r l i a b i l i t i e s 
fojrming the base for transacting financial business 
while others are state-owned en t i t i e s with capi ta l 
contribution from the State or State Government 
agencies. Besides, the financial structure in India 
has also a t e r r i t o r i a l character. Ins t i tu t ions have 
been established on al l - India plane and have been 
functioning as a central sources of ins t i tu t iona l 
finance for the whole of the Indian Union, Others 
have been set up on State or regional basis and 
the i r role and operations are limited to that p a r t i -
cular region or State only. Yet others are local 
in character meant for a specified local area, A 
brief descrijition of these ins t i tu t ions forming the 
Indian capital market i s considered necessary so as 
to enlighten about the character, t e r r i t o r i a l 
operation and broad objectives of them. However, t h i s 
study r e s t r i c t s i t s e l f to the discussion of financial 
"-(181)-
institutions concerning the industrial sector only, 
NATIONAL L]SIVEL INSTITtJTIOt^l 
The Industrial Finance Corporation of India 
(IPC) was the first of its kind which %-;as set up in 
1948 to provide medium and long-term credit to 
industries* This was followed by the establishment 
under an Act of Parliaments of the National Industrial 
Development Corporation which yms set up in 1954 for 
assisting the growth of industries* 
As a matter of policy, these institutions 
provided only loan capital in the initial years. 
Later, a need was felt for an institution which may 
be in a position to supply risk capital and to under-
write issues of industrial units. Accordingly* the 
Industrial Credit and Investment Corporation of India 
Limited (ICICI) was established as a private limited 
concern under the aegis of the World Bank* 
In view of the need to develop small Industrial 
undertakings, the National Small Industries Corporation 
Limited was set up in 1955, The next development 
institution to be set up in 1958 was the Refinance 
-<182)-
2 
Corporation for industry* with the objective for 
extending refinance f ac i l i t i e s to banks which 
provided medium-term loans to industry* 
This ins t i tu t iona l framework was considered 
sat isfactory for some years but in re la t ion to the 
investment needs of the economy in the context of 
rapid economic development under a planned programme, 
the contribution from these ins t i tu t ions appeared 
to be insufficient both in magnitude and range of 
financing. I t was against th i s background that the 
Industr ia l Development Bank of India (IDBI) was set 
up in July 1964 as an apex ins t i tu t ion to coordinate 
the ac t iv i t i es of other industrial finance ins t i tu -
t ions and banks, to supplement the i r resources and 
to provide direct financial assistance to industr ial 
projects involving large outlays and long gestation 
periods. 
While the I .P .C . I . and I . e . I . C . I provide both 
foreign and rupee assistance, the other ins t i tu t ions 
including the I .D.B.I , grant rupee credi t only. 
2. Later, i t v/as merged with the IDBI on Sept.1,1964. 
- ( 1 8 3 ) -
Assistance from these ins t i tu t ions has been larg^y 
available to the private sector indust r ies , 
STATE LEVEL INSTITUTIO^Bt 
mmtMmmmimimmimm \in\«imimtimmwimitmmmmmitia,tmm\Mmmmmimwmmmmmm 
State governments have also set up specialised 
institutions to help promote industries in the State, 
These institutions not only extend financial assis-
tance but also provide technical knowhow and exper-
tise to the units operating in the State, The most 
significant anusng the State institutions are the 
State Financial Corporations (SPCs) established under 
the State Financial Corporation Act of ISSl, The 
SFCs provide rupee credit to the medium and small 
industries in the State« 
The State Governments have also set up State 
Industrial Development Corporation (S333Cs) to look 
after the promotional, aspect of industrial develop-
ment in their respective States, 
hQCM4 mV'Bh INSTITUTIONS8 
AS government agencies, institutions have also 
been esta]blished to cater to the demand for finance 
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of a particular territoary. Delhi Finance Corpora-
tion, in the context of this study, is one of the 
institutions of this category. It xms set up in 1967, 
The corporation* s operational jurisdiction extend 
to the territories of Delhi and Chandigarh* It 
extends financial and technical assistance to 
industrial units within these two union territories* 
The Corporation grants term-assistance specially to 
meditira and small-scale undertakings located or to 
be located within its area of Jurisdiction. 
Besides, Department of Industries are the 
other local level institutions. Their territorial 
area is a district and they take care of the 
developmental needs of the units within their 
respective districts. Industries Departments 
extend credit as WGII as technological .assistance 
to small and cottage as v;ell as cooperative 
industrial units in the district. 
The above discussion brings to fore that 
India has a fairly developed infra as well as 
super structure for institutional finance. There 
exists a capital market v/ith a network of financial 
--(185)** 
institutions for providing funds on territorial 
as well as sectoral basis for the deveiopn^nt 
and growth of economy. 
xnsTTimiomL FRAMEWORK gOR THE 
XSDUSTRIM. DEVEI«OPt.ECT OF DELHIi 
The denand fo r funds of i n d u s t r i a l sector of 
Delhi i s , accordingly, financed by the nat ional 
l e v e l i n s t i t u t i o n s , i n general# and by t e r r i t o r i a l 
i n s t i t u t i o n s in p a r t i c u l a r , ' The na t iona l l eve l 
i n s t i t u t i o n s f inancing the investment demand of 
D e l h i ' s i ndus t r i a l sec to r include the Life Insurance 
Corporation of India , the National Small Indus t r i es 
Corporation and the Coramexxsial banks. The t e r r i t o -
r i a l i n s t i t u t i o n s t h a t especia l ly c a t e r to the 
demand for funds of Delhi»s i n d u s t r i a l u n i t s cons i s t 
of the Delhi Financia l Corporation and the Delhi 
Di rec to ra te of I n d u s t r i e s , 
FLOW OF IHSTITOTXQNAL FUKDS TO 
IMJUSTRIAL SECTOR 0^ DELHI t 
3:nst i tut ional funds flow to the i n d u s t r i a l 
u n i t s of DelM from both the na t iona l l eve l i n s t i -
t u t i o n s as well as the t e r r i t o r i a l i n s t i t u t i o n s * 
-(186)« 
However, these institltons extend only Idng-terra 
finance to investors in Delhi excepting the scheduled 
commercial banks. Moreover, Institutional finance 
is provided by these institutions to all forms of 
business entities including the small-scale units. 
The quantuum of flow of funds from each of these 
institutions to industrial sector of Delhi is measured 
below^ The analysis is confined to the 10-year 
period of this study from 1975-76 to 1984-85, In 
the ultimate, an assessment is attempted of the 
contribution the institutional finance has made in 
promoting the (tevelopment of small industrial units 
of Delhi. 
LIFE INSmAICE CORPORATION OF INDIAg 
The Life Insurance Corporation is one of tlie 
largest financial intermediaries in the country. 
The Corporation belongs to the category of saving 
institutions whose loanable funds are made up of 
premia income through sale of life policies^ The 
volume of Corporationfe lonable funds has considerably 
grown over the course of the decade under study. 
This will be borne out from the following Table-1 
which p r e s e n t s t h e a g g r e g a t e f i n a n c i a l f lows from 
t h e L i f e Insurance Corpo ra t i on through t h e pe r iod 
1975-76 t o 1984-85t 
TABIiE - 1 
GROS"JTH IN THE AGGREGATE LOANABLE PtTNDS 
OP LIFE INSURANCE CORPORATION 
(1975-76 t o 1984-85) 
i^, i n Lakhs) 
IffiAR 
1975-76 
1976-77 
1977-78 
1978-79 
1979-80 
1980-81 
1981-82 
1982-83 
1982-84 
1984-85 
Aggregate 
Loanable Funds 
25566,41 
27476,52 
28882.91 
29669,75 
31476,55 
22912,33 
36035.46 
39662,18 
46675,18 
56653,56 
Indices of 
Growth 
100,0 
107.4 
112,9 
116,0 
123 ,1 
89,62 
140,9 
155,1 
182 • 5 
ibtd^ # 3 
SOURCEt Annual Report of LIC, 1975-76 t o 1984-85, 
The above Table-1 reveals t h a t the volume of 
loanable funds with the Corporation r e g i s t e r e d a 
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consistent growth over the decade except in the 
year 1980-81 when there was a marginal drop in the 
size of total credit in comparison to previous year. 
The aggregate loanable funds which amounted to 
Rs. 255*6 crores in 1975-76 rose to Rs, 566.53 
crores at the end of the decade in 1984-85, This 
shows a more than tv70*-fold rise in the volume of 
loanable funds of thS Corporation* 
The increases in the size of lonable funds of 
the Corporation emphasize the significance of its 
role as purveyor of institutional funds. The Corpora-
tion being the central source of institutional 
finance caters to the demand for funds of all regions 
and States across the country. The Union territory 
of Delhi also finds place as one of the receipients 
of finance from the Corporation', The stere of 
Delhi in the total volume of loanable funds of the 
Corporation is measured below in Table-2, 
Table-2 ^ ^^"^^ ^^^ ^^^ ®^*^  outflows to Delhi 
from the Life Insurance Corporation's investment 
funds. The data reveals that the Corporation's 
investments in Delhi multiplied two-and-a-half 
-(189)-
TABLE - 2 
SHi\RE OP DELHI IN THE AGGREGATE LOANS^ 
OF THE LIFE INSURANCE CORPORATION 
(1975-76 to 1984-85) 
(RS. in Lakha) 
YEAR 
1975-76 
1976-77 
1977-78 
1978-79 
1979-80 
1980-81 
1981-82 
1982-83 
1938-84 
1984-85 
Aggregate 
Loanable Funds 
25566.41 
27476.52 
28882.91 
29669.75 
31476.55 
&<67X<d . <9^ 
36035,46 
39662.18 
46675.18 
56653.56 
Share of 
Delhi 
387.82 
361.83 
569.44 
553.34 
552.81 
600.82 
722.90 
685.02 
663.99 
916.15 
%age of Delhi to 
India(Col.3 to 2) 
1.51 
1.31 
1.97 
1.86 
1.75 
2.62 
2.00 
1.72 
1.42 
1.61 
SOURCE! Annual Reports of L»I.C. 1975-76 to 
1984-85. 
times over the years of a decade of this study. 
The share of Delhi, in absolute terms, which s-tood 
at Rs. 387.82 laKhs in 1975-76 rose to Rs. 916.15 
lalchs in 1984-85. However, the funds flows to Delhi 
as percentage to aggregate loanable funds of the 
-(190)-
Corporation <^n»t show any striking favoux^able 
change. The percentage share of Delhi is marked 
with a fluctuating trend. There have been marginal 
increases in a couple of years but the overall trend 
during the course of the decade has not been 
encouraging. The share of Delhi in total investment 
of Life Insurance Corporation constituted 1.51 per 
cent in 1975-76. It rose to 2,62 per cent in 1980-81, 
In the later years it declined to 1''42 per cent in 
1983*84, At the end of the decade in 1984-85, 
Delhi's share was marginally higher at 1*61 per cent 
as compared to 1.51 per cent in 1975-76, the beginning 
of the decade. 
An -analysis of the yearly net percentage 
changes in the share of Delhi makes more clear the 
assessment of Life Insurance Corporation's xx>le in 
providing institutional finance to Delhi, Tablets 
below tabulates the net annual increase/decrease 
In the outflows of funds to Delhi from the Corpora-
tion's loanable pool of funds, 
|he net percentage changes in Table-3 reveal 
that the allocation of funds to Delhi by the Life 
- ( 1 9 1 ) -
TABLE - 3 
NET ANNUAL PERCENTAGE C HANGES IN THE hlC* B 
CONTRIBUTION OP INVESTMENT FUNDS TO DELHI 
(Rs. in Lakhs) 
Delhi's Share in Net Yearly Increases 
Year L i e ' s Loanable Funds (•«»)/decreases (») 
1975-76 
1976-77 
1977-78 
1978-79 
1979-80 
mm 
1980-81 
1981-82 
1982-83 
1983-84 
1984-85 
387,86 
361.83 
569.44 
553.34 
552.61 
600.82 
722.90 
685.02 
663,99 
916.15 
- 6.71 
+57.37 
- 2.82 
«^  0.09 
+ 8.68 
+20*32 
- 5.24 
- 3.06 
+37.97 
Source$ Compiled on the basis of previous Table-2 
Insurance Corporation are marked with declining 
trend. In quite a number of years there have^ 
in fact, been net decreases indicating lower allocations 
of funds in absolute rupee-term also. Barring the 
year 1977-78 when the investment allocations for 
-C192)-
Delhi saw an unprecented net increase of 57.3 
per cent over the previous year* the percentage 
changes in allocation in the subsequent years have 
declined. In 1978-79 and 1979'»80, there .were net 
decreases in the allocation of funds by 2,82 and 
0.09 per cent respectively* Delhi's share further 
shrank in 1982«*>83 and 1983-84 when the net decreases 
in the yearly allocation of funds were of the order 
of 5«24 and 3*06 per cent respectively. In the 
years 1980-81 and 1981-82 Idiere were marginal increa-
ses of 8.68 per cent and 20.3 per cent respectively 
in the annual investment allocations. Xn 1984-85, 
the net increase in financial assistance was 37.9 
per cent over previous year^ but it was Icwer as 
compared to 57.3 per cent in 1977-78. 
Thus# the quantum of I»if e Insurance Corpora-
tion* s institutional funds for investment in Delhi 
has been on a low key. Corporation* s financial 
assistance to industrial sector of Delhi has not 
grown proportionately to the more than two-and-a-half 
times growth in the Corporation's lonable funds over 
the course of the decade under study. The yearly 
-(193)-. 
net increases in allocations of Corporation's 
funds to E>elhi have maintained an overall downward 
trend. 
It is interesting to note that amongst the 
industrial units most favoured by the Corporation 
for financial assistance are the medium scale units. 
This is bc»me out from the following Table*wi which 
presents industry-wise break-up of the quantum of 
funds deployed by the Corporation in the Union 
territory of Delhii 
Table-4 (next page) shows that taie Corporation 
extends firancial assistance in Delhi to a selected 
batch of industries, viz, cotton textiles, electrical 
goods, tobacco, food and drinks and paper boar^, 
fhe first belongs to Delhi's medium industries group 
while the rest fall under the category of small scale 
sector* The data indicates that of the total insti-
tutional finance flowing from the Corporation, the 
bulk goes to the cotton textile industry. The share 
of this industry ranges between 65 to 75 per cent 
throughout the decade of this study. The remaining 
30 per cent ^ proxiim-tely is shared by the iradustrial 
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unlts under small-scale group. Engineering industry 
is most favoured among the small-scale ssector* The 
industry gets 10 to 15 per cent of the Life Insurance 
Corporation's fund on an average, but its share has 
been whilttling down year after year during the course 
of the decade under study. Electrical goods, tobacco, 
food and drinks follow each other in quick succession 
with an average 7 per cent and 4 per cent share respec-
tively. Paper Board industry is a recent addition since 
1982-83 among the receipients of Corporation's assis-
tance. Its average share has been a paltry one per 
cent in the overall financial assistance of the Life 
Insurance Corporation* 
Thus, the discus^on on the flow of institutional 
finance from Life Insurance Corporation concludes 
that the role of L«I,C* in financing the small industrial 
sector of Delhi has neither been growing nor expansive 
in nature, L,I,C»s allocations of funds to Delhi 
have been only marginally higher than one per cent 
of the Corporation's aggregate loanable fuiKis, The 
net percentage c hanges in the funds flows reveal a 
declining trend in the annual allocations of loanable 
funds by the Iiife Insurance Corporation, Besides, 
the distriljution of L»l,C's loanable funds has not 
been expansive among the industries in Delhi* Only 
a selected group of seven industries has been chosen 
by the li,i»C. for extending financial assistance. 
Most favoured amongs this band of industries is the 
medium sector industry which avails/, nearly three-
fourth of the total Ii*I«C*s allocations of funds for 
Delhi, 
The National Small Industries Corporation is 
the other national level institution providing 
financial assistance to Delhi's industrial sector. 
Its role is discussed belowi 
imTIOHMi SmjA, Il^USTRIES CORPORMIQNt 
The national Small Industries Corporation (NSIC) 
set up by the Government of India in 1955 provides 
long-term industrial finance to small-scale industrial 
units throughout the country. The Corporation does 
not give any direct finance* It extends indirect 
financial assistance to entrepreneurs in the shape 
of supply of inported as well as indigeneous machinery 
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and equipment on easy Instalments. The small 
industrial borrower is not required to offer any 
security for its assistance upto Rs» 7,00 laldis, 
except to enter into an agreement that the lessor 
may remain the owner o£ machine till the payment of 
last instalment and other dues* if any. On full 
payment tllie machine is transferred to the entrepre-
neur. 
During the last ten years of the study, the 
Corporation has provided support to meet the input 
nseds of small industries in several areas such as 
supplying of indlgeneous and imported machines on 
easy hire-purchase basis, marketing of small industries 
products* dsveloping proto-types of machines, equipment 
and tools to be used for commercial production. Only 
small industries registered with the Directorate of 
Industries or District Industries Centre are entitled 
to assistance for the Corporation. The whole amount 
of hire-purchase value of machinery is payable in 
13 instalments. For tiny units or those in backward 
areas the terms of the Corporation are softer* 
•(198)^ 
N>S.I.C*S ASSISTANCE TO 
SMAt^L-SCALE INDUSTRIESt 
The National Small Industries Corporation's 
assistance to small sector has flown through financing 
the hire-»,purchase value of machinery to industrial 
units. A quantitative analysis of the Corporation's 
role as financier of fixed assets of small units is 
attempted below. Tabie-5 presents the year-wise 
volumes of hire-purchase financial assistance rendered 
by the Corporation to small-scale units in the c ountry 
during the course of the decade 197S-76 to 1984-8S 
of the study, 
TASIri: * 5 
AGGRBSATE HIRE PURCHASE FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE 
FROM NSIC TO SI^LL^SCALE SECTOR IN INDIA 
(1975-76 t o 198?|-85) 
(Rs. i n l a k h s ) 
XEAR Aggregate Hire-Purchase 
Value 
Indices o£ 
Growth 
1975-76 
1976-77 
1977-78 
1978-79 
1979-80 
1980-81 
1981-82 
1982-83 
1983-84 
1984-85 
206«13 
294,30 
249,03 
150^05 
456,41 
831,32 
1151,76 
1754,25 
2156»53 
1674,82 
100.0 
142,7 
120,8. 
72,7 
221,4 
403,3 
558.7 
851,1 
1046,2 
812.5 
SOURCE! tonual Reports of the 1©IC, 1975-76 to lp84-85 . 
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It is quite evident from Table-5 above that 
the volume of highea: purchase finance of the Corpora-
tion has grovm tremendously during the decade under 
study. Excepting the years 1977-78 and 1978-79, the 
growth in Corporation's financial assistance IB 
quite marked and striking* The size of indirect 
financial assistance has risen ten-fold over the 
course of the decade. Prom Rs, 206,13 lakhs in 
1975-76, tlie volume of funds en^loyed by the Corpora-
tion for higher-purchase finance of the fixed assets 
of small-scale sector in the country increased to 
Rs, 2,156,53 lakhs in 1983-84, yielding a ten-fold 
growth. In the subsequent years, however, the 
aggregate value of indirect finance decreased and 
amounted to Rs.l674-S2/ lakhs. On the whole, the 
Corporation's performance over the decade exhibits 
its growing role in extending indirect long-term 
institutional assistance to small industrial units 
in India, 
The role of NSIC in providing institutional 
assistance to small units in the Union territory c£ 
Delhi has, however, not been as growing as to be 
- ( 2 0 0 ) -
p r o p o r t i o n a t e t o i t s above-n^nt ioned performance 
on a l l - I n d i a l e v e l * A q u a n t i t a t i v e r ev i ew of t h e 
s h a r e of Delhi i n t h e a g g r e g a t e h i r e - p u r c h a s e 
f i n a n c i a l a s s i s t a n c e c l e a r l y b e a r s i t o u t . Th i s 
i s p r e s e n t e d i n T a b l e - 6 belowt 
TABIiE * 6 
SHARE OP SMALL INDUSTRIES OP DELHI IN THE 
AGGREGATE HIRE =t PURCHASE FINANCIAL ASSIS-
TANCE OP NSIC (1976 t o 1986) 
(Rs.in l a k h s ) 
Aggregate H i r e - D e l h i ' s ,/-,„_ .is 
YEAR Purchase P inan- Smal l c o l 3 t o 
c i a l Ass i s t ance U n i t s p!:, o 
., of N.S>IC> Share ^o^-*^-
J * 6 IMF 4 
1975-76 
1976-77 
1977-78 
1978-79 
1979*80 
1980-81 
1981-82 
1982-83 
1983-84 
1984-85 
206.13 
294.30 
249.03 
150,05 
456.41 
831.32 
1151.76 
1754.25 
2156. 53 
1674.82 
76 .77 
4 . 9 8 
21 .54 
19 .33 
20 .52 
107,48 
82 .71 
313.78 
416 .63 
242.18 
37.20 
1.69 
8.64 
12.88 
4 .49 
12.92 
7.18 
17,88 
19.31 
14;46 
SOURCEt Compiled from the Annual Reports of 
NSIC (1975-76 to 1984-85). 
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Table-6 above computes the values of Indirect 
financial assistance from NSIC to small industries 
of Delhi both in absolute and percentage terms and 
compares the same with the total volume of hire-
purchase fineuice of the Corporation, The data brings 
to fore that the indirect financial flows from the 
Corporation to Delhi are marked with voilent fluctua-
tions* In 1975-76, small industries of Delhi received 
37*2 per cent of the total indirect finance of the 
NSIC. The share whittled do^ im to a nominal 1,6 per 
cent in the following year. It rose to 8.6 and 12,8 
per cent in 1977-78 and 1978-79 respectively, but 
again had a steep drop to just 4,4 per cent in the 
year 1979-80. Corporation's contribution to Delhi 
again rose to 12,9 in 1980-81 but declined to Just 
7,1 per cent in 1981«».82. It recovered and soared to 
17.8 per cent in 1982-83 and was all-time high at 
19.3 per cent in 1983-84. It declined to 14,4 per 
cent in the follov/ing year. In absolute terms, the 
Corporation's indirect financial flows to Delhi 
increased three-fold as against ten-fold rise in the 
total volume of Corporation's hire-purchase assistance. 
The share of Delhi which amounted to Rs,76,7 lakhs 
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In 1975-76 Increased to Rs» 242 •! lalchs during 
the course of the decade* 
The overall flow of indirect assistance 
from the Corcporatlon has maintained a fluctuating 
trend moving downwards as compared to its contri-
bution in the initial year of the decade. There 
have been marginal increases in Corporation's contri-
bution in certain years but not in keeping with the 
growth of l©IC*s volume of aggregate financial flows 
to small sector in the country. The number of 
beneficiary small units from the Corporation's 
indirect finance has mostly declined. This would 
appear from the following Table-7-Awhich presents the 
TABLE - 7-A 
JIUMBER OF SMALL UNITS FINANCIALDY 
ASSISTED BY NSIC IN DELHI 
(1976 t o 1985) ^ _ 
Year No, of U n i t s Year No .of U n i t s 
1975 -76 
X976 -77 
1977 -78 
1978 -79 
1979- 80 
26 
7 
18 
14 
13 
1980-81 
1981-82 
1982-83 
1983-84 
1984-85 
49 
59 
101 
120 
71 
SOURCEI Compiled from the Annual Repor t s of 
t h e NSIC, 1975-76 t o 1984-85 , 
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strength of small industrial units financially 
assisted by 'the N.S.I.C. in Delhi, It would appear 
that excepting for a brief period of four years from 
1981 to 1984, the number of units getting fixed 
assets finance from the Corporation is coming down. 
The receipient units numbered 26 in 1975-76 but 
their s trength reduced to just 7 in the following 
year and was only 13 in 1979-80, The number of units 
rose from 49 in 1930-81 to 120 in 1983-84, but the 
strength again dropped steeply to 71 in 1984-85, 
This indicates not an expansive role of the Corbora-
tion in the small sector of the Union territory \£ 
Delhi, 
Thus, the discussion sums up to the conclusion 
that the quantum of National Small Industries Corji(o-
ration's allocations of Indirect finance to small 
units of Delhi has been fluctuating downward. The i 
share of small units of Delhi has not grown propor-
tionate to growth of Cojcporatlon* s total volume of 
indirect finance indicating that the Corporation has 
paid more attention to small units elsewhere in the 
country. The nuiaber of beneficiary units is also 
not growing in strength. This leads to the assessment 
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that the Corporation has played only a limited and 
intensive zrole instead of a growing and expansive 
one to help finance the development and growth of 
small industrial units of Delhi• 
The small sector of Delhi has^ therefore, to 
lean for the satisfaction of their demand for funds 
towards the Delhi Financial Corporation, An attempt 
is made to measvure and assess the part played by the 
Delhi Financial Corporation (DFC) in the sphere of 
financing the small industries of Delhi and thereby 
contributing to the growth and development, of si^ all 
sector in the union territory of Delhi, 
DELHI FimNCZAL CORPORATIONS 
•wii irtiii I [I in iiw>iiiii«.i«)iiiMi*ii—iHH I \mmKmammmmmimmmmfimmmmmmm 
The Delhi Financial Corporation assumes 
special significance as a financial ins t i tu t ion , f^r 
i t has direct concern with and an obligation to 
provide finance to small industrial uni ts of Delhll 
The Corporation as a technical Ins t i tu t ion was 
established in April,1967. I t s opesational area 
spreads over two union t e r r i t o r i e s , v i z . Delhi and 
Chandigar-h, I t has been established by the 
Government with the object of providing medium and 
- ( 2 0 5 ) . 
long-terrn loans to industr ia l concerns located or 
to be located in the union t e r r i t o r i e s of Delhi and 
Chandigarh. The Corporation has also been envisaged 
to function in a coordinated and effective manner 
alongvjith o-ther indust r ia l development agencies and 
the Directorate of Industries, Delhi, so as to 
achieve i t s overall objectives; Apart from providing 
term loans to the small Industry, i t also extends 
assistance, in special circumstances, to the medium 
scale industr ies . The Corporation has also been 
in^lementing various social-oriented schemes of tfhe 
government aimed to a s s i s t the specif ic categories 
of entrepreneurs in Delhi on more l ibe ra l terras. 
The Corporation advances loans to small and 
raeditim scale industr ies which are technical ly 
feasible and financially viable. The projects may 
be s e t up in Delhi or Chandigarh and promoted as 
piibllc limited companies, private limited companies, 
cooperative soc ie t ies , partnership un i t s or proprie-
torship un i t s . The project for finance should be 
in accordance with industr ia l policy of Delhi or 
Chandigarh as the case may be. 
-<206>-
PURPOSE OF mSlSTMSCEt 
Financial assistance is pirovided for creation 
of fixed assets such as purchase of land, construction 
of building and purchase of plant and machinery. 
World Bank loans are also provided for idle in^ort 
of machinery. The purposes for which financial 
assistance is extended are for (ii setting up a nevr 
industrial project, <ii) Renovation and modernisation 
of existing plant and machinery, (iii) expansion car 
diversification, (iv) shifting of existing units 
from non^conforming to conforming areas, 
CRITERm FOR ASSISTANCE! 
Loans are granted to the industries which are 
generally engaged or proposed to be engaged in any 
of the folloxdjig industrial activities! (i) manufactur-
ing, preservation or processing of goods, (ii) hotel 
industries; (iii) maintenance, repair, testing or 
servicing of machinery of any description, (iv) 
assembling, repairing or packing any article with 
the aid of machinery or power and (v) .providing 
special or technical knowledge or other services 
for the promotion of industrial growth* 
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QUANTUM CiF ASSISTANCE! 
The Corpora t ion has f ixed t h e qm ntum of 
f i n a n c i a l , a s s i s t a n c e f o r s anc t i on t o i n i ^ s t r i a l 
u n i t s according t o t h e form of b u s i n e s s . The 
a s s i s t a n c e i s l i m i t e d t o 15 iaikhs i n c a s e of p r o -
p r i e t a r y and p a r t n e r s h i p c o n c e i t s and Rs« 30 Iaikhs 
i n c a s e of l i m i t e d c o m p a n i a s , p r i v a t e l i m i t e d 
companies and c o o p e r a t i v e s o c i e t i e s , 
SECURITY AND REPAlcHEKfT OF hOMBt 
Lo^ms a r e advanced a g a i n s t t h e s e c u r i t y of 
f i x e d a s s e t s , v i a . l a n d , b u i l d i n g , p l a n t and 
machinery of i n d u s t r i a l concern by way of f i r s t 
r e g i s t e r e d mortgage i n Delhi* In s p e c i a l c a s e s , 
c o l l a t e r a l s e c u r i t y i n t h e form of f i x e d a s s e t s 
can be o b t a i n e d . P e r s o n a l g u a r a n t e e s of t h e d i r e c t -
o r s of p u b l i c l i m i t e d and p r i v a t e l i m i t e d companies 
and o f f i c e b e a r e r s of a c o o p e r a t i v e s o c i e t y i s a l s o 
a c c e p t e d . In c a s e of l oan a g a i n s t machinery a l o n e 
t h e Corpora t ion a s k s f o r indpendent s u r e t i e s who 
shou ld be income-tax a s s e s s e e s and a c c e p t a b l e t o 
t h e Corpo ra t i on , 
The d u r a t i o n of repai^roent i s g a i e r a l l y 5 t o 12 
y e a r s , depending upon t h e p r o f i t a b i l i t y of each 
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project. Principal alongwith interest is repayable 
in half-ye<arly instalments. Initial moratorium is 
generally 1 to 2 years* 
FLOWS OF FUNDS FROM D.F.Ci 
The operation of the Delhi Financial Corporation 
within the abov^entioned scope of activities hawe 
no completed over two decades. The Corporation has 
been a key institution in generating and providing 
financial assistance to industrial units of Delhi 
and Chandigarh, The contribution made by the Corpora-
tion in channelling institutional funds..is traced 
out belowI 
The growing volume of the assets of Corporation 
provides a measure of its operational capacity in 
c[uantitative terms. This is presented in Table-7-6 
below which computes the changes in the volume of 
assets of the Corporation over the period of ten 3?ears 
under study. It is evident from the statistics of 
assets that the Corporation's growth has been approxi^ 
mately thi'ee-fold during the decade. The aggregate 
value of its assets which was 10.25 cfores was 
higher by nearly three times at Rs, 28,38 crores 
in 1984-85. Moreover, the rise in the DFC's assets 
- ( 2 0 9 ) -
GROWTH IN Tl-ffi ASSETS OP D,P .C , 
<1976 t o 1985) 
<8s.Cr*) 
YEAR 
1975-76 
1976-77 
1977-78 
1978-79 
1979-80 
1980-81 
1981-82 
1982-83 
1983-84 
1984-85 
Aggregate 
Value of Assets 
10«25 
12.66 
12,69 
14.90 
17.54 
19.92 
21.59 
24.91 
27.10 
28.38 
Indices 0^ 
Growth 
100.0 
123.5 
123.0 
145.3 
171."l 
196.3 
210.6 
243.0 
264.3 
276.8 
SOURCE! Conrpiled from the Annual Repoii:s of 
D.F.C. 1976 fo 1985, 
has been consistent throughout the decade. The 
increases in the s ize of the assets of D.F.C. 
indicate that the Corporation has an important 
role to play in solving problems of finance of the 
small scale sector of Delhi, An insight into its 
financial operations brings out its role In 
- ( 2 1 0 ) -
TABLE * 8 
SANCTIONS OP LOANS AS PERCENTAGE TO ASSETS 
OP D . P . C * 
{11976 t o 1985) 
(RS, i n C r , ) 
value "6i Amount o:^  9^ age 'o£ Coi. 
DFC's Assets Loans Sane- 3 to Col, 
tioned 2 
r ~ 3 — ' • 1 ^ 
YEAR 
1975^76 
1976-77 
1977-78 
1978»79 
1979-80 
1980-81 
1981-82 
1982-83 
1983-84 
1984-85 
10,25 
12,66 
12.69 
14«90 
17.54 
19,92 
<sX • Ov 
24.91 
27.10 
28,38 
3,60 
3,88 
3,18 
4,50 
4.74 
5,01 
7.40 
7.77 
9.31 
11,66 
35,1 
30,0 
25.0 
30,2 
27,0 
25.1 
34,2 
31.2 
34,3 
40,0 
SOURCE I Annual Reports of DPC 1976 to 1985. 
financing the snEll units of Delhi, Table-8 
presents the size of loans sanctioned in relation 
to growth in assets of the Corporation which 
provides a measure to assess its role in quantitative 
terms. 
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Table~8 reveals that the financial assistance 
sanctioned by the Corporation has not grown propor-
tionately to the growth in the a ssets of the Corpora-
tion < Loans sanctioned as percentage to aggregate 
value of assets have a fluctuating but downward 
trend whereas the growth in assets shows a constantly 
upward trend. In 1975-76, the amount of sanctaions 
was 35,1 per cent of the assets. It fell to 25.1 
per cent in 1980-81 while the value of assets in 
the same 3^ ear doubled from Rs. 10.25 crores in 1975-76 
to Rs. 19.92 crores in 1980-81. By the fend of the 
decade in 1984-85, the loans sanctioned accounted 
for 40 per cent as against 35 per cent in the initial 
years 1975-76 in relation to the value of assets. 
This works out to only a 5 per cent increase in the 
Corporation* s financial flows during a period of 
10 years, or on an average half per cent growth 
per annum, as against approximately 200 per cent 
increase in the size of asssts over the same period. 
In absolute terms, however, the increases in the 
amounts of loans sanctioned touched a three-fold 
mark. The amount of loans sanctioned which was 
Rs. 3,6 crores in 1975-76 nraved up to Rs,ll,6 crores 
-(212)-
in 1984-85,, 
The efficacy of financial assistance depends 
upon actual disbursals in relation to financial 
assistance. The disbursals constitute the net 
financial flows to the industry. The percentage 
relationship of disbursals to sanction is a measure 
of Corporations's efficacy as industrial financier 
and also of its efficiency in the a dudnistration of 
financial assistance. This will be reflected from 
the statistics given in Table-9 belowt 
TABLE - 9 
PERCEOTAGE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SANCTIONS 
AND DISBURSALS OP LOANS PROM DELHI PINAN^ 
CIAL CORPORATION (1976 t o 1985) 
fa, in Cr,) 
YEAR 
1 
1975-76 
1976-77 
1977-78 
1978-79 
1979-80 
1980-81 
1981-82 
1982-83 
1983-84 
1984-85 
Amount of 
Loans 
Sanctioned 
2 
3,60 
3,88 
3,18 
4,50 
4.74 
5.01 
7.40 
7.77 
9.31 
11,66 
Amount ox 
Disbur-
sals 
3 
2,54 
2,05 
1,73 
2,78 
3.20 
3.55 
4.08 
4.75 
5.18 
6.08 
Percentage of 
Col,3 to 
Col 2. 
4 
70.6 
52.8 
54.4 
61.7 
67.4 
70.9 
55.2 
61.2 
55,6 
52.2 
SOURCE t Contputed from the Annual Reports of 
DPC 1976 to 1985. 
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Table«*9 above shows the percentage relation-
ship between the sanctions and disbursals of DPC»s 
financial assistance to industries. The data 
reflects that the percentage of disbursals has been 
declining and the actual outgo of funds to industries 
has come down to half of the sanctioned amounts. It 
whittled down to 52,2 per cent in 1984-85, In 
absolute terms, the volume of disbursals rose from 
2.54 crores in 1975-76 to Rs. 6,08 crores in 1984-85 
yielding a hike of two-and-at-Jialf times* As against 
this, the c^antum of sanctions grew three-and-half 
times from Rs, 3,6 crores in 1975-76 to Rs, ll«6crores 
in 1984-85, during the decade under study. Thus, 
the year-wise quantum of disbursals has also not 
grown at the same pace as the size of the amount 
of sanctions. 
The declining role of disbursals have, in 
effect, rendered the higher amounts of sanctions 
ineffective. In real terms, the net disbursals 
constitute the effective flow of finance from the 
Corporation to industries. Hence, a comparison of 
net Bumount of disbursals with the volume of assets 
will reflect that the net flow; of finance has, on 
-<214)-
an average, been half of that which the loans 
sanctioned have shown with the aggregate value of 
assets as computed in ^ able-|0below. The flow 
TABLE - 10 
DISBURSMiS AS PEKCENTAGE TO TOTAL ASSETS 
OF THE D.P.C.(1976 to 1985) 
(Rs. in Cr.) 
YEAR Value o^ " Amount of Percejntage' of' Assets Disbursais disbursals to 
1975-76 
1976-77 
1977-78 
1978-79 
1979-80 
1980-81 
1981-82 
1982-83 
1983-84 
1984-<35 
10.25 
12*66 
12.69 
14.90 
17.54 
19.92 
21.59 
24 .91 
27.10 
28.38 
2*54 
2.05 
1.73 
2.78 
3.20 
3.55 
4*08 
4 .75 
5.81 
6.08 
24 .28 
16.19 
13 .63 
18 .65 
18*24 
17 .82 
18.89 
19*06 
21 .43 
21*42 
SOURCast Annual Reports of the DFCgifor the 
period 1976 to 1985* 
of effective funds from the Corporation works out 
to range between 15 to 20 per cent of the total 
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value of assets per annum on an average. The 
small size of the contribution spealcs itself of 
the inadequacy as well as efficacy to solve the 
problem of finance of deficit industrial units 
whose numtter is on the increase every year in the 
territorial area of Delhi Financial Corp03^ <^ tion. 
It also brings out a low-lcey role of the Corpora-
tion as a purveyor of institutional finance to 
sraall-scajle industries. 
As has been mentioned earlier, the Corporation* s 
Jurisdiction extends over the small industrial units 
located in two union territories* viz, Delhi and 
Chandigarh, It is important to split the aggregate 
flows of Corporation's funds and measure the share-
quantum of finance that flows from the Corporation 
to industries exclusively in the territory of DelB^, 
It will be in keeping with the context of this study 
and enable to trace out the part played by the 
Corporation in financing the growth and development 
of the small industries of Delhi ^  No separate data, 
hov/ever, is available in the Annual Reports of the 
Delhi Financial Corporation splitting the aggregate 
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financial flov/s between Delhi and Chandigarh for 
the period of decade under study. The corporation 
has started publishing the breaX-up of its funds 
flows between Delhi and Chandigarh from the year 
1984-85, which is taken as the basis for this study. 
The distribution of gross financial assistance from 
the Corporation between Delhi and Chandigarh is 
computed below in Table-11, 
TABLE - 11 
REGION-WISE ANALYSIS OF FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE 
PROM D,P .C. {as on March 31,1985) 
(Rs.in Lakhs) 
GROSS SANCTIONS NET "PI^URSALS %aqe of 
REGION Amount of ..„4 j . - Amount n«4*.- Col ,2 
Loans "nj.T:s -QIQ^^Q^^ " ^ ^ t o C o l . 4 
- i 2 a 4 5 6 — 
DELHI 2620 2100 2009 1775 76,6 
CHANDIGARH 345 308 242 217 70.1 
TOTALt 2965 2408 2251 1982 
%age to Totalt 
DELHI S8«36 87,21 89*25 89.11 
CHANDIGAFlH 11.64 12.79 10.75 10,89 
SOURCE.'! Computed from the Annual Reports of DPC 
for the year* 1984-85, 
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I t i s significant to note from Table-11 above 
that the share of Delhi in the gross finance i s 
preponderantly higher, The funds flows to the 
indus t r ia l sector of Delhi constituted nearly 90 
per cent of the gross sanctions of loans. The same 
ra te prevails in the case of actual disbursals to 
industr ies of Delhi* The percentage relationship 
between sanctions and disbursals i s also comparatively 
higher. The actual outgo of fimds to small sector 
of Delhi was 76,6 per cent as against 70 per cent 
of Chandigarh, Of the to ta l industr ia l units \f«hich 
availed the financial assistance, 1775 or nearly 90 
per cent belonged to the te r r i to ry of Delhi while 
217 or 10 per cent were located in Chandigarh, Thus, 
the industries of Delhi are the main beneficiaries 
of D,FiC*s ins t i tu t iona l funds. 
The small-scale industrial sector of Delhi 
consists of various forms of business organisations. 
They have been organised as sole-proprietary concerns, 
partnership firms, j o in t stock companies and also 
as cooperative socle ties# Financial assistance from 
the Corporation flows to a l l types of small business 
concerns. The share of each form of business 
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enterprise vdll reflect the preferences of the 
Corporaticin and the direction of flow of funds 
according to type of organisation* It will also 
reveal the role of institutional finance in the 
developitent of different forms of business organi*-
sation, i:he contribution of DPC according to type 
of business is presented in Table-12 below; 
TABLE - 12 
PERCEKR?AGE ANALYSIS OP DFC*S FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE 
TO SMA3X INDUSTRIES OP DELHI ACCORDING TO FORM OP 
BUSINESS (1975-76 t o l98a-.35) 
FORM OP BUSINESS _ . „ . . . . „ . . , « . « ^ » . 
YEAR P u b l i c P'srt.Ltd. P a r t n e r - J t .H indu P r o p r i - Co-op»„-y_--
Cos« Cos. s h i p s Family e t o r ship Sec to r ' ^ 
T 
1975*76 
1976-77 
1977-78 
1978-79 
1979-80 
1980-81 
1981-82 
1932-83 
1983-84 
1984-85 
2.86 
1.73 
1.82 
2.00 
1.71 
1.46 
•• 
0.75; 
0.67 
0.50 
12.87 
12,46 
12.92 
13.04 
13.13 
15.67 
16.45 
18.46 
24.78 
25.06 
58.28 
56.57 
55.39 
52.93 
52.96 
50.22 
50.14 
49.63 
45.40 
42.92 
0.04 
0.03 
0.03 
0.03 
0.04 
0,02 
-
0.07 
0.07 
0,09 
25.66 
28.95 
29.60 
31.79 
32.00 
32,47 
33.39 
30.94 
28,95 
31.34 
0.27 
0,24 
0.21 
0.19 
0.16 
0.14 
-
0.12 
0.10 
0,06 
100.0 
100.0 
100,0 
100*0 
100,0 
100,0 
100.0 
100,0 
100,0 
100.0 
SOURCE! Comp»uted from the Annual Reports of the DFC 
from 1975*76 to 1984-85. 
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The data in Table-12 brings to fore that 
partnerships are most favoiired by the Corporation 
for financial assistance in comparison to other 
forms of business undertaMngs, On an average, one-* 
half of the total credit of the Corporation is annually 
directed towards partnership concerns. Proprietary 
concerns have secondary preference of the D.F»C, 
Sole trade receives, on an average, one-fourth of 
the total credit. Private companies come next in 
order and the qruantum of financial assistance to 
them has been rising and has become two-fold during 
the decada. Prom 12,8 per cent in 1975*-76 the 
contribution to private limited companies increased 
to 25,06 percent in 1984-85, The share of public 
limited companies has declined from more than twp 
per cent to less than one per cent over the decade. 
Cooperative societies have received a negligible 
amount, their share b eing a small fraction of one 
per cent per annum. Moreover, it has declined from 
0,27 per cent in 1975-76 to Just only 0,06 per cent 
in 1984-85, Thus, the Corporation's role as 
financier of small industry has been largely for 
the partnership form of business concerns. But, of 
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late, a shift is noticed in recent years in favour 
of business undertakings organised in the form of 
private limited companies. The Corporation has 
played a secondary role in the case of priprietary 
concerns. Its role is negligible towards joint 
Hindu family concerns, public limited companies 
as well as cooperative industrial sector. 
Hence, the above statistical analysis and 
discussion sums up to the conclusion that the Delhi 
Financial Corporation has played a limited role in 
financing the growth and development of small 
industries of Delhi, Its contribution has been 
lope-sided as regards form of business organisation 
and quite small in bridging the gap between demand 
and supply of funds of the small-scale sector of 
0elhi, The net flows of funds frcaa the Corporation 
to this sector have neither been substantial and 
growing in quantum nor reflected any significant 
increases in volxime over the decade under study. 
The role of D,F,C» as purveyor of institutional 
funds has also not been compatible with the yearly 
increases in the number of small units in Delhi, 
The s mall-scale industries are a State subject 
under the constitution. The State Aid to Industries 
Act casts an obligation upon the State Governments 
also to render financial#technical and other assistance 
to the small-scale sector through its own agencies. 
State Depcirtraent of Industries have been established 
to carry out the State obligation vis-a-vis the 
small industries. The Directorate of Industries, 
Delhi* as an agency of the Delhi Administration 
accordingly offers financial and other assistance to 
small industries of Delhi, The role of this agency 
in financing the gro\-rth and development of small 
enterprises in Delhi is reviewed belovrs 
DSLHI DIRECTORATE OF INDUSTRIES; 
The Directorate of Industries* Delhi, is the 
principal agency of Delhi Administration which is 
responsible for the growth and development of small-
scale industries of Delhi, It extends both financial 
and technl.cal assistance to smaller units. The 
Directorate opeiates through a network of its offices 
spread over the union territory of Delhi* TS-/. 
Industrial loans under the Delhi Administration 
State Aid to Small and Cottage Industries Rules 1956 
are granted for the purchase o£ raw materials and 
for utilisation as marketing capital. It also helps 
the small units in the procurement of electric power, 
transportation facilities and industrial estates* 
Loans are granted upto Rs, 50 #000 in the case of 
private entrepreneurs and upto Rs. 2 laldhs in the 
case of industrial cooperatives. The loans are given 
at low rate of interest and repayable in easy install-
ments over a period of 10 years. The role played 
by the Directorate in financing the small-sector of 
Delhi is analysed below. Table-13 presents the 
year-X'^ ise flo^ '/s of financial assistance from the 
Birectorate of Industries to small-scale uhits of 
Delhi for the 10->year period of this study. 
It is quite evident from Table-13 that the^ , 
financial assistance provided by the Directorate "^ f 
Industries to small business in Delhi has whittled 
down over the years. From Rs. 40 lakhs in 1975-76 
the amount of loans sanctioned reduced to Rs,16 lakhs 
in 1981-82. It stood at Rs, 18 lakhs in 1984*85. 
The indices of growth reflect a negative trend in 
financial flows and reveal that the volume of loans 
sanctioned reduced to less than half during the 
- < 2 2 3 ) -
TABLE -"la 
FINANCIAL PLOWS FROM THE DELHI DIRECTORATE OF 
INDUSTRIES TO SMALL INDUSTRIAL SECTOR OP DELHI 
(1975-76 t o 1984*85) 
^^^ Sanctioned 
1975-76 
1976-77 
1977-78 
1978-79 
1979-80 
1980-81 
1981-82 
1982-83 
1983-84 
1984-85 
40.00 
30.00 
30,00 
20,00 
20,00 
30,00 
16,00 
18.47 
20,50 
18,00 
Indices of 
Growth 
100.0 
75,0 
75.0 
50.0 
50,0 
75*0 
40.0 
46.1 
51.2 
45,0 
Loans 
Disbursed 
39,68 
30.00 
29.94 
19.93 
17.10 
29.63 
15,88 
18.20 
20.30 
18,00 
(Rs.in Lakhs) 
Indices of 
Growth 
100,0 
75,6 
75.4 
50.2 
43.1 
74.6 
40.P 
45.8, 
51 .vl \ 
45.3 ^ 
SOURCE! Confuted from the Annual Returns of the 
Direc tora te of Indus t r i e s , Delhi , fran 
1975-76 to i984'-85. 
course of the decade, same i s the c a s e with net 
d i sbu r sa l s which have been r e t r o g r e s s i v e in cha rac te r . 
Moreover* the quantum of sanctions has been of 
smaller s izes not compateible with the growth in the 
-(224)*. 
strength of small sector units of Delhi, Thus^ 
the role of Directorate of Industries has been 
very small. The f inanciial flows from the Directorate 
Ccvn not be characterized as grovjth-stimulant for 
the small business units of Delhi. 
A cumulative picture of the longrterm institu-
tional funds flowing to the industries Xn Delhi vfill 
be of significance in the geumming up of this study. 
This will prominently reflect the comparative role 
of financial institutions offering industrial 
finance in Delhi. Table-14 below presents the net 
long-tenn financial flows from different types of 
institutions to business undertakings in Delhi for 
the decade 1975-76 to 1984-85. 
Table-14. computes the contribution of financial 
assistance both in quantitative and percentage terms, 
of various institutions to the industrial units of 
Delhi. The table presents a comparative view of the 
role of these institutions in extending long»term 
funcls to these units. It is reflected that liife 
Insurance Corporation ranks first with largest contri-
bution of fiinds and accounts for, on an average,, half 
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] 
YEAR 
1975-76 
1976-77 
1977-78 
1978-79 
1979-80 
1980-81 
1981-82 
1982-83 
1983-84 
1984-85 
TABLE - 14 
3^ET DISBURSALS OP hOm TERM INSTITOTIOI^L 
FUNDS TO INDUSTRIES OP DELHI 
<1975-76 t o 1984-85) ^^^ ^^ ^^^^ 
D i r e c t o r a t e 
D.P«C* of I n d u s t r -
i e s 
201.92 
(27.77) 
192.95 
(31.23) 
137.95 
(25.02) 
232.48 
(27.63) 
275.11 
(31.76) 
336.05 
(32.75) 
373.50 
(35.11) 
461.94 
(30,45) 
372.98 
(24.94) 
499.98 
(35.10) 
39 .68 
(5 ,45) 
30 .00 
(5 .85) 
29.94 
(5 .43) 
19,94 
(2 .37) 
17 ,10 
(1 .97 ) 
29 .63 
(2 .88) 
15 ,88 
(1 .47) 
18 .20 
(1 .19) 
20 .30 
(1 .35) 
18 .01 
.{1.26) 
N.S.I^C 
76.77 
(10*55) 
4 .98 
(0.80) 
21.54 
(3.90) 
19.33 
(2.29) 
20.52 
(2.36) 
107,48 
(10.47) 
82*71 
( 7.67) 
313.78 
(20.68) 
416.58 
(27.87) 
242.18 
(17.00) 
Mm X . C 
408 .65 
(56 .20) 
387,86 
(62 .78) 
361 .83 
(65 .63) 
569.44 
(67 .69) 
553.34 
(63 .89) 
552 .81 
(53 ,88) 
600.82 
(55 .73) 
722.90 
(47 .65) 
635.02 
(45.82) 
663.99 
(46 .62) 
TOTAL 
727.02 
(100.00) 
617.77 
(100.00) 
551.26 
(100.00) 
841.19 
(100.00) 
ft 
866* 07 
(looloo) 
1025.^8 
(lOO^OQ) 
1077.91^ (109.00) 
1516.82 
(100.00) 
1494*98 
(100,00) 
1424.14 
(100.00) 
NOTES (Pigures in brackets are percentages to totals) 
SOURCE! Computed from the Annual Reports of DPC, HSIC# 
' Lie, and Annual Returns of the Directorate of 
Industries for the year 1976 to 1985. 
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of the t o t a l ins t i tu t iona l finance received by 
the business concerns in Delhi. But L.I .C 's contr i -
tut ion in terms of percentage has declined from 
67.6 per cent in 1978-79 to 46-^per cent in 1984-85, 
while in absolute terms i t has increased from 
Rs. 408.6 l^chs to Rs. 663.9 laWis. Delhi Financial 
Corporation comes next which accounts for, on an 
average, 30 per cent of the to ta l ins t i tu t iona l 
funds floated in Delhi. The annual contribution 
of D.P.C. maintains a growing trend among the 
financial ins t i tu t ions . From 27.7 per cent in 
1975-76, the funds supplied to small concerns rose 
to 35.1 per cent in 1984-85 in the aggregate i n s t i -
tut ional funds. This i s mainly because the D.F.C. 
i s a t e r r i t o r i a l i n s t i tu t ion specially created to 
finance the small sector of Delhi. National Small 
Industries Corporation (l^TC) stands th i rd in the 
ins t i tu t iona l group whose average annual contribu-
tions have fluctuated between 10 and 20 per cent. 
The Directorate of Industries, Delhi, follows NSIC 
I t s contribution has declined both in absolute as 
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well as percentage terms« Prom Rs. 39,68 laldis 
or 5,45 per cent in 1975-76# the financial flows 
from the Directorate dropped in 1984-85 to Rs.18.01 
lakhs or 1,26 per cent of the total institutional 
finance for Delhi, 
CONCLUSIONt 
The foregoing discussion sums up to the 
conclusion that financial institutions are a pre-
requisite for industrial development. For institu-
tional finance occupies the most important position 
in the development and growth of industries, more 
particularly the small and tiny ones amongst them. 
The study reveals that there exists in India a 
network of financial institutions at national, 
regional and territorial level. They offer a 
developed capital market for supplying funds to the 
deficit industrial units. 
The study finds that the financial institu-
tions providing long-term finance to small industries 
of Delhi comprise the L*I,C## N,I,S»C,* D,F,C, and 
the Directorate of Industries of Delhi* An analysis 
of the operations of these institutions over the 
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course of the decade 1975-76 to 1984-85 of this 
study has reflected that their role has neither 
been expansive nor growingo During the decade, 
while the nuntoer of small units in Delhi multiplied 
considerably, the number of units beneficiary of 
the institutional funds shrank in strength. The 
institutions have,thus, remained unexpansive 
compatible to the increasing demand for finance 
emanating from an expansive small industrial sector 
of Delhi, 
Statistics of funds flows bring to fore that 
the yearly volume of long-term financial assistance 
flowing from these institutions has maintained a 
fluctuating trend moving downwards. The net funds 
supplied have neither grov/n in quantum to any 
significance in a decade nor has their growth been 
as much as the growth in the volume of their own 
assets. 
Interestingly, the performance of the Delhi 
Financial Corporation and the Delhi Directorate of 
Industries,which are territorial institutions for 
Delhi's small sector^ has been below the mark. The 
net flows from the former have been in the range 
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of 15 to 20 per cent of its -value of assets while 
the long-term funds supplied by the latter have 
dwindled to less than half both in quantum and 
percentage over the course of the decade* The 
study has also pointed out the prejudices of finan-
cial institutions on the basis of forms of business 
among the small industries. Partnerships have 
been preferred more than any ether form of small 
business organisation for firancial support* Thus, 
the role of long-term finance has not been conducive 
to the development and growth of small sector of 
Delhi, 
Apart from long-term finance small industries 
need short-teinn funds, too, for meeting their 
working capital requirements. The flow of short-
term funds from the financial institutions and its 
role in the growth and development of small industries 
is discussed in the following chapter* 
CHAPTER - V 
ROLE OF INSTITUTIONAL FINANCE (SHORT TERM) IN THE 
DEVELOPMENT OP SMALL-SCALE INDUSTRIES OP DELHI 
The discussion|:t;he previous chapter 
concludes that the supply of long-term finance 
has been incompatible v/ith the growing strength 
of small industrial units of Delhi. The quantum 
of long-term finance has also not been of tJie 
measure as to significantly contribute towards the 
development and growth of small business units in 
Delhi, The role of financial institutions supply-
ing long-term funds to the small-scale sector of 
Delhi has* thus, been found neither expansive nor 
growing to meet the demand for funds created by 
the enlarging size of the small-sector of Delhi, 
Besides long-term finance, small business 
units also seek short-term assistance for carrying 
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out ever3^ay operations. Short-term assistance 
Is a vital factor on which stands the operational 
efficiency of the concern. Vnintenrupted flew of 
short-term funds favourably influences the profit-
ability of the enterprise. It also helps to stren-
gthen the capacity of the business to generate 
internal funds for self-financing. The need for 
short-term finance is all the more great in the 
case of small business houses because they ar« 
beset with problems of shortage of funds for 
meeting their day-to-day expenses and to Iceep the 
concern going. Institutional short-term assistance 
is comparatively cheaper in cost and it is extended" 
at a specially concessional rate to the smaller 
units which fall in the priority sector of the 
economy* Short-term funds from financial institu-
tions act as cost-reducing factor for small 
Industries and enable them to competitively exist 
in the market. Hence, adequate availability of 
institutional short-term assistance plays no less 
ijnportant part in the developn^nt and growth of 
small business undeirtakings. Accordingly, this 
chapter makes an attempt to analyse and discuss 
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the role of financial institutions in supplying 
short-term funds to small-scale units in Delhi 
aind its impact on the growth and development of 
these industrial units. But before dwelling upon 
the flow of short-term assistance from various 
financial institutions it is thought necessary to 
enlighten about the significance of short-terra 
finance for the small business units, 
KEEP FOR SHORTygERM FINANCE« 
i t w M i i w i i i l iiiiii III ii i i ir iiw »mm»m<mmmimmmmmtmmmmm(mmmm$mmmmmlmtmmmtm 
Iioan capital requir^nents of small enterprises 
sire for long-term as well as short-term periods • 
Long-term borrowings are required to finance acqui-
sition of fixed assets for purposes of expansion^ 
renovation or modernisation of their plants and 
machines or for procuring additional assets like 
land, and buildings. 
Short-terra financial requirements of small 
scale industries are to meet the needs of working 
capital, that is# for acquiring raw materials and 
stocks, payment of wages, goods in process and 
stock-in-trade as well as for meeting the marketing 
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expenses. The vjorking capital requirements of 
small-scale industries are larger than for long-
term loans needed for acquiring fixed assets. 
This is for the fact that their own resources for 
working capital are very meagre. 
An important form of short-terra finance is 
•Trade Credit* or 'Suppliers' Accommodation* for 
small-scale enterprises. Trade credit actually 
supplements the working capital to a significant 
extent. Small-scale units need trade credit for 
the raw materials and other stores they have to 
purchase. These units, in turn, have to give 
credit for the goods sold in the market or to 
If.rge-scale units which have a leverage over smi^ ller 
units. The size of requirements of trade credit 
will depend upon the market conditions. In a 
buyers' market tiriese enterprises are at a dis-
advantage because the period for which they have 
to offer trade credit for finished goods is much 
longer than the time for xvhich they get this 
facility from the suppliers of raw materials. In 
consequence, the small industrial producers have 
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to provide finance for the purchase of raw 
materials, goods in process and stock-in-trade 
for the 'gap in waiting* which may extend from 
1 
two to four months. Because of this, their 
requirements for short-term finance are compara-
tively larger for the small-scale enterprises. 
SHORT TERM IHSTITUTIQNAIt AGENCIES 
FOR SMAH«-SCMJE SECTOR OF DEmti 
The institutional agencies which are operating 
in the Union territory and provide term finance 
to industrial undertakings in Delhi include Lfe 
Insurance Corporation, National Small Industries 
Corporation, Delhi Financial Corporation^ the 
Directorate of Industries and the scheduled 
Goiranercial banks, A review of the operational 
activities of these institutions in the previous 
chapter has revealed that not all these interme-
(iiaries have been providing long as ^  we 11 as. short 
term finance* Moreover, these agencies are 
divided into categories of suppliers of indirect 
and direct term assistance* 
The Life Insurance Corporation Indirectly 
contributes to the financing of small-scale 
T. Survey of Small & Medium Scale Industries in 
Borabay;Uny.Jour,Vol.XXVI,Part 4,No.52, 1968. 
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industries by way of contributing to the shares 
and debentures of State level industrial develop-
ment agencies i^ich, in turn, provide financial 
aissistance to smaller units, and by granting 
loans for the construction of industrial estates. 
These sheds in industrial estates are usually 
allotted to small entrepreneurs and help provide 
premises for industrial operations for which they 
would have otherwise sought financial assistance 
to build them« 
The National Small Industries Corpoaration 
(KBIC) provides only long-term industrial finance 
to small business concerns in the country. The 
Corporation extends indirect finance to small 
units in th^hape of supply of Imported as well as 
indigeneous n^chinery and equipment on hire-
purchase basis. 
The Delhi Financial Corporation (DFC) and 
the Directorate of Industries (Delhi) are local 
agencies* which also extend only long-term 
assistance to the small sector units. Both of them 
extend direct assistance by way of granting loans 
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to the smaller concerns. 
Commercial banks are the only financial 
institutions which emerge as the supplier of short* 
term assistance to small enterprises in Delhi* 
The bulk of the short-term assistance flows to 
these units frt>m banking sector. Moreoverji the 
assistance is direct and offered to the small busi-
ness undertakings through the sanction of loans* 
An attempt is made below to analyse the flow of 
short-terro assistance from scheduled commercial 
banks to smali»s§ctor units of Delhi and also to 
assess their role in the growth and development ^ f 
small business in Delhi* 
FliQW OF SHORT TERM ASSISTANCE 
FROM SCHEDULED COMMERCIAL BAKKSt 
AS the largest repositories of institutional 
funds, the commercial banks are classified as an 
important apparatus for economic development of 
the country. This casts upon them an obligation 
to commit their investible funds towards the 
accelerated growth of industry. The guiding 
directives issued by the Reserve Bank of India 
require the commercial banks to be liberal in 
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extending finance to the small-scale uni ts on easy 
and concessional terms. Moreover, the banks have 
been directed to enhance the share of small sector 
upto 40 per cent in the i r to ta l volume of credi t . 
The banking sector forms the la rges t network . 
of financial ins t i tu t ions operating in Delhi. This 
i s evident from the following Table»li 
TABLE - 1 
GROWTH OP BANKING SECTOR IN DELHI 
(1975 to 1984) 
"UTAR S.B.I, Nationalised other Comm- mrwai, )c.iLAR Group Banks ercial Banks 
1975 
1976 
1977 
1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 
110 
137 
153 
163 
166 
174 
193 
199 
200 
221 
347 
385 
414 
443 
453 
592 
610 
622 
630 
648 
137 
158 
181 
204 
209 
91 
97 
105 
108 
113 
594 
680 
748 
810 
828 
857 
900 
926 
938 
982 
"SOURCE? Delhi Statistical Handbook, Bureau of 
Economics and Statistics, Delhi Adminis-
tration, Delhi, 
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Table-1 above presents the spread of banking 
network in the Union territory of Delhi, The data 
reflects that there has been considerable expansion 
of bank offices in Delhi over the course of the 
decade 1975 to 1984 • The banking sector registered 
a tv;o-fold growth during the period. Prom a total 
of 594 banking units operating in Delhi in 1975, 
tltieir number swelled to 982 by 1984, The e^ qsansion 
of banking network is indicative of increasing 
significance of banks as financial intermediaries 
and of their social commitment to finance the 
development of industries in Delhi, particularly 
the small ones which are plagued with shortage of 
capital• 
The flows of institutional funds from the 
banks to the industrial sector of Delhi over the 
course of the decade under study is measured in 
the folloir/ing Table-2. Their relationship with 
the total credit extended by the banks on all-India 
plane to industrial sector is also worked out in 
the Table, The percentage relationship between 
them reflects the role of bank'finance in the 
development of industries in Delhi, 
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TABLE - 2 
PERCENTAGE REIiATIONSHIP BETWEEN SCHEDULED 
COMMERCIAL BANKS CREDIT AND SHARE- OF DELHI 
(1975 to 1984) 
Share of 
Delhi 
3 
(Bg. i n Lakhs) 
%age between 
Col»3 & 2 YEAR 
Aggregate 
BanK Credit 
1975 
1976 
1977 
1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1007146 
1355310 
1532725 
1831009 
2134591 
2238126 
2938179 
3507194 
3686058 
N.A. 
118659 
239652 
261817 
294357 
338466 
304655 
345352 
393744 
356619 
380218 
11.78 
17.68 
17.08 
16.07 
15.85 
13.61 
11.75 
11.22 
9.67 
N.A. 
SOURCEt Banking Statistics, Basic Statistical 
Returns, R.B,I,» Bortflaay. and 
Delhi Statistical Handbook, Bureau of 
Economics & Statistics, Delhi Administra-
tion, Delhi. 
The above table-2. reveals that the percentage 
of Delhi in the overall loans and advances of the 
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banks has consistently come down over the course 
of the decade 1975-76 to 1984-85, The gross amount 
of loans and advances to Industries of Delhi which 
was Rs. 1^ ,18,659 lakhs in 1975 and formed 11.78 per 
cent of the total bank credit of Rs» 1,00,7146 lakhs 
was higher only in the year 1976 when it increased 
to Rs.2,39,652 lakhs or 17,68 per cent of the gross 
bank credit of Rs, 13,553,10 lakhs. In the subsequent 
years, however, the scheduled banks contribution 
to Delhi kept on declining in percentage terras. 
From 17»68 per cent of the gross bank credit in 
1976 the financial flows to Delhi consistently 
shrank each year of the decade and it was just 9,67 
per cent in 1983, In absolute tejcms, however, the 
total banking funds applied to Delhi shot up three-
fold from Rs, 118659 lakhs in 1975 to Rs, 380218 
lakhs at the end of 1984. Thus, v;hile the amount 
of loans and advances to Delhi in rupee terms 
increased over the decade, the percentage share 
of Delhi in relation to total bank credit maintained 
a declining trend. This indicates that bartcs have 
committed proportionately lesser investible funds 
in Delhi, 
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The credit-deposit relationship obtaining 
in Delhi further reflects the role of bank finance 
in the growth of industrial sector of Delhi. Table-3 
presents the figures of total deposits mobilised by 
tlie conmercial banks from Delhi and the total amounts 
of loans and advances made to industrial units in 
Delhi over the period of the decade 1975-76 to 1984-
8.5. 
TABLE - 3 
BANK DEPOSIT & CREDIT RATIO IN DELHI 
(1975 to 1984) 
(Rs. in lakhs) 
YEAR 
Total 
Deposits 
of Delhi 
Total Credit Credit-Deposit 
to Delhi 
Industries 
Ratio 
1975 
1976 
1977 
1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 
128001 
173421 
212721 
271871 
311961 
327184 
431854 
499123 
527906 
616931 
118659 
239652 
261817 
294357 
338468 
304655 
345352 
393744 
356619 
380218 
0.9 
1.4 
1.2 
1.1 
1.08 
0*9 
0.7 
0.7 
0.6 
0.6 
Sourcet Banking Statistics, Basic Statistical Returns, 
RBI, Bombay and Delhi Statistical Handbook, 
Bureau of Eco.& Statistics,Delhi Adm,,Delhi, 
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The above Table«-3 presents the deposit-credit 
ratio as obtains in the Union territory of Delhi, 
The data reveals that the ratio was higher than 
unity from 1976 to 1979, but consistently dropped 
in the subsequent years of the decade. The credit-
deposit ratio of higher than unity indicates that 
the financial outflows have been higher than the 
financial inflows. In other words, the banks have 
loaned out more funds than the deposits held by 
them* The financial assistance extended by the 
banks to all types of industries in Delhi was higher 
than the deposits mobilised by the banks from Delhi 
during the years 1976, 1977 and 1978. The credit-
deposit ratio marched upward from 0,9 in 1975 to 
1«4 in 1976 when the amount of loans and advances 
was considerably higher at Rs« 239652 lakhs as 
against total deposits of Delhi which stood at 
Rs« 173421 lakhs. The ratio was higher than unity 
upto 1979. But then came a slump in bank credit 
operations in Delhi in later years and the credit-
deposit ratio consistently moved below unity upto 
the end of the decade. Prom 1,08 in 1979, the 
credit-deposit ratio fell to 0*6 in 1984. The 
• ( 2 4 3 ) -
The do-wnward movement in credit-deposit ra t io i s 
manifest of a lower outflow of bank loans and 
advances in comparison to inflows of deposits* 
The bank credi t to industrial uni ts in Delhi which 
used to be higher got reveresed in proportion during 
the decade and whittled down to j u s t half of the 
t o t a l deposits in Delhi* This c lear ly indicates 
that the role of banks in financing the industr ia l 
scictor cf Delhi has been on the ahrink. 
A prominent reflection on the part played 
by the banks in supplying finance to small scale 
industries can be had if the share of small sector 
i s exclusively taken out of the aggregate loans 
and advances made by banks to a l l types of industries* 
Table-4 below measures o\it the share quantum of 
small-scale sector in idle to ta l flows of bank-credit 
on al l -India plana* 
Table-4 presents the net flows of funds 
directed by banks to small-scale sector out of t he i r 
t o t a l credit operations and computes thei r r e l a t i on -
ship in terras of percentages for the period of the 
decade under study. The data reveals that though 
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TABLE - 4 
SHARE OP SMALL INDaSTRlAL SECTOR IN THE 
AGGREGATE BANK CREDIT 
(R3. In lakhs) 
%age of Col«3 Aggregate 
YEAR Bank Credit 
to Industries 
"T 2 
Share of 
Small-scale 
Sector 
to Col,2 
1975 
1976 
1977 
1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1007146 
1355310 
1532725 
1831009 
2134591 
2238126 
2938179 
3507194 
3686058 
N.A 
84343 
114743 
142108 
170280 
215631 
263276 
313647 
395308 
446431 
N.A 
8.3 
8.4 
9,2 
9,2 
10.1 
11.7 
10.6 
11.2 
12.1 
-
Sources Banking Statistics, Basic Statistical 
Returns* RBI, Bombayi and 
Delhi Statistical Handbook, Bureau of 
Eco. & Statistics, Delhi,Adm.,Delhi. 
the share of small-scale sector in total bank credit 
has been rising, with little fluctuations, the 
increases have been very marginal. On an average. 
-(245)-. 
the total credit flows to the small sector of the 
countiry have remained only 10 per cent of the 
aggregate loans and advances of the banlcs during 
the period of the decade. The share of sraall-sector 
in 1975 was Rs, ©4343 ialths out of total bank credit 
of Rs« 1007146 lakhs and accounted for 8»3 per cent 
of total loans and advances* This moved up through 
the decade except in 1981-82 when the share percen-
tage marginally dropped, in t983, the small sector 
received Rs. 446431 lakhs out of the total bank 
credit of Rs, 3686058 lakhs which accounts for a 
share of 12,1 per cent for the small sector. 
Thus, the sceduled commercial banks credit 
to small sector, as a whole, has been of limited 
character. Their role in financing the small sector 
has been passive and remained confined to a narrow 
base of 10 per cent of their total loans and 
advances. The banks have also fallen short of 
achieving the target fixed under R.B.I*s directives 
to them for raising the base of loans and advances 
to small sector upto 40 per cent of their aggregate 
loanable funds. 
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The place which the small industries of 
Delhi occupy in the credit operations of the 
banks is of purposeful importance for this study. 
This \>rill be Indicated by establishing a relation-
ship between the aggregate bank credit and the net 
loans and advances made by the commercial banks to 
small enterprises of Delhi. Table-S below computes 
these figures for the period of the decade 1975 to 
1984. 
TABLE - S 
PERCEOTAGE SHARE OP DELHI SMALL SCALE 
UNITS IN THE AGGREGATE BANK CREDIT (1975 
to 1984) 
(Rs. in lakhs) 
~ Aggregate Share of Small ^^ ^^ ^ ^^ ^^^^ 
^^^ Bank Credit Units of Delhi 3 to 2 
1975 
1976 
1.977 
1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1007146 
1355310 
1532725 
1831009 
2134591 
2238126 
2938179 
3507194 
3686058 
M.A. 
6440 
8642 
10485 
X 0 ^ /% 
17276 
21626 
26572 
30735 
37605 
44517 
0.6 
0.6 
0.6 
0.7 
0.8 
0.9 
0,9 
0.8 
1.0 
SOURCEi Banking Statistics, Basic Statistical Returns, 
RBI, Bombayi and Statistical Tables Relating 
to Banks, RBI, Bombay, 
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The above table-5 measures the share of 
small-sector of Delhi in relation to the overall 
bank credit in percentages as well as in absolute 
irupee terms. The coi^utations reflect that the 
flow of bank assistance to small business of Delhi 
forms only a flee-bite part in the aggregate loans 
and advances of the scheduled commercial banks. 
Cin the annual average basis, the voXurae of funds 
flows to small industries of Delhi has been less 
than one per cent of the total banks credit. Though 
the banks have been releasing additional funds 
every year, yet the percentage increases have been 
very marginal in the share of smaller units. In 
1975, the share-percentage of these units was .0,6 
in the aggregate bank credit. It rose to 0,7 per 
cent in 1978 after ranaining stagnant in 1976 and 
1977. Again the share of smaller units rose to 
0,9 per cent in 1980 and was unchanged in 1981, 
It dropped to 0^8 per cent in the following year 
but was an all-time high at one per cent in 1983, 
Thus, the banks' contribution to small-scale sector 
of Delhi rose from 0,6 per cent in 1975 to one 
per cent in 1983, yielding an increase of only C,4 
*»C246)«* 
per cent over the course of a decade. Thus, the 
overall flow of finance from the ban]d.ng sector 
to small units is not borne out to be of any 
significant encouragement to smaller enterprises. 
*She funds ear-marked by the banks in their 
total credit operations for Delhi represent their 
^assistance to the industrial sector of Delhi as a 
whole. This includes the loans and advances made 
by the banks to all types of business enterprises-
large, medium and small. The loans and advances 
received by small-scale industries in Delhi out of 
the total credit operations of the banks in the 
Uaion territory will further enlighten about the 
role of bank finance in meeting the demand for 
funds of these units, Table-6 below excludes 
quantatitively the share of small units in the total 
term-assistance flowing from banks to all industries 
in Delhi and also shows their mutual relationship 
in percentage terms. 
, Table-6 (next page) makes the important 
revelation that the supply of bank finance to 
small industries of Delhi constitute a very little 
« ( 2 4 9 ) -
TABLE - 6 
PERCENTAGE SHARE 6P SMALL UNITS IN THE TOTAL 
BAMC CREDIT TO ALL INDUSTRIES OP DEOil 
C1975 t o 1984) 
(Rs. i n l a k h s ) 
^ A R T o t a l Bank Cxisdit t o A l l 
I n d u s t r i e s i n 
Delhi 
2 
Share of Smaller 2^?f ?f 
units of Delhi ^12 
T^ T 
1975 
1976 
1977 
1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 
118659 
239652 
26181? 
294357 
338468 
304655 
345352 
393744 
356619 
380218 
6440 
8642 
10485 
13274 
17276 
21626 
26572 
30735 
37605 
44517 
5.4: 
3.6( 
4,0 
4.5 
5.1 
7.0 
7.6 
7.8 
10.5 
11,7 
SOURCES Banking Statistics* Basic Statistical 
Returns, RBI, Bornbayi and 
Statistical Tables relating to Banks^ 
RBI, Bombay. 
part of the total allocations of bank credit to 
ail types of industries in Delhi. The bulk of the 
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bank credit is received by industrial units, other 
than smaller ones. The data reveals that, on an 
annual average, seven per cent of the total bank 
credit to Delhi industrial sector flows to smaller 
units* The remaining large chunk of 93 per cent 
of the bank funds is offered to business enterprises 
in other sectors. Moreover, the percentage 
increases in the case of smaller business under** 
takings have been slow as well as marginal and 
marked with fluctuations during the decade under 
study* la 1975, the snail units got Rs.6440 lakhs 
out of Rs» 118659 lakhs or 5*4 per cent of the 
total bank credit flows to the Union territory. 
This share of small enterprises dropped in subse-
quent years till. 1980 t^rhen it rose to 7,0 per cent 
claiming Rs, 21,626 lalchs out of Rs,2>04'^ 5S lakhs 
of total bank credit to all industries in Delhi. 
With the exception of 1982 when the share again 
dropped, the percentage share of small sector of 
Delhi received marginal increases and accounted for 
11,7 per cent or Rs, 44517 lakhs in a total alloca-
tions of bank credit of Rs, 380218 lakhs for Delhi 
in 1984, This yielded a total increase of only 
Six per cent, or only a half per cent rise each 
year, in the financial assistance extended by the 
banks to small sector iinits of Delhi* out of their 
total operations of loans and advances in the 
Union territory. 
Thus, the flow of short-term assistance from 
the banlcs to industries of Delhi has been very 
limited. Besides, the share of small-sector has 
been found very meagre in the total allocation of 
bank credit to all industries in the Union territory, 
gACTORS RESPONSIBLE FOR LXMITED ROLE 
OF BANKS IN FINANCING SMALL INDiaBTRIESt 
The inadequate supply of the institutional 
term-finance from banks has become problematic for 
the snail business enterprises^ The factors 
responsible for the limited financial flows of 
funds from banking sector need to be explored. 
The causes found out by this study are discussed 
belowi 
ATTITUDE OF BANKSt 
In Delhi, a large section of industrial society 
still remains outside the approach of the commercial 
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banks. It is partly the reluctance of the bankers 
to reach the small entrepreneurs that have kept them 
away from the organised banking sector* These 
firm owners can be brought to the banking fold 
through a change in the attitude of the bankers 
tov;ards the small depositors coming to the banking 
institutions vdth very smail amounts. The banking 
industry under the new set up has to play a prominent 
role in involving those persons who are the middle 
income groups, They have remained outside the realm 
of scheduled commercial banks. The Indian banking 
industry* therefore* can deal Just one percent of 
the total population as bank customers. This 
certainly is a poor reflection on the operational 
efficiency of the Indian banking sector, 
S3SGURITY ORIENTED I 
The policy of the banks is to secure the 
advances to small scale industries of Delhi with all 
available security and in particular with the assets 
in the industrial units. Ho proposal should be 
turned dbwn, if it is otherwise viable, purely on 
the ground that adequate collateral security is 
not forthcoming. In other words where the 
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proprietors/partners are not in a position to 
furnish any security other than what is available 
to the industry and the venture is technically 
feasible and economically viable#further security 
should not be insisted upon. Rigid adherence to 
the terms of banking loans in lending operations has 
been responsible for keeping away from commercial 
banks of the small entrepreneurs, 
DELAY IN PROCESSING A SCHEMEt 
The entrepreneurs quite often complain that the 
banks have a tendency to reject their proposals on 
flimsy grounds. The bank officials often test the 
tenacity of the entrepeneur by raising various objec-
tions not at the same time but on many occasions. 
The objects relate to the doubts of the scrutiny 
officials on the scheme. Sometimes they may ask 
t 
for s a t i s f ac to ry proof of t h e i r market study f i nd ings . 
At o thers , they may question how the owners could 
think of achieving maximiim producing capacity in a 
p a r t i c u l a r month. They may a l s o question the raw 
mater ia l cost which might unfor tunate ly r i s e during 
the period of s c ru t i ny . They may r a i s e the ques t ion 
- {254) -
of the e n t e r p r i s e ' s competi tors . I t i s the duty 
of the entrepreneurs to d isplay utmost pat ience 
and perseverance in handling such bothersome and 
time consuming sc ru t iny . They should always remember 
t h a t they are under tes t» This t e s t wi l l enable 
them to r a i s e t h e confidence of t he scept ic s c r u t i -
n i s ing o f f i c i a l s of the banks. 
Some dealys emerge due t o the enterpr ises* 
ovrn laz iness in ge t t i ng down to work and Jus t i fy ing 
the e a r l i e r f i g u r e s . In fac t , a f t e r a few exhaustive 
sessions with the banker* the owners get d isgusted 
and f rus t r a t ed and delay the submission of the 
o r i g i n a l scheme by a few weeks. I t c e r t a i n l y s u i t s 
the busy s c r u t i n i s i n g o f f i ce r . 
INCREASING THE COST OF SCHEME DUE TO DELAYl 
Delay a t var ious stages of processing of an 
appl ica t ion enhances the cos t of scheme to small 
u n i t s . If the delay takes p lace a t an i n i t i a l 
per iod, on account of bankers* sc ru t iny , the only 
it^m of increase i n cost of scheme wi l l be the higher 
conveyance charges for more v i s i t s t o the bank. If 
the delay takes p lace a t an in termediate s t a g e t h a t 
i s between the sanction and disbursement of the 
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loan, interest paid for debt possibly incurred by 
the entrepreneur for depositing cash amounts as 
advances to suppliers of machines and to solicitors 
for legal expenses etc, will augment more than 
what was estimated in the scheme. If the delay 
occurs on final stage for starting the plant, it. 
will not only push up interest charges on account of 
loans from banks but also a default as far as 
commitment to suppliers of rax-j materials and to the 
buyers of the finished goods are concerned. 
It has been observed that delay faced by small 
units in receiving payment of their bills affect 
their liquidity and also overall functioning. The 
lack of proper rediscounting facility in respect of 
loans to small industry further restrains the banks 
from granting loans to small-scale industries of Delhi, 
The small entrepreneurs do not like the 
elaborate enquiries and detailed investigations by 
commercial banks because of their asecretive outlook. 
The pledging of securities, insistencd of banks on 
high margins and delay in sanction and disbursement 
ai'e the main factors v4iich are responsible for the 
small firms to avoid the bank credit. 
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In reply to Banking Commission's questionnaire, 
many commercial banks rej?orted that most of the small 
units do not maintain books of accounts properly* 
It is usually found disorderly and in haphazard way. 
Therefore, it is very difficult to Judge the function-
ing and performance of small scale units v*iile 
processing their loan applications. There is justifi-
cation in this contention of the banks to some 
extent. However* it is desirable that the accounts 
maintained by the small entrepreneurs on Indian system 
in Bahikhatas should be given due weight by the banks 
in extending loans and credits to the small units* 
The impact of shortage of institutional finance 
has been on the soundness of the financial health 
of small industries of Delhi« The paucity of funds 
has caused sickness amongst the enterprises in small 
sector. The extent of sickness amongst these 
industries will be borne out from the following! 
INCIDENCE OF INDUSTRIAIi SICKNESS t 
The rate of groxrth in sickness of small-scale 
industries in Delhi is much faster than the rate 
1. Report of the Study Group on Non-Banking Financial 
Intermediaries^ Banking Commission, Govt.of India, 
Bombay*l971, p»163» 
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at vjhich the sick urJLts are being revived* Many 
small industries are now not capable of withstanding 
the normal market fluctuations or a slightly adverse 
economic situation due to their exceptionally «*psa1c 
financial structural resistance capacity. 
The statistics in Table-7 below shows the 
position of sick units in Delhi due to financial 
stringency manifest in the accumulation of arrears 
of credit outstanding against them, 
TmiE - 7 
REPRESENTING THE MAGNITUDE OF INDUSTRIAL SICKNESS 
OF SMALL SCALE INDUSTRIES OF DELHI 
< Outstanding credit of scheduled commercial banks to 
Sick industrial units as at the end of December) 
(Rs«in Cr«) 
YEAR 0UTSTJSNDIN3 CREDIT 
1976 3.29 
1977 3»12 
19 78 7.19 
1979 9.94 
1980 8.29 
1981 7.68 
SOURCE! Report of the Committee t o Exemine the Legal 
and Other D i f f i cu l t i e s Faced by Banks & Finan-
c i a l I n s t i t u t i o n s in Rehab i l i t a t ion of s i ck 
Indus t r i a l Undertakings and suggest Remedial 
Measures including changes in lawi RBI* Bombay 
1984,p.124. 
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The data g iven in t ab l e -? c l e a r l y show the 
ac tua l p i c tu re of i ndus t r i a l siclcness of Delhi , 
At the end of December 1976 the problem of i n d u s t r i a l 
s ickness seems t o have acquired l a r g e r dimensions 
as going t o omirard. In 1976 the s ickness vias Rs,3#29 
c rores as a g a i n s t of Rs« 9,94 c ro res in 1979, I t 
means tha t the magnitude of i n d u s t r i a l sickness of 
small scale i n d u s t r i e s of Delhi was increasing by 
200 per cent , from 1976 t o 1979. But from 1979 t o 
1981 the dimensions of sickness decl ined by 33 per 
c en t . In 1979 the sickness was of the order of 
Rs. 9.94 crores but reduced t o Rs, 8»29 crores i n 
19B0t and was fu r the r decreased t o Rs. 17^68 i n 1981 
y ie ld ing a percentage of 17 and 20 r e spec t ive ly , 
COIKLUSIONi 
The above discussion leads t o t h e conclusion 
t h a t commercial banks a r e the only i n s t i t u t i o n 
among a l l o ther functioning a t Delhi t h a t provide 
short- term i n s t i t u t i o n a l finance t o small e n t r e p r e -
neurs in the union t e r r i t o r y . That despi te a l a rge 
e:jcpansion i n the network of banking sector i n Delhi , 
the short-term funds directed to small sec tor 
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industrles have been quantitatively very meagre. 
The annual average of bank credit to smaller units 
in Delhi is even lower than the yearly average of 
credit provided by banks to small sector on all 
India level. The yearly increases in bank finance 
to smaller units in Delhi have also been found 
proceeding at a snail's pace. Inadequacy and slow 
grovrth in the supply of bank funds has rendered 
the role of institutional assistance very limited 
which can hardly be characterised as conducive to 
grovrth and development of small-scale industries. 
In factt the shortage of institutional finance has 
turned to be an in^ortant factor instrumental in 
deteriorating the financial health of smaller enter-
prises. It has been a cause of industrial sickness 
amongst small-scale units and responsible for the 
failure of smaller concerns in many cases. Some 
concrete measures are called for to improve the 
flow of finance to small-sector whose survival is 
vital for the development of the country as a whole. 
The next chapter, accordingly, is devoted to suggestions 
and recommendations in relation to conclusions drawn 
in respect of the role of institutional finance for 
small industries of Delhi at various stages in this 
study. 
CHAPTER -w Vt 
cowchvsmm AND SUGGESTIONS 
Small-scale enterprises occupy a pivotal 
position in the industrial structure of a country. 
With bheir enormous potential for increasing the 
consumable output and ^ctensive capacity for 
generating employment opportunities as well as 
providing self ••employment avenues, small industries 
are the Icingpin in the process of economic develop-
ment of a nation* They are instrumental in optimi-
sing the rate of industrial growth* The experience 
of the industrialised economies liKe those of the 
United States of America, the countries of Western 
Eux-ope and Japan shows that small industries can 
greatly help in achieving sustained economic growth j, 
That Japan today is a powerful industrial competitor 
in the world market is mainly because of its network 
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of small-scale units in various fields. It is 
now widely acknowledged that industrial development 
cannot foe achieved by establishing and promoting 
only large-scale units» 
The study reveals that giant industrial 
organisations are not an answer to the poverty-
stricken societies o£ development countries like 
India, Large-scale enterprises cannot pull out 
the people from the deep abyss of poverty and 
galvanise the whole society into an advance indus-
trial nation. Large industries alone cannot provide 
enough enployment for a larger population of India^ 
nor can they ensure the country's sustained economic 
anid social development. 
The study emphasisesthe significant 3?ole of 
small units in the developing countries like India 
with teeming population and scarce capital resources 
but possessing enormous uneKploited human talent 
and natural wealth. For such nations small enter-
prises have specific advantages as they are the 
best means for the optimum exploitation of their 
natural and hwnan resources. Being labours-intensive 
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small units present an opportunity to absorb 
larger number of work force at minimal capital 
investment, They have greater mobility to spread 
themselves far and wide in every part of the country, 
and a better media for the flourishing of entrepre-
neural talent of individuals as compared with large 
units tsrhere advance technology and heavy capital 
requirements are dominant factors and entrepreneural 
qualities are not of so much consequence. 
The study discloses that in recent years the 
development and performance of the small-scale 
industries in India has been phenomenal. There has 
been a spectacular spurt in the number of units 
as well as value of investment in the small scale 
sector of India, The contribution of small units 
constitutes 8 to 9 percent in the net national 
product and half of the total industrial production 
in India emanates from the small industrial sector. 
These units account for a share of 22,5 per cent 
of the total industrial e>cpbrts in India and 80 
per cent of the total industrial workfoixte is 
ai)Sorbed in small enterprises. Small units have 
been producing more than 5000 varied items of 
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mass consiiraption, ^  
The study finds that Delhi being the Union 
territory, the capital of the country and a metro-
politan commercial centre is the hub of small 
industrial sector in India, While in Bombay and 
Calcutta, the industrial structure is dominated 
by large and heavy industries, in Delhi it is 
dominated by numerous small units* The study 
found their number in 1985 at 62,000 registere<V' 
unregistered units, Delhi holds promise of future 
growth for these units, for this metropolitan city 
is itself a big consuming centre and also the 
biggest distributional market in Northern India. 
The growth of this sector also received impetus 
in recent years due to the inclusion of the Union 
tertitory of Delhi in the 20-point programme^ 
announced by the late Prime Minister Smt,- Indira 
Gandhi, The programme lays emphasis on providing 
facilities to small-scale units as a special case 
and on priority basis. 
The study makes the interesting revelation 
that despite a favourable climate and an ©ccellent 
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operational ground for smaller units in the Union 
territory of Delhi, these units are beset with 
multifarous problems vSiich have afflicted their 
operational and physical health. These problems 
range in a wide spectrum, from the availability of 
infra-structural facilities like water and power 
to procurement of inputs, maiagement of human and 
material resources and distribution of outputs. 
The analysis of these problems made in the study 
shows that a few of them are non-monetary and relate 
to general shortages of basic facilities in the 
country, but the majority of problems of small units 
of Delhi are monetary. In fact, every problem of 
small producer concerning production or material, 
quality or marketing, is in the ultimate analysis 
a financial one. The existence of small units of 
Delhi is,thus, fraught with problems of financial 
stxingencies more than any other form of business 
organisation. Paucity of funds is their perennial 
problem and has seriously aff fc'.cted their prospects 
of growth and development. 
The study analyses the demand for funds of 
small-sca3.e industrial sector of Delhi and concludes 
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that small units need to finance 70 per cent 
of their capital requirements from external sources. 
The sBtudy reflects that institutional finance is 
particularly preferred by these units as it is 
comparatively cheaper than any other type of credit 
.available to them. The sources of finance in the 
capital market of Delhi comprise a band of financial 
institutions, viz. Delhi Financial Corporation, 
Dolhi Directorate of Industries, National Small 
Industries Corporation, Life Insurance Corporation 
of India, sceduled commercial banks, Delhi Industrial 
Cooperative Banks, Delhi Khadi and Village Industries 
Board, Indigen^ous banlcers and money lenders # Some 
of these agencies are local in character set up by 
Delhi Administration and exclusively cater for the 
financial needs of smaller units(located in the 
territory of Delhi. Other institutions are of 
national level operating with a network of their 
branches set up in Delhi and supply loanable funds 
to small business enterprises. Besides, some of 
the financial institutions extend only long-term 
financial assistance while others provide short-
term credit to these units. 
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The study reveals that while long-term 
finance is extended to smaller units by all the 
local and national level financial intermediaries 
operating in the capital market of Delhi, the 
short-term funds are provided by a single institu-
tion, viz. the scheduled commercial banks* 
The study makes the significant conclusion 
that on the supply side the total financial assis-
tance received by the small industries of Delhi 
from the capital market, both long-term and short-
term, aggregates to 29 per cent as against a demand 
for 70 per cent of financial assistance from these 
units. This leaves a wide gap for the smaller units 
of Delhi between their demand and supply of funds. 
The small enterprises have to lean on non-institutional 
sourcec to satisfy a substantially large part of 
their demand for funds. The meagre quantum of insti-
tutional finance provided by the capital market of 
Delhi clearly reflects on the contribution of 
financial institutions in the development of small 
industries of Delhi, 
The study, thus, concludes that the role of 
financial institutions in the development and 
-..(267). 
growth o£ small industrial sector of Delhi has 
neither been expansive nor growing. It is revealed 
that during the decade under asttudy, while the 
number of small industrial units in Delhi multiplied 
considerably, the number of units beneficiary of 
the institutional assistance shrank in strength. 
The institutions have,-aius# remained unexpansive 
conpatible to the increasing demand for finance 
emanating from an expansive small industrial sector 
of Delhi. Statistics of funds flows bring to fore 
that the yearly volume of financial assistance flowing 
from the numerous institutions functioning in the 
capital market of Delhi has maintained a fluctuating 
trend moving downwards during the period of the 
decade tinder study. The net funds supplied have 
neither grown in quantum to any significance in a 
decade nor has their growth been as much as the 
growth in the volume of their own assets. Interes-
tingly, the performance of the Delhi Financial 
Corporation and the Delhi Directorate of Industries 
which are teritorial institutions for financing the 
Delhi's small industrial sectox'# has been below the 
mark. The net flows from the former have been in 
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the range of fifteen to twenty per cent of its 
value of assets, while the financial assistance 
tactended by the latter have (dwindled to less than 
half both in quantum and percentage over the course 
of the decade* Besides, there is a wide gap 
between the sanction -^ and disbursals of assistance 
by the Delhi Financial Corporation, The declining 
size of disbursals have, in effect, rendered the 
higflfier artiounts of sanction ineffective,, The 
clisbursals whittled down during the decade to 
Just fifty per cent of the sanction of financial 
assistance. ^ 
The study makes the interesting revelation 
about the prejudices of financial institutions in 
the sanctJLon of assistance on the basis of form of 
business among the small industries* Partnerships 
have been preferred more than any other form of 
small business organisation for financial support. 
On an average, one-half of the total credit of the 
Delhi Financial Corporation is annually directed 
towards partnership concerns* Proprietary concerns 
have secondary preference in the credit portfolio 
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of t.he Corporation, Sole-trade receives, on an 
average, one-fourth of the total credit* Private 
con^ sanies come next in order btit the quantum of 
financial assistance to thera has of late been found 
rising. The share of public limited companies has, 
however, been on the decline and the Corporation 
gives least preference to than. 
The study further concludes that despite a 
large expansion in the networK of banking sector 
in Delhi, the short-term funds directed to small-
sector industries have been quantitatively very 
meagre. The annual average of bank credit to 
smaller units in Delhi is even lower than the 
yearly average of credit provided by banks to 
small-sector on all-India level. The yearly 
increases in bank finance to smaller units in Delhi 
have also been found proceeding at a snail's pace. 
The study further concludes that the apparent 
reasons for the lack of institutional support for 
finance are two-fol<3l. The financial institutions, 
because of the nature of their liabilities which 
create loanable funds for them, observe the yard-
stick of security, return and liquidity in granting 
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loans and advances to industry. The smaller 
units grossly fall short in measuring upto the 
institutional yard-stick and fall short in satis-
fying the expectations of institutional lenders. 
There is no certainty of continuance of small 
business, their securities are not listed in the 
stock exchange and, hence, lack the institutional 
requirement of marketability, and the small units 
have low profit margins which cannot allow expected 
return to institutional lenders• The other obvlovss 
reason is found in the tortous and ciuribersome 
procedures laid down by the institutional lenders 
for sanctioning financial assistance to small-sector 
units. The small entrepreneur, mostly literate or 
illiterate as he is, does not find it convenient 
to carry out the lengthy trail of red-tapism to 
stscurci a loan. The time and cost incurred, besides 
the harrassment suffered are the deterrant factors 
for tho small entreprene\3r to heavily bank upon 
the financial institutions for financial support. 
The study finally concludes that the inadequacy 
and slow growth in the supply of institutional funds 
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to small Industrial units of Delhi has rendered 
the role of institutional assistance very limited 
which can hardly be characteriaed as co.nducive to 
groxrth and development of small-scale sector of 
Delhi* In fact, the shortage of institutional 
finance has turned to be an important factor Insitru-
mental in deteriorating the financial health of 
small enterprises of Delhi. It has been a cause 
of industrial sickness amongst small scale units' 
and responsible for the failure of smaller concerns 
in many cases. Some concrete measures are called 
for to itnprove the flov; of institutional finance 
to small industrial units of Delhi which is consi.-
dered essential for the developnent and growth of 
these units. This study makes the following, sugges-
tions to this end. Some of the recommendations 
are general in nature for small industrial sector' 
as a whole and their benefits vrould flox^  to smaller 
enterprises of Delhi also. Other suggestions are 
specifically made for the small-scale sector units 
of Delhi, 
An Apex Financial Institution* exclusively 
for the small-scale indistries should be establishjed 
as a first step towards easing out the smaller 
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units from financial stringency. The institution 
may be designed on the lines of the Agricultural 
Refinance Development Corporation. The -Apex Xnnti-
tution should be the principal agency for (i) trans-
lating industrial development programme for the 
small-scale units into bankable proposition, (ii) 
coordinating the programmes of various other insti-
tutions engaged in providing finance to the small-
scale decentralised units* (iii) assisting the 
development of new institutions to provide support 
facilities and (iv) providing finance and refinahce 
facilities to such institutions. 
The apex institution, it is suggested* be 
set up with an initial capital of Rs, 50 crores 
to b(? subscribed jointly by the Reserve Bank of 
lndlr:# the Industrial Development Bank of India 
and the scheduled commercial banks* The Reserve 
Bank of India should have the largest share in the 
inst.ltution. As the institution will be engaged in 
the promotional and developmental activity of the 
vital priority sector of small industries of our 
economy, no dividend can be expected f ran such 
an institution for an initial period of ten years'* 
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It should also be tax exempt during this time# 
When formed,* it will provide the necessary focus 
for ensuring a larger flow of credit to the small 
sector industrial units• 
Also^ there is need for (a) comprehensive 
legislation concerning the growth and development 
of small-scale industries. The legislation besides 
covering important areas such as compulsory regis-
tration of small enterprises^ provision for ensuring 
supply of inputs, construction of sheds for small-
scale units, etc. must also elaborately provide 
for financing aspect of the small units. For 
instance, delay in making pa;yTOent by larger units 
rec[uire to be checked* The shortage of finance 
has been accentuated by the failure of large units 
to make timely payment of bills to small units, 
against their supplies, tn view of the poor bargain-
ing capacity of these helpless suppliers, the large 
firms tend to assign the lowest priority to these 
payments. Official investigations have brought to 
light the fact that "some of the giant public 
sector undertakings have been guilty of tl)is 
practice"{Economic Times,New Delhi, 13.7« 1984)• 
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The melady of course is not confined to public. 
sector. tJnder conditions of recession and financial 
stringency, many larger units in the private sector 
face heavy odds. But that is no excuse for denying 
small units their dues. Inordinate delays in clearing 
payment of small-scale sector have actually been 
instrumental in causing sickness to smaller units 
and also responsible to their failures. Besides 
ensuring timely payments, the legislation should 
also provide for the course of action against wilful 
defaulters. ^-^ 
The Legislation should also deal with the saving 
institutions v/hich are concerned with and extend 
financial support to small-scale industrial units. 
Clear guidelines require to be laid for the saving-
oriented financial institutions to be liberal in 
meeting the demand of the priority sector of our 
economy. It is desirable that a percentage is fixed 
of their total credit to be directed for assistance 
to the small-scale units. Fixing of such percentage 
should be based in relation to the total demand for 
external funds of this sector. The legislative 
measure shall increase the flow of institutional 
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finance comparatively at a lower cost to small 
industries and thereby boost the profitability 
of these units. 
There is a need in the Union Territory of 
Delhi for a close coordination between the activities 
of institutions concerned with providing financial 
assistance to smaller enterprises of Delhi, The 
tasl« can be assigned conveniently by establishing 
a Coordination Cell attached to the Delhi Financial 
Corporation, A co-ordinated approach towards 
financing the smaller units can better serve these 
units and should effectively contribute to their 
growth and development, 
Banlcs are the largest repositories of financial 
resources and they have the largest network of their 
branches in the Union territory of Delhi, Small 
scale industries have been assigned prime importance 
in our planning and, hence# an increasing amount of 
bank credit must flow into this sector. The banks* 
however, have not contributed up to the target fixed 
by the Government for them. Against an standing 
directive to them to push up credit to sraall~sector 
upto 40 per cent of their total loanable funds. 
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they have actually been able to disbtirse around 
20 per cent so far. There is still scope for the 
banking sector to enhance its financial support to 
small industries. 
There is need that the Delhi Financial Corpora-
tion should step up the flox^r of funds to small units 
in cpiantum compatible with the growth in its assets, 
Xts operations should be expansive in nature so that 
it covers under its financial assistance programme 
the growing number of small units in Delhi, By 
reducing its administrative overheads, the Corporation 
can release funds for increasing the volume of its 
assistance to smaller units. Besides, the Corporation 
should narrow down the gap between its sanctions 
and disbursals which is at present considerably wide. 
The Corporation is the chief instilaition. of finance 
to Delhi's small business and it can enhance its 
role as purveyor of funds to a great extent if the 
ratio between sanction and disbursal is brought as 
near to unity as possible. 
There is also need to streamline the procedures 
for the procurement of financial assistance from the 
institutions. The current cuntoersome procedures 
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be made simple and within the comprehensive ability 
of the small entrepreneur who barely knows the three 
R* s, A two-pronged strategy can be adopted for the 
purpose. The institutional staff should be so 
trained as to inculcate in them a growing awareness 
to be considerate and sympathetic towards the develop-
ment of small business with an understanding that on 
these industries rests the upliftment of the weaker 
sections of our society and the ultimate advancement 
of our country. On the other hand, the steps be 
taken to educate the small entrepreneurs to make 
them aware of the policies and programmes of the 
Government and institutions aimed at the development 
of small sector industries. The holding of entrepre-
neurial development and education programmes by the 
Delhi Financial Corporation/ the Delhi Directorate 
of Industries and the commercial banks is strongly 
recommended. J 
There is also felt the need to express a word 
of advice to small unit-holders of Delhi. Small 
enterprepreneurs do not maintain suitable books of 
accounts and other records. They do not find it 
convenient or just do not have the necessary facilities. 
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This makes it difficult for the institutional 
lenders to gather relevant data for evaluating thera 
and arriving at credit decisions. Small entrepre-
neurs must, therefore, maintain accounting records 
which would help them getting financial assistance 
easier and quicker. 
Finally, a Monitoring Committee, to serve as 
watchdog at the Delhi Territorial level be consti-
tuted to ensure that the credit extension limits, 
recommended to be fixed for the financial institutions 
in respect of the small-scale units of Delhi, as 
well as other facilities with regard to production, 
marketing, etc, extended to them, are duly met. 
The Monitoring Committee should consist of represen-
tatives from the local government, financial insti-
tutions and the small-scale sector* This will have 
an encouraging effect on the flow of institutional 
finance to small-scale units of Delhi, 
- ( ! ) -
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